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VOLUME II

SECTION A

OVERVIEW LZ

1. BACKGROUND:

a. A joint Department of Defense, Department of Energy, and Federal

Emergency Management Agency Nuclear Weapon Accident Exercise, NUWAX-83, was

conducted during the period 5-10 May 1983 by the Defense Nuclear Agency,.

The exercise included the United States Navy, the Department of Energy, the

Federal Emergency Management Agency, and the Commuonwealth of Virginia (COy) as

the major participating players. NUWAX-83 was the third such full-scale

exercise of 'the nation's nuclear weapon accident response capabilities and was

conducted at the Department of Energy's Nevada Test Site (NTS) . The scenario

had artificialities specifically incorporated to provide ma2ximum play for the

widest possible variety of participants. In actual nuclear weapon transport,

the United States employs stringent safety requirements in order to prevent

aircraft accidents, such as portrayed in the NUWAX-83 scenario. For instance,

f light over populated areas is specifically avoided, or at least minimized,

when otherwise impossible to avoid. In a similar vein, the U.S. has never had

a fire or high explosive component explosion involving a nuclear weapon and a

helicopter.

b. Since th e development of nuclear weapons by the United States, there

has never been an unplanned or inadvertent detonation of a weapor. which

resulted in a nuclear yield. The United States has, however, experienced~

accidents which resulted in detonation of the high explosive compc-ents of the
wciobs

weapns nd reatd sgniican raiolgicl prbles fr repone frce
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ived in the cleanup. Two notable accidents occurred in Palomares, Spain

in 1966 and Thule, Greenland in 1968. Both of these accidents resulted in

detonation of the high explosive components of some of the weapons involved as

well as area radiological contamination. These accidents provided extensivc

experience in procedures and techniques for recovering from an actual nuclear

weapon accident. However, much of the experience gained was gradually lost

due to the loss of personnel who had participated in the recovery efforts.

Currently, in order to handle such accidents, each Military Service and the

DOE maintain response teams which are capable of dealing with the various

aspects of a nuclear weapon mishap. Prior to NUWAXs -79 and -81, however,

there was little opportunity to exercise or evaluate the interfaces among

these teams and management elements in the joint operations 6 .vironment or to

evaluate response guidance. Both exercises identified many shortfalls and

limiting factors in the national response capability and generated some

significant changes in the concept of nuclear weapon accident preparedness and

response. NUWAX-83 provided a realistic medium for evaluation of these new

concepts and for the further enhancement of the national radiological response

capability.

c. NUWAX-79 was the first large-scale nuclear weapon accident exercise

conducted by the U.S. It was a time compressed exercise of limited scope. It

did, however, involve the DOE and all four Services in order to increase

accident response awareness throughout the DOD. Play in the Washington area

was minimal, as were off-site communications, and interfaces with other

Federal departments and agencies which miqht have direct or supporting

responsibilities. The U.3. Army provirded the Initial Pesponse Force and the

U.S. Air Force provided the Service Response Force. No attempt was made to
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include state or local authorities. This limited approach to improvement of

the national nuclear weapon accident response capabilities reflected existing

perceptions of current capabilities and what was initially achievable.

d. Considered within the context of its scope anO irtent, ý1IWAX-79 was a

very successful exercise, since no comparable exercise of its magnitude had

ever been attempted in the United States, and no actual nuclear weapon

accident had occurred for over 11 years. The true significance of NUWAX-79

was the clear highlighting of what had to be done to regain the capabilities

that had previously existed and expand them to meet more demanding conditions.

The exercise planning process alone made it obvious that a nuclear weapon

accident will create unique radiological health hazards, public concerns and

clean-up problems far different from other military or natural accidents that

might involve military response. During the field exercise proper it became

clear that effective management of the response efforts required uniquely

knowledgeable and well trained military commanders and staffs to meet the

specialized, multifaceted technical and operational challengeF. Furthermore,

exercise experience confirmed that the capabilities and support available from

or provided by DOE participants were neither widely understood nor well

defined in DOD Service directives. Cnnsequently, DOE capabilities were poorly

integrated and less than efficiently utilized, and DOE responsibilities were

not initially recognized by the DOD on-scene commanders.

e. Following NUWAX-79, many improvements wero made. Intra-DOD an(!

interagency agreements, directives cind procedureFs were developed or refined.

The roles and responsibilities of FEMA weren irtegrated into DOD and DOE



planning. A draft Nuclear Weapon Accident Pesponse Procedures (NARP) Manual

was prepared as a guidance document for field use by the DOD and other

accident response forces. Training programs were revised at the Tnterservice

Nuclear Weapons School, and a new Senior Officer's Course was initiated.

Steps were taken to involve state and local governments in nuclear weapon

response accivities and exercises. In September 1980, a TITAN accident

(Damascus, Arkansas), which involved a nuclear weapon, but not radioactive

dispersion, stimulated further DOD improvements.

f. NUWAX-81 built upon and expanded evaluation of the advances made since

NUWAX-79. Major goals included involvement of Federal, civil and military

headquarters and their field response activities. Further, NUWAY-81 was

intended to involve a state emergency response organization and, as

practicable, to simulate local government and civilians in the accident

environment. The State of California was a major planner and participant in

this exercise. The value of using a live radioactive contaminant for realism

and the lack of an alternative area with a suitable Environmental Impact

Statement (EIS) dictated a return to the Nevada Test Site. In NUWAX-81 the

U.S. Air Force provided the Initial Response Force (IRF), and the U.S. Army

provided the Service Response Force (SRF). This expanded the exercise of both

Services and permitted an evaluation of the role played by Army's Director of

Military Support (DOMS), who is responsible for coordinating the off-site DOD

support to the Civil Sector through FEMA, should the President declare a major

disaster or emergency following e nuclear weapon accident. NUWAX-81 allowed

previously developed improvements to be verified and expanded awareness in the
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Federal and state governments about the need to develop and practice nuclear

weapon accident response. The need for jointly ratified response agreements

between various entities which would respond to an accident of this type was

demonstrated. In gener,.l, the overall national nuclear weapon accident

response capability was successfully exercised and evaluated.

2. OBJECTIVES OF NUWAX-83:

a. The major objectives of NUWAX-83 were as follows:

(1) To build upon and logically extend the experience of previous

exercises and provide for the continued growth of the various Federal response

capabilities.

(2) To expand the level of participation within the Federal govern-

mert, state government (through play by the Commonwealth of Virginia), and

local communities.

(3) To exercise the U.S. Navy in a primary response role.

b. Functional areas were designated to facilitate the evaluation and

analysis of the exercise activities. These areas were as follows:

(1) Command and Control

(2) Radiological Safety and Control

(3) Communications

(4) Security

(5) Casualty Handling/Medical Operations

(6) Weapon Operations

(7) Public Affairs

(8) Logistics and Service Support
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(9) Legyc, Affairs

(10) Site Restoration

c. Exercise performance objOctivcs wore developed Is an cpa.lcC(• Ouide ill

the evaluation of player activities in each major fun:ctional aic, W, 17co~fl•

response. These performanco objectives are defined in the ffollow-iT

paragraphs.

d. Command and Control.

(1) Command Relationships. Exercise and evaluate control and

coordination procedures employed by.r DOD, DOE, FHY.A, and the Cormonwealt>,

Virginia in responding to a nuclear weapon accident which extends }bCyond the

specific limits of normal military authority and reauires extensive interface

with other Federal agencien, major command agencies of the Department of

Defense, and Commonwealth of Virginia state, county, and local governments.

(2) Service/Agency Relationships. Exercise and evaluate procreUCs

for utilizing and integrating technical capabilitiers and exportise of

responding forces in overall response operations.

(3) Operating Procedures. Exercise and evaluate geneia1 operating

procedures including notification and mobilization of response forces,

timeliness of response, and follow-on actions during exercise play.

e. Radiological Safety .ni Control.

(-I) Padiolooical Health. Exercise ar<9 evatluat, the racii•,.'.ic,:il

health procedures and c;pabil-ities of the medic-al and ra<ii.o•hqica] hoci th

teams supporting the on-scene commander and s t otei/ocai •,rien' . V",a Itna ',

the interfaco with racliojogicaL r1r.ense rlenon ts 7ro , ',11 '.•7V j'. r



offices and Federal agencies such as the Environmentel Protection Agency, the

Department of Health and Human Services, and the Department of Agriculture.

(2) Radiological Control. Exercise and evaluate the canabilities and

actions of radiation survey teams to determine and coordinate on the location

and extent of contamination in the accident area using initial entry survey

techniques as well as detailed area survey and plotting techniques. Exercise

and evaluate the utilization of the Accident Response Group Aerial Measuring

System (AMS) , Atmospheric Pelease Advisory Capability (ARAC) , and field

measurement data.

(3) Decontamination. Exercise and evaluate the capability of

Service/Agency run hot lines to perform decontamination operations.

f. Communications.

(1) Joint Reporting System (JRS). Exercise and evaluate the

capability through the JRS to provide timely and accurate accident

notification and information to the NMCC, appropriate Service Peadquarterc,

the JNACC, DOE/EOC, FEMA, other Federal agencies at the national level, and to

state arid local authorities, as appropriate.

(2) Response Force Communications. Fxercise and evaluate the

communications equipment with, or deployed to support, nuclear accident'

response forces at the accident site.

g. Security.

(1) DOD Authority. Exercise and evaluate existing guidance and

authority to establish DOD control over an accident site at a lo-ati.on where

DOD authority and jurisdiction may be challenged by civil autherities.
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(2) Security Procedures. Exercise and evaluctte the capabilities and

security procedures employed by the initial and follow-on response forces to

establish and maintain control over the accident site. Exercire and evaluate

their interface with civil law enforcement on appropriate security1' matters.

(3) Operations and Communications Security. Exercise and evaluate

the capabilities to protect classified material through operations security

(OPSEC) and communications security (COMSEC) procedures.

h. Casualty Handling/Medical Operations.

(1) Casualty Handling. Exercise and evaluate casualt- handling

procedures, coordination, and liaison with local hospitals on the medical

aspects of radiation hazards.

(2) Casualty Reporting. Exercise and evaluate response force

procedures for casualty reporting.

i. Weapons Operations.

(1) Render Safe Procedures. Exercise and evaluate the capabilities

and procedures of the EOD personnel in rendering safe simulated damaged

nuclear weapons and in disposing of simulated high explosive hazards.

(2) DOE Support. Exercise and evaluate the effective utilizatior of

appropriate laboratory weapon specialists of the DOE Accident Response Group

(ARG) in an advisory an. assistance role.

(3) Recovery and Salvage. Exercise and evaluate the capability of

participating DOD elements, with assistance from DOE, to recover, package, and

prepare weapons and weapon components for shipment.

j. Public Affairs. Exercise and evaluate the public affairs procedures



of all elements of the DOD, DOE, FEMA, the coordination among these elements,

"and their interface with state and county public affairs representatives.

Evaluate the adequacy of existing DOD public affairs policy for accidents

involving nuclear weapons. Evaluate the Public Affairs program to satisfy

concerns and pressures related to the public interest.

k. Logistics and Service Support for Response Operations.

(1) Administration. Exercise and evaluate the administrative

support to the on-scene commander.

(2) Transportation. Exercise and evaluate DOD airlift support and

surface transportation capabilities.

(3) Logistic Support. Exercise and evaluate logistic support.

1. Legal Affairs.

+(1) Support and Advice. Exercise and evaluate the legal proqram to

include the effectiveness of support and advice to the on-scene commander.

(2) Jurisdictional Disputes. Evaluate capability to resolve any

jurisdictional disputes between responding forres and the state and couintv

governments.

m. Site Restoration.

(1) Decontamination. Fxercise' ,rd evalunt- the capabilities of the,

• military and civilian response forces to plan for exlended doconeaminatir'n

actiones.

(2) Site Pstoratirr Planning. F''ercis ard evaluat- r ho th taild

site' lestoration planning by rosponse •ol•,rnts to include idsrtificaticn (,f

•4 •equipment, trarnportation, rersonnel assets, coqt rrtimator,, pr(,curemnor

procedures, timo requirvements, and(! ,'sttlblizd cleiranup stirn.irds.



3. EXERCISE PLANNING:

a. Joint planning for NUWAX-83 commenced with the first meeting of the

Exercise Operations and Evaluation Working Group (EOEWG) held at FCDNA 29

April 1982. Planning responsibilities were assigned to four sub-groups, the

Scenario Working Group (SWG), the Radiological Safety Working Group (RSWG),

the Logistics Support Group (LSG), and the Financial Planning Group (FPG).

These groups were composed of representatives from DOD, DOE, FEMA, and COV.

Planning actions accomplished by the sub-groups were periodically briefed to

the EOEWG for review and approval.

b. Two major planning documents were published by Field Command, Defense

Nuclear Agency for use by exercise controllers and players. The NUWAX-83

Exercise Plan (EXPLAN) provided detailed information for the planning,

preparation, execution, and analysis of the exercise. The NUWAX-83 Player

Supplement to the EXPLAN provided the player response forces necessary

information about the exercise to help minimize confusion over exercise

artificialities and satisfy real world safety concerns.

4. EXERCISE SCENARIO:

a. Basic Staging:

(1) A Navy CH-4b Sea Kniqht helicopter located at the (simulated)

Naval Ordnance Fpcility. (NOF), Port Gaston, VA, was loaded with three nucl-ar

weapons for a logistical movement to a nearby nival station. The CH-4r

helicopter was escorted by a second CH-46 containing a security reaction force

of 15 marines. About 5 kilometers beyond the boundary of the NOF, the

security force helicopter encountered difficulty and was required to make an
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immediate forced landing. The load-carrying helicopter ther attempted to

return to NOF Port Gaston, the nearest DOD facility. Over the (simulated)

g town of Port Caston, VA, and just before crossing the NOF boundary on his

return to the RED LABEL area, the pilot of the logistical helicopter issued an

abrupt "MAY DAY." Irmediately thereafter, one rotor of the logistical

helicopter came loose and cut into the fuselage. The helicopter then

separated into two sections and crashed; the front portion of the helicopter

and some debris landed approximately 50 meters from the gate inside of the NOF

fence with debris catching on fire, while the smaller rear section hit near

the city park and was, likewiie, on fire. Some type of cargo hed fallen from

the separating helicopter hitting the ground near the fence line and

explodinq. One of the fence mainterence personnel working in the aroa was

killed by flying debris. In addition, one civilian Navy employee ard sailor

were Injured. Marine guard(s) at the gate were injured and a sailor and his

girlfriend in the park were hurt by the flying debris. Two residents of the

trailer park were killed by debris from the crash. Four other residents had

minor Injuries and walked to the outskirts of the trailer park to observe the

fire. A group of bystanders quickly beoan gathering outside the perimeter

fence and observed the activity.

(2) Civilians from Port Gaster witncssed the cranh and explosion and

notified Port Caston ard Jefferson County police, fire, and rescue ufli 7s.

Poth Naval Ordnance Facility and Jefferson Courty polio-, fire, and rcrcup

Sunits responded. The Marine security force on the escort shir was urnafhl to
.4 '• ~respond immediately, but arrived shortly ther,,.uter.
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b. Pre-Crash Aircraft Configuration:

(a) Mission Aircraft ý1. CH-46 Sea Knight. Crew consisted of:

Crew:

Pilot Courier

Co-Pilot Armed Guard

Crew Chief Armed Guard

Cargo:

Weapon-A stored in container.

Weapons-B & C on a double high stack bolster.

(b) Escort Aircraft. CH-46 Sea Knight. Crew consisted of:

Crew:

Pilot Crew Chief

Co-Pilot 15-person Security Force

c. Crash Damage to Cargn:

(1) A W-55 SUBROC fell with the front portion of the wreckage and

remained inside the helicopter wreckage.

(2) A B-57 bomb fell from the front portion of the helicopter and

underwent a high order high explosive detonation upon impact. This resulted

in destruction of the weapon, the spread of classified contaminated debris,

and produced an area of downwind radioactive contamination.

(3) Another B-57 bomb fell with the first one and was separated from

it by the explosion. The physics package of the second B-57 was thrown

off military property while the parachute section remained inside the NOF

boundary.

12



d. Casualties: None of the logistical helicopter crew survived the

crash. Three fence maintenance personnel were inspecting the fence line, and

one of these individuals was killed by flying debris. Two civilians ill the

trailer park were killed. Several civilians in Port Gaston were injured by

the eyplosion's debris. Several other civilians from the community received

external contamination from the radioactive plume in addition to their

injuries.

e. Radioactive Fallout Pattern: Area contamination produced by the B-57
bomb undergoing high explosive detonation included the seafood restaurant,

part of a nearby mobile home park, and a srall industrial park.

f. Civilian Involvement: Following the crash and explosion, local

citizens called the Jefferson County and Port Gaston Police departments and

Ioca. fire and rescue units. Rescue units responded to the accident site.

Contamination resulting from the accident was spread by the unsuspecting

populace. Local resources were heavily taxed in dealing with the contamina-

tion and restoration.

5. EXERCISF OPERATIONS:

a. NUWAX-83 was an exercise that maximized effects of an on-base nuclear

weapon acciden* with severe off-base consequences. Challenging accident

recovery problems were provided to the Fpderal, state, and local response

personnel. A Joint Task Group (JTG), composed of approximately 300 persorrel,

f,.rrished exercise control, evaluation, end support both at the NTS and at

Emergency Operations Centers in the Weshington Azea. JTG umpires functioned

as both exercise ronirollers and evaluators at the accident site and in the

Washington Area.

1.3
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b. Some 600 player participants representing the DOD, DOE, FEMA, other

Federal agencies, and the Commonwealth of Virginia (COV) responded to the

accident. The Port Gaston NOF and the town of Port Gaston were constructed

prior to the exercise and were populated for several days before STARTEX.

NUWAX-63 differed from previous NUWAX exercises in that the scenario was based

on an accident at an established town area. During the exercise, the NOF and

accident site were under the operational control of the on-scene commander,

and the town was governed by the local authorities.

c. There were in excess of 150 official visitors and 30 media personnel

who observed NUWAX-83 operations. In addition, there were 71 official observ-

ers, including foreign observers from the United Kinterm, who attended the

exercise for periods ranging from three tr seven days.

d. In Washington, surrogates played in the place of most key deci-

sion makers. The surrogates' actions and comments during the exercise may not

necessarily have depicted the actions ar! comments their respective principals

might have injected into exercise play. Since the Washington Control Group

also simulated a number of external exercise interfaces, the players were, in

many instances, unable to coordirate with their norra] points of contact as

they would in an actual situation.

e. Washington area commands ;nd agencies which participated in Exercise

NUWAX-83 were the:

(1) Department of Defense

(a) Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs)

(b) Assistant to the Seci(ýtary of Defenrse (Atonic Enermy)

14



(c) Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

(d) Department of the Army

(e) Department of the Navy (to include CINCJANTFLT HQ, Norfolk,

VA)

(f) Department of the Air Force

(g) Defense Nuclear Agency

(2) Department of Energy

(3) Federal Emergency Management Agency

C (4) Department of Health and Hum~an Services

Public Health Service

(5) Environmental Protection Agency

(6) Department of Agriculture

(7) Department of Interior

(8) Department of Housing and Urban Development

(9) Department of Commerce

(10) National Communications System,

(11) National Red Cross.

6. LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. Details of the major lessons learned from NUWAX-83 and recommendations

for corrective action to improve accident response are included in Section B.

They are based on direct umpire/controller observations and were also

summarized for key players/planners at an exercise critique held 12-13 May

1983 at the DOE's Nevada Operations Office. The lessons learned are

"considered the official conclusions from NUWAX-83 in that thpy reflect the

concensus of the major participating agencies. In addition, each major

participant's lessons learned are included as a separate

ol
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annex in order to provide for comparison and diverqent viewpoints.

7. SUMMARY OF NUWAX-83:

a. Overall, NUWAX-83 must be considered a great success. The objectives

of the exercise were achieved and new lessons were learned. Previously

developed irprovements were verified and the need for further development of

response capabilities was recognized by the Federal and state agencies

involved. It was obvious that the NUWAX series of exercises has greatly

improved the experience and knowledge level of virtually all the response

agencies that deal with this type of problem.

b. There was unanimous support from both planners and players for con-

tinuing the NUWAX exercise series. NUWAX-83 reaffirmed that only through

jointly conducted field exercises can the degree of realism be achieved that

allows for a critical exercise test and evaluation of current nuclear weapon

accident response procedures and doctrine. Comparison of NUWAX-83

deficiencies and lessons learned with those of earlier exercises clearly

illustrates major improvements and understanding of the inherent problems in a

nuclear weapon accident by the response community.

c. NUWAX-83 was a learning experience of great benefit to the response

community. It was conducted in a no-fault environment and thus has permitted

a complete and very candid evaluation in this After Action Report. There is

no intention to single out individuals or groups for criticism; the ohjective

is to improve response planning and procedures. In fact, individual and qroup

performance should be highly commended. The leadership demonstrated in the

resporicP clearly reflected extreme dedication, sense of purpose, and continued

improvement in virtually every area.
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8. SIGNIFICANT CONCLUSIONS FROM LESSONS LEARNED AT NUWAX-63: Progress in

improvement to the national capability to respond to a nuclear weapon accident

has been extensive over the past four years. NUWAX-8> itself a significant

advance in scope, provided a number of important lessons. From these latest

lessons,(there appear to be several specific areas which offer the greatest

opportunity to further enhance our response capability. These include:

a. Radiological duidelines•i- The absence of coordinated radiological

procedures which would rapidly identify and quantify the radiological problem

remains an area of weakness. While there are adecruate resources and expertise

available for response, there is no coordinated plan to define the existing

problem. The public information and relations programs are hampered by a lack

of consensus on health physics, and there are no coordinated Federal site

restoration guidelines for use in discussion with state or local government

officials. It is not hard to forecast the challenges facing the total Federal

response force undei *-'e existing conditions. Some examples are:: /

(1) The need toavoid undue public alarm during all phases of

accident response9

(2) The need'to assure contaminated civilians that they have been

properly decontaminated.

(3) The need to achieve agreement with state and local agencies that

buildings, land, etc., have been cleaned up to a level of safety that has

broad support among the scientific community. In the absence of some agreed

criteria, the economic impact and legal aspects could be overwhelming. _

17



The Government's credibility will be challenged without a clearly

established course of action which defines the actual problem. The most

significant radiation exposure normally occurs during the passage of the

contaminated cloud immediately following the accident, and before protective

or preventive measures can be implemented. The degree of hazard to people in

the contaminated area after cloud passage is not precisely determinable.

However, it is much smaller than the hazard during cloud passage. Extensive,

but as yet uncompleted, work to develop coordinated guidelines for clean up

standards has been conducted. The difficulty in predicting radioloqical

effects in a plan which attempts to cover all accident conditions may make

creation of such a plan impossible. For this reason, the first effort should

be slanted toward formulating guidelines.

information on the hazard, based on exposure time, to unprotected

personnel should be generated. This information should be compiled and used

•t ' as a guide to minimize public and response force risk.

b. Federal, .tate and Local,,Planning 5 NUWAX-83 incorporated state and

-local authority participation in a major nuclear weapon accident exercise.

NUWAX-83 ixperience reaffirmed the necessity for emergency pre-planning and/

coordination between DOD nuclear facility commanders and civil authorities.

Prompt, effective, coordinated reaction will depend on the degree of

Wpre-planning and mutual knowledge of responsibilities and capabilities

S established prior to an accident. The complexities of the response recuired,

t'h" e initial confusion resulting from inadequate information flow, the hazards
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to life and the threat of radioactive contamination all demand coordinated

pre-planning. Since NUWAX-79, DOD, FEMA and DOE have been striving to improve

coordination with state and local authorities. DOD has directed that the

Services cooperate with and assist FEMA in developing radiological emergency

plans with appropriate state and local authorities for those DOD fixed

facilities where the potential exists for an accident involving radioactive

material. Local military installation commanders must plan to coordinate or

interface with state and local officials during their radiological accident

exercises within the limits permitted by securit- classification guidelines

and the ability of the local governmental agencies to participate. The basic

DOD policy of "neither-confirming-nor-denying" the presence of nuclear weapons

under normal day-to-day conditions somewhat constrains accident pre-planning

and joint military/civilian exercises. Nevertheless, there is a need for some

form of military-civil government interface to take place. Actions are in

progress to resolve the dichotomy between security requirements and the need

to enhance nuclear weapon accident coordination. It is imperative that

military installation commanders be provided clear guidance and assistance

that will enable them to plan effectively with their civilian counterparts.

-> C. Expansion of rraining epportunities. Ever since the preparatory

planning for NUWAX-79, numerous recommendations for revisions of regulations

and operating procedures have been made. The efforts toward refinement and

improvement have resulted in several revised editions of the draft NAPP, new

formal courses of instruction, and many revisions of DOD operating procedures.

Lessons learned from major exercises have been briefed widely. 1L is
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extremely important that the response agencies at the Federal, state, and

local levels train to the standards and with the equipment which have been

identified as necessary. Retirement and transfers continue to drain the cadre

of experienced personnel. Since the probability of having an accident has

been lowered in the 1970's and 80's, it is understandable that even those

individuals who are tasked by their Services to respond to an accident have

tended in the past to downplay this responsibility and focus on the many

day-to-day problems facing them. However, NUWAX-83 has clearly indicated that

response forces currently recognize the magnitude of their responsibility and

have made significant advances in almost every area. This level of training

must be maintained and expanded to enable the critical mission of nuclear

weapon accident response preparedness to be fulfilled.
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VOLUME II

SECTION S

LESSONS LEARNED

1. COMMAND AND CONTROL: (Washington Play):

a. TOPIC. Nctification (National MiliLazy Comnand Center (NMCC)).

(1) COMMENT/DISCIOSSION: The NMCC received the initial BROKEN ARR'n'

report (voice) from a Commander in Chief, Atlantic Fleet (CINCLANTFLT) Public

Affairs Officer (PAO) at 051611Z May 1983. This notification used the flag

words BROKEN ARROW and revealed only that a helicopter had crashed at the

Naval Ordinance Facility (NOF), Port Gaston, VA. A post-exercise reconstruction

of this event indicates that the Service Response Force (SRF) PAO had called

the CINCLANTFLT PAO and requested him to inform the Office of the Secretary of

Defense (OSD) and Navy Public Affairs Offices of the helicopter accident. The

CINCL-NTFLT PAO iradvertently reached the NMCC and subsequently gave his

report to all participants in the telephone conference convened by the NMCC.

This report created initial confusion in the NMCC, partly as a result of a

k,6or telephone connection. Additionally, it did not contain the elements of

information required in a BROKFN ARROW report. The NMCC had significant

difficulty in understanding the report, who was sending the report, and who to

contact to obtain additional information regarding casualties, damage, weapon

types, location of the crash, etc.

(2) CONCLUSION: The initial BROKEN ARROW report received by the NMCC

did not contain sufficient informaticn and did not come through the normal

operaticis channel. There is no record indicating that a proper OPREP-3

BROKEN ARPOW voice report was submitted by on-site or CINCLANTFLT operations

personnel in accordance with JCS Pub 6.
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(3) RFCOMMENDiATION: That the Navy should review OPREP-3 reporting

procedures and emphasize the importance of correct, completr- IPOKEN APFOW

reporting.

b. TOPIC. Notification Procedures (DOE EOC).

(.) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Review of the Department of Energy (DOE)

notification process indicates:

(a) The initial NMCC conference call with CINCTANTFLT did not

include a specific location and the types of weapons involved.

(b) DOE first received the accident details from the DOE JNACC and

then contacted the NMCC in a secure mode for coordination.

(c) The NMCC did not retransmit the BROKEN ARROW report to DOE and

FEMA for over 2.5 hours.

(2) CONCLUSION: The DOE did not receive adequate information from DOD

elements during the initial hours following the accident notification.

Reporting instructions should include HQs DOE/EOC and FEMA ETCC as timely

readdressees on all BROKEN ARROW record copy reports.

, (3) RECOMMENDATION: That the ATSD(AE) stress the importance of timely,

accurate reporting, and verify that DOE and FEMA are included as .readdressees

on all pertinent nuclear weapon accident reports.

S4c. TOPIC. Notification Procedures (FFMA Emergency Tnformation Coordina-

tion Center (EICC)).
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(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The information provided by the reporting

command in the initial NMCC BROKEN ARROW conference call was sufficient to

alert the FEMA EICC, but insufficient to cause FEMA to notify those agencies

and offices within the Federal Government which have response reqairements.

Information regarding radiation contamination was unknown for an extended

period. When FEMA notifications did begin, the process took over one hour to

complete.

(2) CONCLUSION: Federal agencies can not act decisively on incomplete

information. Reporting organizations must ensure that complete and accurate

information is provided as rapidly as possible.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That reporting Services/Acencies ensure they

obtain complete information as soon as possible, notify al] appropriate

agencies, and provide information updates as often as necessary.

d. TOPIC. Transfer of National-Level Command and Control (NMCC).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION:

(a) The Department of Defense, Department of Energy, and Federal

Emergency Management Agency concluded the Joint Agreement for response to

nuclear weapons accidents in January 1981. This agreement contains the

following provisions: "The NMCC will be responsible for initial national-level

command and control and response of Department of Defense (DOD) resources and

personnel until conditions have stabilized, at which time command and control

will be transferred to the Responsible Service operations center." This

agreement has been incorporated into the 10 March 1981 DOD Instruction

5100.52, "Radiological Assistance in the Event of an Accident Involving

Radioactive Materials."
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(b) During NUWAX-R3, the transfer of national-],ve] command iinrd

control of the accident from the NMCC to the Navy Cenrrrand Center (NCC) oc-

,.urred at 051858z May 1983. The turnover in control occurred as- a re:;nl IIof

the Navy having elements in closr proximity to the crash 5 tO. and :"od -,r17i-

nications with the on-scene commander (OSC) . - Additionally, the NCC irndjcat 'd

a desire to assume command of the situatiro, although co:ndition- ;it the

accident site were still not ccmpletely clear. For .:.ample, sr,mc informal ior

indicated that one weapon remained unaccounted for.

(2) CONCLUSION:. TIhe NMCC transferred command aind control of tlhe

accident',to the NCC smoothly and efficiently. However, thest~hJi:ation

criteria providing for transitier, of operational control in the Washington

area during a nucl,,er weapnn accident response oper;ttion were not c:1eariy

defined.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the As_ýistant tc the Secretary of DofeornsoI

(Atomic Energy) (ATSD(AE)), in coordination with the Services and the Orga-

nization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (rJCS), revjew crituria for thr. trar*<.:fter

of national-level command and control of nuclear weapon acrident rres-ponse

operations and take corrective action as required.

e. TOPIC. National-level Command and C-ntroj (Navy Commarnd Center

S(NCC)).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION:

(a) The NMCC is responsible for initiaL national-leve] c:ommand ard

control and response of DOD resources and personrnrel'. Wh(en conrcitions havw

stabil.ized and as directed by the Secretary of Defense or his authorizedI
representative, the NMCC will transfer command and control to the responsible

Service operations center.
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(b) The NMCC transferred cormand and control responsibility to the

NCC at 051858Z, approximately 3 hours after the accident. The NCC Crisis Team

"(CT) Director had indicated a readinesý to accept control. At this point, the

NCC had assessed and assimilated all in ormation which the NMCC had acquired

regarding the accident. Although many etails concerning the accident, such

as location of nuclear weapons, were not known even at the site, the NCC had

communications links with the NOF Port Gaston, where the crash occurred.

(C) When the NCC assumed control, information in the NMCC and NCC

revealed that the Navy Regional Response Force (RRF) was providing emergency

services and had established a Nationali Defense Area (NDA), that the Service

Response Force (SRF) was enroute, and that special teams were requested.II
(d) The NCC approach for accomplishing national-level control

during the initial phases was to monitor on-scene activity and to query the

OSC only after all other sources for required information were exhausted.

Generally, the NCC CT woul'l communicate with the OSC only after assessing the

likelihood that the requested data was available to trr OSC and the

requirement for the information was sufficiently urgent to warrant the query.

To assess urgency, the CT evaluated the utility of the information and the

conseauences of not having it.

(e) The re]atively low level of NCC communications to the OSC

could be attributed, upon analysis, to two principal factors; the first was

exrrcise artificiality, and the second was insufficiently defined prncndural
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responsibilities. The subsequent paragraphs address each of these factors in

turn.

I (f) With regard to exercise artificialities, two points are

germane. First, the PREMIER TASK VI exercise prepared Washington-area partic-

ipants for NUWAX-83. Several key members of the NUWAX-83 NCC CT participated

in Exercise PREMIER TASK VI. The second point is that the level of active

participation by other Washington-area organizations was not at a sufficiently

high level of authority to induce the sense of urgency which normally accom-

panics those organizational interactions. For example, FEMA, DOE, and DNA

were represented at briefings in the NCC by the individuals of those organiza-

tions assigned as representatives to the CT. While the participation of those

representatives substantially enhanced coordination among their respective

organizations, their presence at briefings did not generate the dialogue or

incisive questions normally asked by senior officials. Questions asked by

senior officials frequently drive requests for additional information.

(g) The second maivr point focuses on the assignment of specific

procedural responsibilities associated with national-level command and control

of a nuclear weapon accident ''sponse. The Navy CT, havina a response plan in

place, forces at the accident site, Prd communications with the OSC, essen-

tially had estanlished command and control. However, directives pertaining to

transfer of national level command and control do not address specific

functions and procedures, normally accomplished by the NMCC, which the Service

should assume at the time of transfer.

(2) CONCLUSION-

(a) Participation by senior officials of Washinqton-area .-eponse

organizations was inadequate to stimulate exercise 1,:1Y.
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(b) The Navy approach to national-level command and control resulted

in a level of dialogue between the NCC and the accident site well below that

expected by exert.i.se planners. Exercise artificialities and the lack of

assigned procedural responsibilities for the responsible Service also con-

tributed to the low level of dialogue. Although keeping queries to the OSC to

a minimum is good procedure, it is doubted that the NCC will always be able to

%' "run interference" during an actual accident if, in fact, senior officials in

Washington wish to address their questions specifically to the OSC.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) That the ATSD(AE), in coordination with the Services and OJCS,

review and specify the functional responsibilities of the responsible Service
"16I upon assumption of national-level control coordination.

S(b) That the Defense Nuclear Agency encourage participation by senior

officials of Washington-area response organizations in future NUWAX exercises.

f. TOPIC. NMCC Play Subsequent to Transfer of National-Level Command and

Control (NMCC).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Transfer of national-level command and

control from the NMCC to NCC occurred at 051858Z May 1983. Subsequent to this

transfer, the OJCS Nuclear Accident/Incident Response (NAIR) Team was dis-

"patched to the NCC to proviac for OJCS coordination and assistance as
m 4

required. Following an information exchange, the NAIR Team was released by

the NCC Officer in charge. During subsequent NUWAX-83 play, the NMCC was

tasked for various information requirements; however, in each instance the

* .actions were referred to the NCC.

(2) CONCLUSION: DOD and Joint Staff elements had little involvement ir

Exercise NUWAX-83 subsequent to the transfer of command and control to the

NCC.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Joint Staff operating from the NMCC

* continue to aggressively monitor accident response operations after the

*transfer of command and control to a Service operations center has been

accomplished. The Joint Staff and appropriate DOD response teams should he

prepared to respond on short notice to inquiries from the National Command

Authority and other senior Government officials.

g. TOPIC. Command Post Management (Navy Command Center).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION:

(a) Service command centers have been identified as responsible

for command and control of DOD response forces and personnel when directed hy

the NMCC. The Service command center, like the NMCC, may establish a spe-

,cialized team for supporting the on-scene commander's operations at the

accident site.

(b) For NUWAX-83, the NCC convened the Navy Nuclear Weapons

Accident/Incident Recovery Crisis Action Team (CT). This team consisted of

:representatives from five functional areas: Radiation Health, Explosive

Ordnance Disposal (EOD), Public Affairs, Security, and Legal ;f.airs. Addi-

!tionally, representatives from FEMA, DNA, and DOE were present to advise on

matters within the purview of their respective parent organizations.

(c) The primary function of the CT was monitoring activity at tho

scene of the accident. The CT accomplished this function principally through

reports from the on-scene commander, press and wire service releases, and

reports from the scene through FEMA and DOE channels. The CT within the NCC

Crisis Action Center (CAC) maintained the status of actions and charts depict-

ing the cArsh site, the NDA, and contaminated areas.
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(d) The major sources of information from the accident scene for

the NCC were two daily situation summaries which the OSC submitted. These

reports described the current situation, key events since the previous report,

and a plan of action for the following day. The NCC retrar'smitte& the

reports, received as AUTODIN messages, to organizations other than those to

whom they were addressed when the information content warranted.

(2) CONCLUSION: The NCC Crisis Team was comprised of personnel who

were qualified in nuclear weapons accidentresponse procedures.. This resulted

in a capability to effectively use reports from various on-scene sources,

minimizing the need for ad hoc queries. The usefulness of the Navy CT was

validated during NUWAX-83.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That any Service Operations Cpnter not having an

augmentation capability such as the Navy CT consider making provisions for

such an element.

h. TOPIC. Interagency/Servicc Coordination (DOE EOC).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: At 051855Z May 1983, the DOE EOC received

word by means of an NMCC conference call that an NDA had been established and

that a press release had been made indicating nuclear weapons were present.

The DOE Emergency Operations Center (FOC) did not receive a hard copy messaqe

containing the specifics of either event.

(2) CONCLUSION: The DOE EOC lacked adecuate information concerning

the initial press release acknowledqing the presence of nuclear weapons and

details indicatina the boundary of the NDA.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: That nuclear weapon accident response elements,

and particularly public affairs, ensure the Departments of Defense and Energy,

and FEMA are included as addressees on all pertinent reports and press re-

leases.

i. TOPIC. Command Post Management (DOE EACT).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The DOE Exercise Emergency Action Coordira-

tion Team (EACT) met on 10 May 1983, following completion of weapons recovery,

to discuss the next phase (site restoration) of operations. The EACT

representative from the Office of Defense Programs proposed transferring the

leadership responsibility for coordinating EACT response actirns from the DOE

Office of Defense Programs to the Office of Environmental Protection, Safety,

and Emergency Preparedness. This transfer would not alter the composition of

the EACT response team. Members of the EACT accepted the proposal, and the

Director approved the transfer of leadership responsibility. The DOE EACT

rationale behind the proposal was based on removal of the DOD weapons and the

shift in focus of operations to cleanup and site zcstoration.

(2) CONCLUSION: The DOE EACT Director effectively coordinated a shift

in team leadership from the DOE Office of Defense Procrams to the DOE Office

of Environmental Protection, Safety, and Emergency Preparedness following

recovery and movement of the nuclear weapons and classified materials.

j. TOPIC. Interagency/Service Coordination (Army Operations Center

(AOC)).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Complying with instructions from the IPCC

Deputy Director for Operations (DDO), JNACC alerted various response elements

including Army Radiological Advisory MeOical Team (PAMT) and Pndiolecical
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Control (RADCON) Teams. Army representatives objected to direct JNACC noti-

fication of Army units. The DDO's instruction to JNACC did not necessarily

require direct notification, but JNACC could have implied authority with a

statement in the January 1981 Joint DOD, DOE and FEMA Agreement which states:

"The jNACC will select and notify specialized teams capable of responding to

t!,e accident or significant incident, inform the NMCC, Service, and DOE

operations centers of actions taken, and when requested by the Services,

coordinate the deployment of specialized teams."

(2) CONCLUSION: JNACC's procedures used to alert Army units durirg

NUWAX-83 conflicted with Army procedures governing command and control of Army

units.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the ATSD(AE) endeavor to clarify the Joint

Agreement wording in question during the next revision of that document.

Further defining the manner of "coordination" should allow the task to be

accomplished consistent with Army procedures.

2. COMMAND AND CONTROL (FTELD PLAY)

a. Topic: Excharge of Liaison Officers

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Several of the major participating agencies

did not respond with the capability, or did not recognize the need, to

exchange liaison officers with the other major response elements. This was

corrected to some degree as the exercise progressed, but was never fully

implemented. FEMA was the notable exception which did provide liaison offi-

cers very early in the exercise.
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(2) CONCLUSION: The ability to communicate to a particular agency

- through a member of that agency is invaluable. Much time and effort was saved

*- when liaison officers were utilized. When utilized, information and confusionq were reduced due to liaison officers being able to accurately and directly

relay data on joint activities to their individual organizations.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That Service response elements, DOE and FEMA

N insure the exchange of liaison officers at the earliest opportunity after

arrival at the accident scene. If riot already addressed, Services/agcencies

should include guidance to accomplish this in applicable directives and SOP's.

b. TOPIC. Operations Center Activities

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: All of the major participants in the exercise

maintained operations centers. In general, the operations centers did well at

tracking the progress of activities which were their major responsibility.

The same was not always true when the operations centers were attempting to

track joint activities or activities directed by another organization. In

many instances it appeared that the operations centers had not responded with

all the maps, charts, etc. which are necessary to track the numerous on-going

activities. For example, it was noted that one operations center had less

than half of the special teams that eventually responded listed on the status

board. This operations center failed to note the arrival and status of the

4 teams, to note the capabilities of the teams, to establish effective coordina-

tion with the tPams, to obtain team data on a timely basis for utilization,

and to review various reports submitted by the teams. It is critical that the

chain of command controlling the operations centers insure that the current
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"status of all germane activities is tracked and that the information is

supplied to all necessary recipients. The partial lack of this type of

information sometimes resulted in conflicting actions and duplication of

effort. In addition, situation reports which were transmitted to headquarters

and outside agencies were often late or incomplete because of the lack of

current, valid information.

(2) CONCLUSION: It is of extreme importance that operations centers are

adequately manned and properly equipped to track the status of all pertinent

activities. There should be an evident chain of command from any forward

operations center (command post) to primary operations centers and current

information should be passed both up and down the chain as often as possible.

This will greatly enhance overall control of response activities.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Services, DOE, and FEMA insure prior adequate

preparation of operations center equipment and materials, and that operations

center personnel be further trained in the specifics of management of a

nuclear weapon accident. Operations centers should be established with the

flexibility to perform or track activities which have not been foreseen.

c. TOPIC. Standardization of Response Procedure

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: OPNAVINST 3440.15 dated 30 November 1981 is

the directive used by CNO to respond to nuclear weapon accidents. Because of

its limited distributicn (see OPNAVTNST 3440.15, pages 12 ard 13), numerous

response agencies are unaware of Navy procedures. At the direction of JCS,

DNA developed a Nuclear Weapon Accident Response Procedures (NARP) Manual
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which provides a compendium of existing procedural guidance for a Ji.nt

response to accidents involving nuclear weapons. Lessons learned from previ-

ous joint exercises (NUWAX-79 and 81) have been incorporated into the NARP.

(2) CONCLUSION: There were numerous non-Navy response elements which

were utilizing the NARP as primary guidance anrd response efforts were hampered

because of variances in recommended procedures.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That there be wider distribution of OPNAVINST

3440.15 to appropriate response agencies. Also, that DNA and Navy carefully

resolve any conflicts and potential confusion between OPNAVINST 3440.5 and the

recommended procedures in the NARP Manual prior to the NARP becoming a final

document. In addition, this should be accomplished for other Service

directives as appropriate.

d. TOPIC. Standardization of Terminolooy,

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: On various occasions response elements

misunderstood the exact status of the weapons due to lack of understanding of

the terms "rendered safe" and "nuclear safe." The actual situation was that

weapons had been declared "nuclear safe" but not "high explosive safe." This

lack of knowledqe of technical jargon could easily cause extreme problems for

the federal establishment. For example, if a federal spokesman asked "Can a

weapon cause a nuclear explosion?" and the respondent answered "No, the weapon

'-f been rendered safe (meaning nuclear safe)," the media would undoubtedly be

briefed that the weapon was safe. A subsequent high explosive detonation

would be disastrous to the credibility of the federal government.

(2) CONCLUSION: This type of misunderstandina must be prevented due

to the major problems that could occur. The scenario is realistic in that it

occurred in NUWAX-83 on more than one occasion.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: That there be wide dissemination of this poten-

tial problem to response forces which deal with weapons recovery. It is

recommended that weapons not be declared "safe" to the general audience of

response agencies except when the weapons are both nuclear and high explosive

safe. Servic-s!/Agencies should include guidance to identify and deal with

this potential problem in applicable directives and SOP's, if not already

existing there.

e. Topic. Joint Radiolo.igcal Control Center (JRCC)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSCTON: A JRCC appeared to'naturally evolve on D+l

to control the specialized teams and radiological data being generated.

However, there was never an element which was clearly in charge of the JRCC

and some of the functions which should have been performed by the JRCC were

overlooked. It was felt that the JRCC was more a reaction to the bewildering

array of specialty teams that descended on the accident site than a pre-

-planned organization for overall coordination.

(2) CONCLUSION: The JRCC should have been established as early as

possible on D-Day. There should have been an agency designated to take the

lead in the organization and operations of the JRCC. Radiological safety/-

health physics elements from each participating federal and state agency

should provide representation to the JRCC. All specialized elements (ARAC,

ATRAP, ARG, RADCON, RAMT, OEHL, RAP, CDCE, DNA Advisory Team, etc.) shouid,

if possible, provide representation to, or coordinate often, with the JRCC.

Essentially, the JRCC should manage all radiological matters pertaining to a

particular event.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Services and the DOE establish a JPCC

as soon as possible for management of radiological affairs. The JRCC should

have membership from the affected states(s) also. Sezvices/Aaercies should

include guidance. to accomplish this in applicable directives and SOP's if not

already in existence. In addition, all radiological response agencies should

arrive at an accident site with a list of personnel, equipment and materials,

associated capabilities, and logistical support required.

f. TOPIC. Joint Office of Communications Control (JOCC)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: A JOCC was established on D+2 to control the

literal explosion of communications resources that appeared for NUWAX-83.

This was accomplished by initiating a single point of contact for communica-

tions to alleviate the confusion caused by the numerous resources that were

available. For example, there were 22 different VHF radio nets activated near

Port Gaston by the afternoon of D+l.

(2) CONCLUSION: A JOCC should have been established as early as

possible on D-Day. There should be a specific element or activity designated

to take the lead in the organization and operations of the JOCC. Ideally,

this would be a representative from the Office of Manpower, National Commu-

nications System who will have Federal level responsibility and authority for

coordinating communications at the scene in accordance with the National Plan

for Coumunications Support in Emergencies and Major Disasters. All response

elements with communicationt assets should provide if possible, representation

t the JOCC, or coordinate on a frequent basis with the JOCC. Essentially,

the JOCC should manage and coordinate all communications resotirces available

to the i event being reacted to.
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(3) RECOMMENDATTON: That the Services, DOE, FEMA and the appropriate

state(s) participate in the establishment of a JOCC as soon as possible for

management of conmunications affairs. If not already provided for, Ser-

vices/Agencies should include specific guidance regarding communications

control in applicable directives and SOP's. In addition, all response

agencies with communications should arrive at the accident site with a written

list of communications equipment, required frequencies, associated capabil-

ities, and logistical support required, ready for submission to the JOCC.

g. TOPIC. Joint Information Center (JIC)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: A JIC was organized and in operation early

on D-Day. There was considerable confusion within the JIC due to the lack of

rrocedural rules for the press, a badging program for the press, and the

uncoordinated release of information by individual participants. However, by

D+2 these problems had been solved and the JIC was functioning well. On

D-Day, it appeared that the JIC was sometimes utilized as a place to which

media could be referred when a question or line of inquiry proved difficult

for a Public Affairs Officer at another location. Tn several instances, no

better or more current information was available at the JIC than where the

question was originally posed. It should be noted that the establis;hment of a

JIC at the earliest opportunity is an excellent procedure, but that the JIC

cannot take the place of a' responsible public affairs officer responding to an

accident scene as soon as possible. Thosc individu&.s responsible for immedi-

ately providing emergency public information must concentrate on that function

and leave the administrative details of establishina the JIC to
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others. The concept of a JIC is intended to provide a method of coordinated

release of information by the major response participants and will, of neces-

sity, take a few hours to establish as a valid operation. Prior to a func-

tioning JIC being established, the various public affairs officers should

attempt to coordinate the information as well as possible and to release

pertinent information in a manner which will protect their credibility. Media

should not be referred to the JIC, or elsewhere,,unless it is known that a

valid answer can be provided.

(2) CONCLUSION: The JIC was established, as necessary, but was not

as effective as possible because of the lack of procedural rules, press

credentials, and the release of information which had not always been coor-

dinated. These problems were corrected by D+2.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Services, DOE, FEMA and the appropriate

state(s) combine to establish a JIC as soon as possible for the management of

public affairs information, but that its establishment should not take prece-

dence over the fact finding and reporting of emergency public information.

Service/Agency guidance must accomplish this through applicable directives and

SOP's. The directives/SOP's should stipulate that all media queries should be

referred to the nuclear weapon accident site and that on-scene public affairs

officers should respond as soon as possible based cn local information and

coordination, and meet the media initially without waiting for the establish-

ment of the JIC.

3. COMMUNICATIONS (WASHINGTON PLAY):

a. TOPIC. BROKEN ARROW Record Report (Washinqton Area).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The AUTODIN record copy of the BROKFN ARROW

report sent by FLASH precedence from NOF Port Gastcn, was marked CONFIDENT'VAl.
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(CFRD), and contained a date/time group of 051613Z May 1983. The JCS, Navy,

and CINCLANTFLT message centers recorded a time of receipt (TOP) of 051743Z

May 1983. The time of file (TOF) on the message was 051510. The reason for

this TOF 50 minutes before the planned exercise start time is it is believed

to have been incorrectly recorded and should have read 051710. The total

communications time grossly exceeded the standards for FLASH precedence

message traffic. Details of the accident not reported to the NMCC in the

initial voice report were contained in the record copy report. Therefore, if

responsible administrative and communication center personnel had processed

the OPREP-3 BROKEN ARROW report in compliance with est;blished procedures,

essential accident information possibly could have been available to the NMCC,

NCC, and CINCLANTFLT much sooner.

(2) CONCLUSION: The BROKEN ARROW record report encountered unsatis-

factory processing and transmission delays, causing an excessively late TC? at

the NMCC, NCC, and CINCLANTFLT.

(3) RFCOMMEND)ATION: That Navy exercise planners review -he data

relating to the BROKEN ARROW report record copy and determine what caused the

0 unacceptably late TOR of the message at major command centers.

b. TOPIC. Telephone Circuit Limitations (Washington Area).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Communications between Washinoton-area and

Port Gaston accident response elements were iritially marginal because cir-

cuits to the site and telephone extensions on the site were limited. Tbpse

limitations were not unrealistic; most accident locations would not be ser-

viced by extensive, sophisticated communri cations resources. Most would

recuire additional support to accommodate the derands of response elements
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arriving at the scene. As- NUWAX-83 players became familiar with the commu-

nications ccnstraints and traffic routing alternatives, information exchange

improved and details of the accident situation became clearer.

(2) CONCLUSION: The limited telephone circuits and lines available

%4 between Washington and the Port Gaston accident site impeded information flow,

particularly during the initial hours of accident response, but should not be

construed as unrealistic; most accident locations would not have extensive,

-0 sophisticated communications resources immediately available.

c. TOPIC. Intexagency/Service Coordination (DOE EOC)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: DOL information sources indicated that an NDA

was established, but its limits and boundaries were not specified. Further,

for other than DOE elements, the status of deploying elements was not known to

the DOE EOC.

"(2) CONCLUS:ON: Information flow between DOE and other Federal

Departments and agencies during the early response phase of the exercise was

inadequate to maintain a current situation status in the DOE EOC.

(3) RECO!r4ENDATION: That the ATSD(AE) coordinate with the Secretary

of Energy and Director, FEMA, to establish a Federal Emergency exchange system

which will ensure rapid, timely information exchange during ruclear weapon

accident response operations.

d. TOPIC. Interagency/Service Coordination (DOE EOC)

(1) CO0MNFT/DISCTESSlflN: DOD resl:onse elerents did not advise the P-E

EOC of briefings for senior officials ar.d Members of Ccngress or D-Day andA
D+l. Considering the important technical support role DOE elem('nts 3sSumV 3r
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6 responding to a nuclear weapon accident, it would seem desirable and profes-

sionally prudent to request a senior DOE official to be present at important

initial briefings. During Exercise PREMIER TASK VI, senior DOE officials did

attend the principal briefings, but during Exercise NUWAX-83, a procedure to

request DOE participation was not used.

(2) CONCLJSION: During D-Day and D+I, DOD response procedures were

inadequate to ensure that a senior DOE official was present at important

briefings. The presence of a senior DOE official at principal briefings

involving a nuclear weapon accident would certainly be helpfvl, if not essen-

tial.

(3) RECOMMENDA'TION- That the ATSD(AE) take steps to ensure that a

senior DOE official is invited to attend 911 principal briefings following a

nuclear weapon accident.

e. TOPIC. Iiteragency/Service Communication (DOE FOC)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSTON: DOD elements (NMCC NAIP Team and NCC) did not

send liaison officers (LNO) to the DOE EOC. During the response and weapons

recovery phases of a nuclear weapon accident, the preserce of a DOD LNO at the

DOE would be beneficial. The LNO would have exposure to all actions including

discussions on pertinent issues, decisions and directives regarding deploy-

ments, etc. The LNO could collect pertinent information and ensure that it is

available in a timely manner within DOD.

(2) CONCLUSION: The lack of a DOD LNO at the DOE EOC impeded a

mpaningful two- way information exchange during the response and weapons

recovery phases of exercise play.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the ATSD(AE) recommend that the Services and

NMCC provide for dispatch of an LNO to the DOE EOC, if personnel are

available, upon notification of a nuclear weapon accident.

f. TOPIC. Deceptive Reporting (DOE EOC)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Officials at the accident site released

information indicating nuclear weapons were safely secured inside NOF Port

Gaston under DOE control. Wien DOE EACT personnel requested the ARG to verify

facts contained in the report, they were told that some aspects of the initial

release were false and were a deliberate attempt to divert public attention

- •from a simulated barge movement of the weapons.

1 (2) CONCLUSION: The release concerning weapons status confused DOE

EACT personnel and may be the type of action which could severely damage the

credibility of the Government officials in their dealings with the public.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Secretaries of Defense and Energy review

policies and provide explicit guidance to senior members of the nuclear weapon

accident community regarding how much and what type of information should be

released regarding the movements and disposition of weapons.

4. CCM.MUNICATLONS (FIELD PLAY)

a. TOPIC. Joint Office for Communications Contrcl (See page 36, para 2f,

Command and Control).

b. TOPIC. Repeaters for "Brick" Radios (Motorola Type)

(1) COMMIENT/DISCUSSION: It was noted during the exercise that most

of the response agencies utilize some type of "brick" radios. These radios

worked well and were generally dependable, except for those instances wh'en
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communications were degraded by exceeding the maximum 5-8 mile range of the

radios. This occurred primarily because NOF, Port Gaston, was approximately

eight miles from the accident site. Those agencies, such as FEMA, who

installed repeaters were able to communicate effectively.

(2) CONCLUSION: Repeaters are likely to be needed when responding

with "brick" radios. It should be noted that each repeater utilized will

require one additional frequency for communications whereas "brick" would

require only one frequency to transmit and receive.

(3) RECOMMlEDATION: That the responsible Services, DOE and FEMA,

develop the ability to respond with appropriate repeaters for the "brick" type

radio systems to provide for a minimum communications range of 10-16 miles.

The repeaters should be used only when necessary to keep frequency utilization

to a minimum.

5. CASUALTY CARE (WASHINGTON PLAY)

a. TOPIC. Processing Contaminated Human Remains (Washington Area).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: During NUWAX-83 play, there was little

evidence in the Washington area that adequate procedures exist for the

handling of contaminated remains. There were several exercise implementers

%1,o asked questions regarding the release of contaminated remains. In each

instance, the question was referred to another Federal agency, and the desired

exercise objective of identifying the appropriate Federal guidelines and

procedures was not achieved.

(2) CONCLUSION: Actions by Washington area exercise participants

wu e insufficient to identify procedures governing the processing and release

of radioactive contaminated remains.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That DNA, in coordination with tne Department
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of Health and Human Services, initiate actions to identify the Federal proce-

dures for processing and disposing of contaminated remains and publish the

procedures or appropriate references in the NARP Manual, as a minimum.

b. TOPIC. Casualty Reporting (Washington Area).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Officials at the scene did not report corn-

pletion of identification of deceased individuals until 081735Z May 1983.1

Reports from the site varied from 7 deceased to 15, and finally to 12. Durinq

an actual accident situation, the uncertainty and time required to account for

deceased individuals could become a major public affairs issue and/or embar-

rassment.
'4

(2) CONCLUSION: Casualty reporting was inadequate though it is

unclear as to whether exercise artificialities contributed to the problem.,

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That, as a matter of SOP, officials at the

accident scene avoid giving out interim, tentative, or unconfirmed casualty

figures. Because of the sensitive nature of casualty data, it should be ai

matter of policy that any Servicc/Agency with an accident response role no t

provide data which later have to be revised.

6. CASUALTY CARE (FIELD PLAY):

a. TOPIC. Systematic Casualty Care

(1) COMmENT/DISCUSSION: Casualty care in the exercise medical

facilities was very qocC and, in the case of the Nav,, was exceptional.

However, there appeared to be no overall systematic method of searching for,

receiving, verifyino, and recording casualties in the field. This caused some

exercise casualties to •ecei-/e less than timely care during the early portions

of the exercise. Examples were casualties which were not transported to a.
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medical facility as rapidly as was possible, and field medical tags not being

completed on all casualties.

(2) CONCLUSION: Casualty care would have been improved by a. system-

atic method or procedure which was closely coordinated between the medical

response agencies.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Services, DOE, FEMA, and the applicable

state(s) coordinate at the earliest opportunity on medical procedures. If not

already provided for, Services/Agencies should include guidance to accomplish

this in applicable directives and SOP's.

7. PUBLIC AFFAIRS (WASHINGTON PLAY):

a. TOPIC. Interagency/Service Coordination (DOE EOC).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The DOE EOC did not receive copies of any

press releases made by the players in the Washington area or the JIC at the

NTS. In essence, the scope and details of public affairs play was not evident

at the DOE EOC.

(2) CONCLUSION: The DOE received insufficient public affairs informa-

tion to gain an appreciation of what the coordinated PA response to the

simulated accident involved.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That Public Affairs personnel include the prfnci-

pal Fedpral Departments and agencies as addressees in all news release actions

to ensure that all Federal personnel are aware of PA actions.

8. PUBLIC AFFATRS (FIELD PLAY)

a. TOPIC. Joint Information Center (See page 37, para 2g, Command and

Control).

b. TOPIC. Confirmation of the Presence of Nuclear Weapons.

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The most critical items in the area of
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public affairs at a nuclear weapon accident are the provision of emergency

information and the confirmation of the presence of nuclear weapons to allow

for emergency actions necessary for the public's protection. Current

directives allow an on-scene commander to determine if the confirmation of

nuclear weapons at an accident site is an operational necessity. The Navy's

confirmation of the presence of nuclear weapons occurred approximately 2½

hours after STARTEX of this exercise. However, the confirmation at the

accident site actually occurred about 15 minutes earlier when a state police-

man screamed at onlookers to "stay back, there's nuclear bombs in there!"

This situation points up the major problem that exists with "neither confirm

nor deny." Civilian authorities will immediately release any information felt

even remotely necessary to protect the population, while it has generally been

the policy of the DOD to "neither confirm nor deny" the presence of nuclear

weapons for the longest period possible consistent with public safety/alarm.

(2) CONCLUSION: The initial ucnfirmation of the presence of nuclear

weapons should be made by the DOD Service responsible in coordination with

Federal, State, and local officials, if possible. The lack of confirmation by

DOD while other authorities are confirming, or when the situation has clearly

indicated to most observers that nuclear weapons are present, could be disas-

trous to the credibility of the DOD. A problem of this type would adversely

impact numerous activities which are required to be completed at a later time

in the accident response. Coordination and cooperation between Federal,

state, and local authorities would be harmed.

(3) RECOmmENDATION: That Service responding force commanders exer-

cise the option within DOD policy which currently allows the on-scene

commander to make the determination of "confirm or dery" when necessary.
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The responsible Service should be the entity which performs this action and

the action should not be delayed to the extent that the DOD's credibility is

damaged. If not already provided for, Service SOP's should include guidance

to accomplish this rapidly once an accident has occurred.

9. SECURITY (FIELD PLAY)

a. TOPIC. Provision of Weapons Locations for Security Force.

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Player security forces were not briefed on

the exact locations cf all known nuclear weapons and components at the acci-

dent site. Consequently, the security force made wrong assumptions about the

weapons locations and a serious breach of the simulated security requirement

was committed.

(2) CONCLUSION: The security forces should be informed of the

location of nuclear weapons and components to be guarded, and coordination

with the security forces should be accomplished when moving the weapons.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Services insure that security forces

are adequately briefed on both weapon- locations and weapons movements as soon

as the information becomes known. The Services should include guidance to

accomplish this in applicable directives and SOP's.

b. TOPIC. Establishment of National Defense Area (NDA).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The Naval on-scene commander established a

small, practical, and controllable NDA for the exercise which fully met all

requirements. However, OPNAV Inst 3440.15, Enclosure 7, Tab A, Paragraph

2a(3), requires an NDA of 1,000 yards beyond the normal fragmentation range of

most weapons when an accident is off federally controlled property. This
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requirement is too inflexible to allow the on-scene commander to make a

decision based on a particular accident.

(2) CONCLUSION: Published guidance was not followed by the on-scene

commander because the actual needs in the field indicated a much more appro-

priate course of action.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That OPNAVINST 3440.15, Enclosure 7, Tab A,

Paragraph 2a(3), be changed to indicate more flexible guidance in the estab-

lishment of an NDA. In addition, the guidance in Paragraph 2a(3) should be

reviewed and clarified.

10. LEGAL AFFAIRS (WASHINGTON PLAY).

a. TOPIC. National Defense Area (NDA).

1() COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The Department of Defense developed the

concept of an NDA to provide a means to safeguard DOD classified infonnation

and material on ron-Federal lands within the United States. This concept is

based on an interpretation of existing law, but has not been tested in the

Scourts. A decision to establish an NDA on non-Federal land may be subject to

legal challenge by the owners of that land. The Department of Defense and its

components must-be prepared, therefore, to defend its position or rapidly

readjust the position to comply with court orders. In preparing to defend the

NDA concept, DOD attorneys should be identified for immediate dispatch to the

accident scene with prepared legal positions. Should a challenge be regis-

tered, the DOD attorneys would represent the position of the Federal Govern-

ment.

(2) CONCLUSION: The legal implications of nuclear weapon accident

response operations have attained a level of complexity which logically should
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require that the DOD General Counsel and the Department of Justice actively

participate in future NUWAX-type exercises and in any real accident situation.

(3) RECOMMENDATION:

.(a) That the ATSD(AE) review plans to defend the NDA concept with

the DOD General Counsel and appropriate representatives of other Federal

Departments and agencies and that the DOD General Counsel and the Department

of Justice actively participate in future nuclear weapon accident exercises.

b. TOPIC. Funding (Washington Area).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: During NUWAX-83 play, the issue of funding

surfaced, however, it did not generate any Washington level decisions or

guidance. Many of the difficult questions regarding the funding of site

restoration and accompanying claims still were being negotiated when the

exercise ended. The lack of comptroller participation in the exercise was an

artificiality that prevented this area from being addressed adequately;

however, it was appprent that funding guidance was insufficient to resolve the

problems.

(2) CONCLUSION: The issue of funding was not realistically played in

the Washington area during NUWAX-83.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: The ATSD(AE) should review nuclear weapons

accident response funding guidance with the DOD Comptroller and other appro-

priate agencies to ensure that approp-.;.te funding authorities can be arranged

quickly in the event of an actual accident.

11. LEGAL AFFAIRS (FIELD PLAY)

a. TOPIC. Jurisdiction In and Around National Defense Area (NDA).

(I) COMMEnIT/DISCUSSiCN: An: exercise actor (looter) was held by the
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Marine security unit in the radiologically zontarinated area without anti-

contamination clothing for over one and a half hours due to confusion between

local authorities and the Marine security unit on exactly who had jurisdic-

*! tion. The Marines' security force believed its jurisdiction was

* strictly limited to the NDA and refused to proceed outside that area. Local

authorities apparently believed there was radiological contamination in the

area and would not take the looter into custody. The looter was eventually

transfe.red through the Port Gaston Police to the FBI, back to the Port Gaston

Police who then transferred him back to the Marine security unit. The looter

was then transferred to the Naval Investigative Service and final], to the

Navy Command Security Officer. Chain of custody was not maintained on

"material evidence relating to the crime. Neither the Marine security force

nor the Port Gaston Police advised the looting suspect of his constitutional

* rights before interrogation. Several instances occurred where the looting

suspect's simulated health and safety were not taken into consideration even

though the exercise play was taking place in a radiologically contaminated

area.

(2) CONCLUSION: In effect, a "jurisdictional no-man's lan!" wi'

created where the local and federal authorities each refused to function.

Communications ar,! coordination between the local authorities (police) -nd

"Marine security were confused, inr,'dequate, and were not followed thrrni•h when

necessary. The Military Judge Advocate was nevor informod or consullori rr tho

jurisdictional problems while the suspect was hoinq tr,-rsferred tlý,rurch

numerous law enforcemont authoritirs.

(3) PECOMI'¶ENDATION: That the Services, DOE and FE.MA rsvo•nr if•,,ileld
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plans for addressing jurisdictional problems which will arise in connection

with the creation of an NDA. These plans should stress the use of advisement

of constitutional rights and regard for the health and safety of suspects.

Military Judge Advocates should be consulted at the earliest opportunity when

jurisdictional problems arise.

12. SITE RESTORATION (WASHINGTON PLAY):

a. TOPIC. Site Restoration Planning (Navy).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION:

(a) The Exercise CNO expressed the opinion that site restoration

planning represents a significant problem for the OSC. The availability of

gualified local Service personnel to interact with Federal and state officials

in addressing site restoration planning requirements is extremely limited.

(b) Site Restoration is a technically demanding effort which

requires a broad range of expertise. It includes all of the functions in-

volved in assessing the magnitude of the decontamination and site restoration

problem, and preparing a site restoration plan. It also includes restoring

the affected area to an acceptable condition in accordance with the plan.

(c) The DNA Nuclear Weapon Accident System Description, dated

April 23, 1982, contains a proposed procedure intended to solve the site

restoration problem. The proposed procedure is a formation of a Federal Site

Restoration Support Group comprised of technically qualified representatives

from all appropriate Federal departments and agencies. The group would

provide Federal site restoration planning and operational support to the state

through the FEMA representative at the scene. Officials at Port Caston formed

a similar group to address cleanup standards and to develop the ov,-,ll pl1 .
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for restoration. This group included representation from FEMA, Jefferson

County, the Commonwealth of Virginia, Navy, DOE, EPA, Department of Interior,

DNA, HHS, and the US Air Force Contamination Disposal Coordinating Element.

(2) CONCLUSION: The OSC's efforts to plan for the recovery and

removal of classified defense information resulting from a nuclear weapon

accident are complicated by the added task of contributing to site restoration

planning.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the ATSD(AE) review, determine, and estab-

lish clear assignment responsibility for site restoration.

b. TOPIC. Precedence for Cleanup and Restoration (DOE EOC).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The DOE EOC received a draft copy of a

proposed site restoration plan being considered by site players just prior to

termination of the exercise. The draft proposed plan for disposition of the

contaminated area was unacceptable to DOE personnel. Their rationale for

disagreement was that the proposed plan did not reflect and analyze a

course of action requiring immediate cleanup and restoration of the area to

its former status and use.

(2) CONCLUSION: The precedent to undertake nearly complete site

restoration was established at Palomares, Spain, and Thule, Greenland, and

should be considered as a potential site restoration requirement in the

future, whether in an exercise or actual accident environment.
i

(3) RECOMMENDATION: .That the Secretary of Energy and the Assistant to

the!Secretarv of Defense (Atomic Energy) amend the Joint DOD/DOF/FEMA

agreement for nuclear weapon accident response anH include thhe requirement to

address complete cleanup and restoration of accident sites to their former
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status and use as one of the primary restoration options to be considered.

%C. TOPIC. Clcanup Standards (Washington Area)

(1.) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Exercise participants in the Washington area

and at Port Gaston addressed the issues of clearup and decontamination during

NUWAX-83; however, there is no agreement among Federal agencies regarding the

radiolocical safety standardr which apply. Players were tasked to develop a

site restoration plan without knowing the standards which would apply to the

effort. This observation has been made in each major nuclear weapon accident

exercise thus far.

(2) CONCLUSION: Cirrently, there is no agreement arnong Federal

agencies as to the radiological safety standards to apply for cleaning up and

decontaminati-ig an area as a result of a radiological accident.

(3) RECO.'J-FNDATION: That the ATSD(AE), in coordination with the

Secretary of Energy and the Administrator, EPA, intensify efforts to establish

radiological safety standards for use in site restoration following an acci-

dent involvinq release of radioeocical materials.

13. S:TE RESTOPATI;N (FIELD PLAY)

a. TOPIC. Lack of Guideljnes for Radiological Conrtaminaticn Clean-up.

(1) COMMF/T'DISCU•TION: See pages 17-18, ana pages 51-53,

Radiological Guidelinps.

(2) CONCLUSION: The lork of a ouidline for radiolocical clean-up of

an accident si4- has existed durino the entire NTTWAX series of exercises.

This problem has been illuminated during each exercise as well as at several

real-world accident sites.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the ATSD(AE), in coordination with the

Secretary of Enerqy and the Director, EPA, form a joint task group to develop

radiological contarination clean-up criteria and guidelines at the Federal

level.

14. RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY AND CONTROL (WASHINGTON PLAY)

a. TOPIC. Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC) (Washington

Area)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION. Washington area exercise participants were

extremely pleased with and complimentary of the revised ARAC plot format.

Non-technically qualified personnel have had difficulty in understanding

previous versions of the ARAC plot. During NUWAX-83, the ARAC plot was

understandable and useful to all participants.

(2) CONCLUSION: The revised ARAC plot represented a significant

improvement when compared to earlier products. Exercise players were able to

interpret the plots quickly and to use them in briefings presented to senior

officials.

(3) RECCMMENDATION: That the ARAC Center, Lawrence Livermore National

laboratory (LLNL), continue to use the revised ARAC prediction format because

it is more meaningful and understandable to response and decision makers.

b. TOPIC. Dissemination of the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability

(APRAC) Prediction (NMCC, NCC, DOE EOC, and FEMA ETCC)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSInN: The NMCC Operations Team (OT) received the

ARAC plot from the APAC Center at 051745Z May 1983 by telefax. The DOF mC

received the plot from the ARAC Center at 052015Z May 1983. The excessive
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delays in receipt of ARAC plots by principal national-level. command centers

"reinforce the observation made in Exercise PREMIER TASK VI that dissemination

is a time- consuming process warranting improvement. ARAC plot data provides

* •the first estimate of the potential consequences of a nuclear weapon accident.

The ARAC predicted consequences could become an extremely critical element in

determining courses of action if there are no military survivors at the scene

and if response forces must travel long distances to reach the site.

(2) CONCLUSION: AP•C plot data could be an essential element in

accident response decision making processes and, therefore, LLNL should have a

procedure in place which ensures rapid dissemination of the plots to principal

national-level command and operations centers.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the ATSD(AE), in coordination with the

Secretary of Energy, develop and implement an expeditious APAC plot dis-

tribution system for use throughout the entire nuclear weapon accident

response community.

c. TOPIC. Aerial Measuring System (AMS) (DOF EOC).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The DOE Aerial Measuring System (AMS) team

conducted an actual survey of the NTS exercise site on 5 may 1983. Feadings

were processed and products (marked aerial photos) were air-expressed to the

DOE EOC (Germantown) overnight. Products arrived at the DOE EOC at ipproxi-

mately 0614407Z May, and distributicn was made immecliately to other

Washington-area command and operations ccrters. The A1,19 data, how.-ver, was

presented in technical measurements Imicrocuries/sq meter (1Cil/m2 ). . F

personnel, therefore, initiated action to transpose *he cata into prcposed
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I* protective action guidelines, contained in the ARAC plots received on 5 May,

to he AMS plots.

(2) CONCLUSION: AM'S material was received in Washington on a timely

basis. DOE personnel found it necessary to transpose protective action

guidelines, contained on ARAC plots, to the AMS plots to make the materialI
more meaningful to non-technical players.

(3) RECOMMENDATTON: That the DOE initiate action to insure AMS

material includes protective action guideline-s similar to those reflected on

theirevised format used for the ARAC plots.

d. TOPIC. Disposition of Contaminated Waste (DOE FOC).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The NUWAX-83 scenario depicted an increasing

tempo of public opposition to nuclear war, nuclear weapons, and the transport

of radioactive materials. On 9 May 1983, the ARC Team Leader requested DOE

guidance on disposition of contaminated waste. DOE EOC personnel commenced a

process of deliberate, careful consideration of available facts, report

indicators, and potential future public actions. They also considered actual

past experiences and the action taken to cope with problems. By 10 May,

problem indicators highlighted the need for preparation of various alterna-

tives to accommodate the contaminated waste at the accident site until it

could be moved without undut, risk. At EVDEX, DOE EOC personnel were refinirn

alternatives to cope with the problem.

(2) CONCLUSION: The DOE ECC actinn to provide the APG teem leader

with disposition instructions for contaninated waste was comprehensive anrd

thorouah. The alternatives being considered at ENDEX, e.Q., store temporarily
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at NOF Port Gaston, load containers on barges and move by water, move by

special train, etc., would have provided senior officials sufficient options

with which to satisfy a broad range of problem situations.

15. PADIOLOGICAL SAFETY AND CONTROL (rFIELD PLAY)

a. TOPIC. Joint iological Control Center (See pages 35 and 36, pars

2e, Command and Control).

b. TOPIC. Contamination Control Station/Line Procedures.

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Contamination Control Stations (CCS's) were

operated during NUWAX-83 by both the COV and the Navy. Initial processing of

people was slow but improved with time and practice. Although capable of

processing response force personnel none of the CCS's would have been capable

of efficiently handling the numbers of indigenous personnel who would have

required processing in an actual accident. As an example of the time required

for processing, all personnel were withdrawn from the RCA at 1800 on D-Day at

which time approximately 60 people required processing through the Navy CCS.

Processing was not completed until 2015 using a dual line. Processing time

was approximately four minutes per person. To place the problem in

perspective it should be noted that it was simulated that 815 residents were

evacuated from the area on the basis of initial ARAC plots. The Navy

firefighters were left in socks, pants, and T-shirts while processing through

the CCS. No provisions were made for returning the firefighters to their

quarters or providing them replacement clothing. It should be articipated

that many bystanders will be left in similar, or worse, circumstances and it

is not appropriate to abandon them when they depart the CCS. Personal rnd
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"organizational equipment, e.g., PADIAC instruments, cameras, rifles,

protective masks, web gear and turn out gear were contaminated during the

course of the exercise. Existing guidance on CCS operations states ecuipment

A should be placed on a table or ground sheet while the individual is processed

and the equipment monitored out separately. Contaminated equipment and

'clothing were held at the CCS. Contaminated items held at player CCS's were

not inidividuallv bagged, and contaminated personal clothing was placed in the

same bag with anti-C's. Player CCS procedures did not initially include

provision for decontamination of equipment and materials used or removed from

the RCA. There was no effective receipting system for personal or

organizational items which could not bH immediately decontaminated. This

would create a major accountability problem for organizational equipment and a

major legal problem for claims involving personal possessions. The Navy

hotline included shower facilities with a holding bladder for personnel

decontamination; however, nc such facilities were available at the COV

hotline.

(2) CONCLUSION: Current CCS methcds are inadequate for processing

large numbers of people. Guidance on CCS operations needs to incl]ue release

limits and procedures for receiptinq for articles held for decontamination.

Equipment decontamination, at least on a limited scale, is required at the

CCS.
S(3) PECOMMENDATTON: That the Services, DOE and FEMA (for the benefit

ECMIMEDATON Tht te ird epplcabl

of state plarners) include specific, detailed guidance in applicable

directives and SOPs on receiptino for contaminated articles and the

re-clothiny of personreJ.
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Better procedures and equipment with which to rapidly process large numbers of

potentially contaminated personnel need to be developed, identified, or

obtained.

c. TOPIC. Evacuation of Personnel From a Contaminated Area.

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: According to umpire logs, evacuation from

the contaminated area started at 1024 and was completed at 1120. The details

of the timing and method of the simulated evacuation of the 815 residents from

the area on D-Day are unknown, however, it is questionable whether adequate

procedures existed at the time. It is estimated that at 4 minutes per person

(see page 57, para 15b(1)), approximately 54 manhours of personnel monitoring

would be required. The actual time involved would depend upon the availabil-

ity of suitable instruments and qualified personnel to conduct such an- opera-

tion. Minimal availability can be expected prior to D-l. Alternative methods

could be developed to process the people without RADIAC instruments, but

procedures for such processing are not established. Such processing would

require comprehensive accounting of personnel evacuated, shower facilities, a

receipting procedure for personal possessions, and a supply of clothing tc be

issued. A thorough accot iting of personnel would allow complete monitoring at

a move advantageous .ime. Alternatively, the potential health hazard of

leaving people in their homes and providing instructions to remain inside, bag

clothes worn outside, and other instructions concerning safety and eating and

drinking until monitors can define high risk areas and remove people in an

orderly manner should be investigated.

(2) CONCLUSION: Evacuation will be a time ccrsuming task and, due to

exercise constraints, evacuation procedures probably have not beer realis-

tically evaluated.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Services, DOE and FEM? review, and

correct as appropriate the existing guidance on anticipated problems with

timely evacuation.

d. TOPIC. Air Samplers.

(1) CCMMENT/DISCUSSION: Only a limited number of air samplers were

observed in use by the players. The Navy briefly deployed a STAPLEX air

sampler approximately two miles downwind immediately after the accident, and

operated a STAPLEX sampler at the Field Command Post as a backgrcund sampler,

one at the CCS, and one immediately downwind of the crater. The latter

sampler was placed and largely ignored. It should be noted that the ECD

Initial Response Force spent over one hour emplacing the air sampler by the

crater. All other operations were at a standstil] while this was being

accomplished. The requirement for the EOD Team to emplace an air sampler is

contained in a Navy Yorktown OPSORD. The number and type of air samplers

utilized by the COV and the specialized teams is unknown, however, one air

sampler was taken to the perimeter of the contaminated area at a downwind

location and air samples of short duration taken. In contrast with player

operations, the JTG PADCON Division operated 11 air sampler stati'ns continu--

ously during the exercise. No significant resuspersion was observed. Air

sampling was not performed after "fixing" of contamination on D+4. It is not

clear what criteria was used to determine that fixirc was required. The

procedures for collection and use of air sampling data varied hy organizction.

Based on umpire reports it appearn +he COV used air samplino data as a basis

for evacuation of the Jefferson Ccurt', buildinq. Based on cbý--rved actions it

is concluded that there has been little thought given to the placement,
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frequency of readings, and role of air samplers in response actions. Air

samplers were not rotated to face into the wind. If monitoring is being

performed to insure contamination is contained within an area, the samplers

should face the area and rotation is not necessary. However, a wind activated

switch may be desirable so run time only reflects downwind operation. It is

possible exercise artificialties reduced interest in this area, but it is

believed there is insufficient published guidance on the use of air samplers

and the data and information collected. CCS's are established in clean areas.

The only airborne hazard to be expected is that which is picked up on

equipment, clothing, and anti-contamination clothing worn or carried by the

people being processed. Considering the probable levels of contamination such

people and equipment will he in, the percentage of contamination which will be

transferred to articles being taken from the area, ard the percentage of

contamination carried out which may become airborne, the value of air sampling

in the CCS becomes questionable, as does the practice of wearing masks in the

CCS. Frequent ground monitoring and swipes in and around the CCS will provide

an indication that contamination is being tracked or carried into the area.

At that time, masking can be performed as a precautionary response until the

source of the contamination can be identified.

(2) CONCLUSION: Guidance and procedures for emplacing and utilizing

air samplers is inadequate and differs widely among response aqencies. The

guidance which is available did not appear to be followed during much of the

exercise. The Navy FOD Initial Response Force probably would be more
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effective accomplishing their primary mission on the weapons and not havinq to

emplace air samplers which can be lone by some other response element.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Services and DOE review, and incorpo-

rate, detailed guidance on the emplacement, utilization, and data analysis of

air samplers in applicable directives and SOP's. In addition, the Navy

Yorktown OPSORD which reauires the FOD Team to emplace an air sampler should

either be changed to indicate another response element which can accomplish

that task, or the EOD Teams should receive additional training in the rapid

emplacenent of air samplcrs.

e. T OPIC. Radiological Detection Fcuipment at the Local Level (Town,

City, County, etc.).

(1) COMMENT,/DTSCUSSION: It wds noted that Jefferson County response

authorities possessed civil defense instruments that were incapable of detect-

ing alpha contamination.

(2) CONCLUSION: This situation undoubtedly exists at the local level

in most states. It is unreasonable to expect every local authority to be able

to purchase alpha detection equipment.

(3) RECCVMENrATIOU: That the Services, DOE and FEMA note this

situation and provide for coordination and sharing of data, and perhaps even

monitor personnel from the response force elements that do possess alpha

detection equipment in order to help the local authorities accorplish monitor-

ing responsibilities. Tnfoz7ation on this civil sector shortfzill and recom-

mended solutions to it should be included jr applicable directives and SOP's.
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f. TOPIC. ATPAP Calibration Support Capability.

(1) COMI, ONT/D5SCUSSION: AN/PDR-56 ALPHA Survey Meters used by the

SRF and EOD forces were pre-calibrated for the exercise at Navy repair facil-

'ties with approved procedures. The ATRAP, which provided a pool of thirty,

AN/PDR-56 to replace Navy instruments while in repair on-scene, deployed with

new AN/PDR-56 meters prior to any AF acceptance, testing, or calibration. The

factory calibration was presumed to be acceptable. A Navy AN/UDM-7 cali-

bration device, provided to ATRAP just for the exercise, showed crie randomly

picked pool instrument to be out of calibration.

(2) CONCLUSION: ATRAP has no AN/UDM-7 calibration capabi]ity of its

own, therefore instruments could not have normally been checked cr calibrated

with approved procedures during the response effort.

(3) RFCOMMENDATION: That the Air Force take action to outfit ATRAP

with an AN/UDM-7, Alpha Survey Meter Calibration Device, and that ATRAP insure

all instruments they maintain are routinely pre-calibrated.

g. TOPIC. AN/PDR-56 Technical Deficiency

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Navy radiological monitoring perscnnel

observed false readings cn tne AN/PEP-56 alpha survey instrument. inves-

tigation revealed that the unshielded coiled cable between the detector and

the instrument package was subject to electromagnetic interference (U,:T) from

radio transmissions (including hared he>i fadics).

(2) CONCLUSION: There is a materiail deficiencl, in the AN/PD}-56 which

can rcsult in EMI induced false rcadinas.

(3) RECOMMENDATTON: That DNA initiate action to have laboratory testr

conducted to evaluate the NjW;X-83 eviderce and, it valid, that all unshielc&6

cables be replaced with shielded cables.
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h,. TOPIC. Security Cleararcrs for Specialized Tearr.

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION:- Spe-cialized Teams, ATRAP, AFRAT, ane several

DOE groups were delayed several hours or more from entry and integration into

Navy response capabilities apparently because of overloading of the security

cleara nce system administrative capabilities. Provisirns do exist for accept-

* ~ing handcarried clearan~ce data and for the on-scone cormmander to certify,

under emergency conditions, clearan~ces for essentiAl perscrre~l with

appropriate hard copy following At a later dote.

(2) CONCLUSION: Access to the resprnse effort by rpeciali7tr4 teams

was delayed because of administrative delays ir security processing. This

- effectively denied inmmediate availohility of these teams uipcn their alrival.

(3) RECOM?,'FNDATTON: That the Services ard DOE rec(ognize the potential

for this administrative bottleneck and review existinq procedurf-s accordirci'-.

It may well be necessary that additionai guidance b#- Included in applicable

directives and SnP's.

ii- TOPIC. Requestir'a 0OD/7TOF Special Tearm Support.

~6(1) C:'".MEFNT/DISCUSFF4ON: The ý"avy's demo-rt rated prrcsdur(e fcr thfe

provision of special tean- 1,c the resporneý effori- was: for CINCLA?ý-FT.T ana ýhv

CNO to ho responsihi-e 'for initiating the rrcc_'ssary rccuuests. Th i 1 rr'cedur t

was in acreempnt with OPNAV U1FT. 3440.15. This, in rreal lift-, would hav*?

delayed airivAl of speciailized tcu-.5 which, rculd have bee.r. ui)fi i~.e; ' Tho

accident siije.
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(2) CONCLUSION: There are existing Service procedures with which to

alert special teams upon notification of a nuclear weapon accident. The Navy

followed this published guidance in its actions to deploy the specialized

teams.

(3) PECOMMENDATION: That the Services and DOE automatically deploy

all principal specialized teams at the time of confirmation of a nuclear

weapon accident. The Services and DOE should verify, or develop, guidance to

accomplish this in applicable directives and SOP's. The need for these teams-I early on the scene in cases of extensive contamination far outweighs the cost

of redeploying them if it turns out only limited cortamination ..s involved and

they are not ultimately required.

j. TOPIC.. Padiological Surveys

(1) COMMFNT/DTSCUSSION: Initial surveys by the COy were with

heta/gamrmn instruments which woul_ have beer o~f limitee value with actual

plutonium ccntaimination. Ground surveys in and around the NPA were prohibited

hy EOD forces for personnel safety reasons to irn]ude the periro•t-r whpre the

Marine Security Force was positioned. A preoccupation with EOD concrerrs

prevented utilization of !ýpecial]Jed radiological teams in areas in whir:h they

could have been safely and productively put 4c use. Over 751 of the rnptim-

inat.,d area war outside the NPA. Ultimately, ,nd virtually or their own

initiative, in late .fternoon cf D+1, the 7,rry PADCON T,.'m porforred a perim,-

ren survey of the NDA, which provided thr initia'l oround dplcsit-io date'
.,4

"received by the Navy Oprrations (rYter. Most -p4ciali zd radioloqir ]I tn.amsI wern idle through u2l e of bus'ness on D÷1, ,r'd mrinimn!( hlfljtic• r i- rd
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characterization of the contaminated area had occurred. On D+2, the DOE PAP

and COV comrenced monitoring the area. By late afternoon on D+2, EOD op-

erations permitted the entry of radiation survey teams into the NDA and the

Army RADCON Team defined three times background contour. Almost all plots

used by the players consisted of grease pencil overlays on the AMS plot. A.

requirement for laser rangefinders to accurately survey the area was iden-

tified by evening on D+4. Due to exercise limitations on time and money,

approximately 50 meter spacing was laid out by the Navy in the absence of the

laser survey equipment. The conventional survey equipment brought by Army

RADCON was not used in laying out the grid. The rationale for the spacing

used in the grid is not understood.

(2) CONCLUSION: Before specialized teams arrive, instrumentation

available to response forces is adequate to identify the existence of a

radiological problem. The radiological instrumentation and analytical re-

sources available from the combined assets of response forces present at

NUWAX-83 were adequate to survey and characterize the contaminated area.

Engineering survey equipment possessed by forces responding to NUWAX-83 was

marginally adequate to support the radiological surveys required, however, and

available equipment was not fully utilized. Initialion of radiological

surveys was not given sufficient priority early in the accident response.

Once it had been determined tha,: cor-amination had been released, radiological

and EOD operations should have been -onducted concurrently with sufficient

physical separation to provide safety for personnel ccnductina radiological

surveys. Thereis inadequate current guidance on radiological survey proce-

dures to be used in response to a nuclear weapon accident.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Services and DOE identify additional

equipment necessary for accurate radiological and engineering surveys and, as

it becomes available, develop plans to effectively utilize that equipment.

Response guidance should also include plans for immediate initiation of

initial surveys by specialized teams upon their arrival.

k. Topi. SRF Radiological Health Officer (RHO)/Health Physics Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: During the course of the exercise it was

apparent that one RHO on the SRF staff could not physically perform his

required functions and participate in all the varied staff events where his

presence and expertise would be required, e.g., directing the collection,

analysis, and interpretation of data from the field; advising the SFF medical

representative; advising the SRF site restoration representative; coordinating

bioassay resources, data collection, and data interpretation; advising the OSC

on radiological discussions; briefing the OSC in preparation for public

releases and press conferences; and participating in JRCC operations.

(2) CONCLUSION: The SRF RHO could not effectively perform all the

functions that are required of his position on the SRF staff.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That Service and DOE response organizations

either ensure an adequate number of health physics/radiation safety personnel

be dispatched as members of the SPF staff to support th( PHO, or that standing

procedures be. established for drawino F ersonnel, upon arrivil of the ape-

rialized teams, to assist on the staff. In essence, this will allow the

creation of an ad hoc JPCC until su-h time as one is formally establishpe.

The requirement for the Serviccs -4rd DOE to bal'e pre-accidtnt plans (c-scribiro

specifically how the JPCC will be organized and how the specialized teams
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will be utilized upon arrival is, likewise, essential for an effective

response (See pages 35 and 36, para 2e).

16. LOGISTICS AND SERVICE SUPPORT (WASHINGTON PLAY)

a. TOPIC. Transportation of Radioactive Source Equipment (Amy).

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSICN: The Radiological Advisory Team (RMT) from

Walter Reed Army Medico' Center (WRAMC) was scheduled to depart Dulles

International Airport via American Airlines on 6 May 1983. Upon arriving at

the airport, American Airlines personnel informed the RAMT that the airline

could not ship the team's low-level radioactive sourcc equipment on board the

flight. FAA regulations pcrwit 2ommercial airlines to transport low-level
radiological equipment of the ty*eý used• by the RAMT or. scheduled fliqhtsq;

however, the FAA regulations alsc stipulate that acceptance of the cargo rests

with the airlines. Because of American's action, the RAMT persorrel departed

without -heir equipment on -he scheduled flight. Prior to departure, they

queried other airlines at Dulles and determined that Western Airlines was both

aware of FAA regulations and would accept the equipment for shipment on a

later flight.

(2) CONCIUSION: RAMT personnel were effectively separated from their

equipment and hindered in providina tinely support at the accident site

because their chosen ccmmercial airline was not prepared to accommodate

shipment of a low-level radiological source.

(3) RECCMYENDATTC)fl: That the FAMT, and other nuclear accident

response teams that ma',i depend on ccmmercial air transpoil fnr rapid

deployment to an accidert site along with low->.'vel radinicoical source

equipment:
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(a) Acquire and retain a copy of appropriate FAA regulations

concerning shipment of the equipment.

(b) Alert local airline officials to the possibility of

short notice travel recniirements and request a letter of authorization which

contains appropriate instructions concerning the source equipment and which

can be provided to airline personnel at the departure airport, if required.

(c) Determine that an air carrier will accept the source equipment

on the flight before booking reservations for team members.

17. LOGISTICS AND SERVICE SUPPORT (FIELD PLAY).

a. TOPIC. Nuclear Weapon Accident Response Unique Fquipment.

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Logistical requirements generated by an

accident need to be identified in detail. For example, approximately 1700

sets of anti-C's were issued in NUWAX-83. While many of them were not

contaminated prior to turn-in and could have been re-used, there would have

been many more people involved in an actual accident. The availability and

capacity of a contaminated laundry will determine the number of anti-C's

required to support an accident response. EOD and specialized teams possessed

a limited number of anti-C's but not enough tc support sustained operations.

Disposable anti-C's were used in a few cases and had limited durability for

large people. Their durability for use in rough terrain, or for strenuous

tasks, is questionable.

(2) CONCLUSION: Logistical requirements such as anti-C's, masks,

and replacement clothing need to be estimated and guidance published for use

by response forces.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Services and DOE review current

"guidance and, as required, include estimates of accident peculiar logistics

"requirements, in support of sustained operatlons, in applicable directives and

SOP's.
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AhNEX A TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA NUWAX-P3 VOLUME II AFTER ACTION PEPORT

NAVY AFTEP ACTION REPORT LESSONS LEARNED

1. This annex contains three reports provided by the Navy. The reports,

identified below, are located in separate appendices to this annex.

2. Appendix 1 contains the Initial Response Force After Action Peport

Lessons Learned.

3. Appendix 2 contains the SeIice Response Force After Action Report

Lessons Learned.

4. Appendix 3 contains the Comnander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet

(CINCLANTFLT) After Action Report Lessons Learned.
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APPENDIX I TO ANNEX A~ TO JOINT DOU/DOE/FEMA I-UWAX-83 VCI.T;E II AFTEP' ACTION

INITIAL PESPONSL FPECE (IRF) AFTEM' ACTION PFF.OPT LESSONS LEARNED

1. COMMAND AND CONTROL:

a. Tonic: Radiation Confirmation

(1) COM'MENT/DISCTJSSTON: 'The inability of thc IRF OSC to _,pjdly

IdetFexmine if thcre was any rzadiation pr#esent: was the first maui, hurdle

which had to be overcome. The responding fire depart.E~rit nad Radiac

equipment on board the truck, and was ait the scene in 6 minutes. Actual

'k readings on AN/PDR 43 indicated no gairma present. Navy re(;''rnnaissance of

'IJ the scene is historically conducted by EOD persorr el on site and although

pre-briefed on movement, the EUD teams are noct dressed cut and it mzy 1,e in

excess of I hour before they enter the site. This delay may not be

acceptable for information of this importance.

(2) RECOr-I:ENDATION: State of the art wrist/belt alarn

gamma/beta/alpha detectoers be developed for firE~fighter.s anid emergency,

response personnel.

-. 1.
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APPENDIX 2 TO ANNEX A TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA NITWAX-83 VOLUME II AFTER ACTION
REPORT
SEIVICE RESPCNSE FORCE (SRF) AFTEP ACTION REPORT LESSONS LEARNED

1. COMI!AND AND CONTROL:

a. Topic: Interagency/Service Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The numerous specialized organizations

that provided a service to the on-scene commander proved to be highly

professional, enthusiastic and extremely capable. These teams were

requested by the Initial Response Force (IRF) commander and the Service

Response Force (SRF) through the National Military Command Center (NMCC).

In the early stages of the exercise, NMCC took the initiative and

alerted/requested specialized teams. NMCC turned over operational control

of the exercise at the working level to the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO)

late on D-Day. From D-Day through D+2, these Interagency/Tnterservice

teams arrived on site and reported to the SRF commander. Keeping track of

what teams were requested, their capabilities, estimated time of arrival and

even their actual location when on site, proved difficult. Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) , Commonwealth of Virginia (COV) and local

government all requested liaison officers from the Navy. Because of the

limited number of Naly persornel on scene, one liaison officer was assigned

to work among numerous agencies. On the third day of the exercise ar

additional liaison officer was provided to work with FE14A and COV. FEMA and

COV provided liaison officers to the Navy OPS Center. However, COV pulled

their liaison officer out after a couple of days berouse they did rict

have sufficient personnel with them who had appropriate clearances.

A-2-1
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(2) CONCLUSION:

(a) To make full use of the capabilities of the special

teams assisting the SRF commander, it is absolutely essential that as teams

arrive on site, they provide a firm point of contact and be provided a

liaison officer from the SRF commander's staff.

(b) It is necessary to pre-designate liaisor officer positions

from Navy, state, FEMA and local government and ensure thet qualified

personnel have proper clearances and are available to fill these positions.

(c) Exercise NUWAX-83 pointed out the need for more actual

exercises and CPX's to improve coordination and utilization of assets

between the SRF commander and the Interagency and Interservice teams

designated to support him.

(3) PECCM.M•ENDATiGNS:

S4(a) The SRF cortnander pre-designate sufficient, well

qualified, liaisor officers on his staff to work with the specialized teams

which support him.

(b) Ensure Federal, state and local authorities are aware of

the necessity to provide liaison officers with appropriate clearances as

those teams arrive on site.

(c) Conduct actual exercises and CPX's more fr.cuently.

Recommend CPX's he conducted on a semi-annual basis, rotatilng the duties of

the SRF comrmander through all pre-designated SPF coTanders of all Services,

end that all 50 states become involved.
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b. jopic:' Interagency/Interservice Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: During the conduct of the exercise, the

operational and logistical support was outstanding. The artificialties of

the exercise required substantial pre-staging of personnel and equipment to

the exercise scenario location of "Port Gaston." Nearly all communications

were in place or pre-coordinated prior to the accident and arrival of the

SRF. Frequency clearances had been obtained, satellite channels were

assigned, secure voice interface points arranged, telephones installed, and

all requisite equipment made available. Exercise personnel were on sitc,

pre-staged or readily available. Interagency and Interservice personnel

were prepared to travel, fully trained and fully equipped. The necessity

for liaison between Federal, military, state and local authorities to set up

the exercise scenario resulted in a trusting rapport between those

authorities when the same personnel became exercise participants.

(2) CONCLUSION: Certainly the superb cooperation between the

exercise participants can, to some extent, be attributed to the participants

familiarity with each other as a result of "settina up" the scenario.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS: That short notice CPX's be conducted using

various military SRF's, state and local authorities and Federal agencies

that have not worked as closely as those of the Navy and the Commonwealth of

[ Virginia.
I

c. To12ic: Disparities Between Current Directives and Nuclear Weapons

Ac;ident Response (NAPP) Manual

A-2-3
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(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: An enormous amount of technical expertise

augments the SRF staff as various Accident Response Group (ARG) units arrive K

on site. These professional, highly trained units have far more

capabilities and functions than described in the NARP and4 OPNAVINST 3440.15.

Some of these team functions overlap one another, especially in the area of

radiation survey and decontamination control. An example is the Fiddler

monitoring capabilities of the Occupational and Environmental Health

Laboratory (OEHL)/Air Force Radiation Assessment Team (AFRAT) which is not

listed in any job description.

(2) CCNCLUSION: Unless the SPF is fully aware of the capabilities

and functions of the various specialized teams and what equipment these

teams have actually brought with them to the accident site, a duplication of

effort, often with less efficient equipment, could result.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS.:

(a) That a consolidated listing of complete technical

capabilities of each ARG unit and specialized team lie described in the UARP

and OPNAVINST 3440.15.

(b) Each of those teams provide a complete list of ecuipment

on site to the SRF commander when they report in.

d. Topic: Operating Procedures

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The cormmand and control portion of the

exercise can be broken down into two major phases: first, the on site

actions to contain the situation, and second, the necessiti' to disseminate

information to higher authority. To accomplish the on-site actions, the SRF

A-72-4
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commander conducted sVbedulec and unscheduled meetinas with his staff and

the specialized teamsl supporting him. Meetings with Department Heads and

Senior Civilians representing specialized teams were scheduled twice daily

at 0700 and approximately 1900 depending on the situation. At these

meetings, the SRF compander received a comprehensive overall brief from the

Operations Officer folowed by updated and detailed briefs from other

participants. A planI of action was formulated by the SRF commander, and

departments and speciplized teams wero given directions. Unscheduled

meetings throughout the exercise were conducted as the situation dictated.

These meetings were useful for problem solving and coordination as vell as

formulation of directives. Participants varied as the task requirements

varied. As the operation progressed, it was obvious that the decision to

restrict the number of participants at the two scheduled meetings conducted

by the SRF commander was necessary. The tendency for meetings to become

unwieldly must be recognized. To gather, collate and disseminate

information to higheriauthority, it was decided that two comprehensive

OPREP-3 messages would be sent daily. One in mid-morning local time, the

second after all major tasks for the day had been performed which was

approximately one hour after local sunset. Other OPREPs were sent as

dictated by the urgency of the situation. Gathering the information

necessarv to write the two major daily OPREP-3's was difficult in the early

stages of the operati'cn as inputs were often late and written in highly

technical language. By D+2 most liaiscn officers wore providnqg timely,

well written inputs. ýNumerous one or two paragraph OPREP-3 messages were
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sent as mrior tasks were accomplished thrroughout the exercise. The ,.,riou.,

specialized teams supporting the SRF commander were tasked by their par,-rt"

organizations to make reports to theii headquart-rs on th-ir progress. Fv

requiring these specialized teams to provide a copy of these reports to the

SRF commander, coordination was greatly enhanced. In addition to record

traffic daily phone conversations with both CINCLANTFLT and CNO duty

officers were made eid logged to keep them appraised of the situation and

answer any questions.

(2) CONCLUSION: The information and decision making system

described above proved satisfactory during the exercise. By D+2, lines of

communication and coordination between supporting organizations within the

SRF were well established and in operation. The exercise was brought to a

-.uccessful conclusio-, ard higher authorities stated that they felt they

were kept well informed throughout the exercise.

[ (3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) Restrict the attendees of meetings to only those necessary

to provide information and coordination in order to formulate direction.

(b) Provide specialized teams access to the SRF commander on

an as necessary basis.

(c) Insist that specialized teams provide liaison officers to

the SRF commander and that the liaison officers be responsible to provide

timely, well wiitten inputs to the Operations Officer for inclusion in the

OPREP-3 reporting system.
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WI) Vhim, npei i:,.vt I rvrrfý m~k i nq r-jd I,, i I-,.

argani ?Jd.ions prov ido copies.' of the repor:t.* ý:o 'he SRF cn, .h11adv? VI .: It

Operat ions Officer.

(e) S.r~nd OPREP-3 reports ast major chaot:.. occur it- "h-

situation. These comprehensive OPREP-3 updates should be sont twie daily.

e. Topic: Conmand Post Manraqement

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Personnel alSiqncd the Command Cente-r were

cooperative and well qualified. The noise level remained low until the

voice circuits became "very" active. Circuit discipline was good througthcut

the exercise. Information display was adequate but could use refinements in

size and frequency of updating of sta+-us boards. A locator status board of

key personnel would have been beneficial. The Commnand Center was dosiqnatcd

a limited access area-and a guard restricted the movement of unauthorized

personnel based on an access list provided by the Admin/Security Departmert

of Port Gaston. All meetings were conducted in a room adjacent to the

Comriand Center. Occasionally, "discussions" in the Conumand Center grew to

be "meetinas" and participants were requested to conduct their business

elsewhere. The need for mor.• support personnel, i.e., radio men, admin and

status board keepers, became evident carly on, while space also became a

problem.

(2) CONCLUSION: Tle functions rf the Command Cantor ;ire to c-.ather,

provide and display information to the SR. commander, implement his

directives P:id coordinate the efforts of the s7,cia]i.7o tams. To

accomplish this task, the: Command Cento r irust "r)(. - (onter of on rati onr wJ I r
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itv ea I mni #ývk to tho~atk Who h ave a d o f(,,(I to condLC It .bIM; i n('-! t) ('Te . I t ir i.;

be of suffieient tiAr. tt, present al1l necessary -'i.!;ua1l .;l ir's and bI.

adequately riarhnd to ktcp, Chose displays current.

(3) RECOWENDAT ONS :

(a) The Command Center needs to be desiynated a Limited Access

Area and must bp controlled.

(b) The voice circuits should be positively controlled and the

area partitioned off to keep the noise level low.

(c) Develop and raintain a key personnel locator status board.

Insist that liaison officers and point of contact personnel provide current

information as to their location.

(d) Ensure there are sufficient personnel to nan the Command

Center. If in doubt as to the number of personnel, bring more rather than

less.

2. RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY AMID CONTROL

a. Topic: Interagency/Service Coordination

(l)• COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Immediate SRF establishment of an

effective Joint Radiological Control Center (JRCC) is of prime importance to

ensure a well coordinated radiological control/radiological health response.

In order to accomplish this, there i', a need to know personhiel/equipmcnt

capabilities of teams when they check into the site.

(2) CONCLUSION: When the Accident response Group (ARG) teams chcck

in with the Personnel Support Activity (PSA) , the ARG teanm. -;1iould furl .ish

to PSA a listing.of personnel, qualificat:ions, arc specific: masision. IT
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turn, PSA should indicate the time and p~ace of the initial JFCC moetinC -;

establirhed by the Senior SRF Radiation Health Officer (C-dO).

b. Topic: Personnel

(1) COMVENT/DTSCUSSION: The duties and responsibilities assignud

to the SRF RHO to simultaneously coordinate and analyze data from the field,

advise the SRF medical representative, SRF site restoration representative,

On-Scene Commander, PAO and to chair the JRCC is too much for one person to

handle.

(2) CONCLUSION: The SRP response to the radioloaical health

problems could have been more effectively handled by two or three more

health physics personnel.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Provide three-four health physics personnel

for SRF and let one chair the JRCC with the others assuming various other

positions and reporting directly to the chairman of the JRCC. Three of the

health physics personnel could participate in such tasks as data base

coordination, bioassay studies, and site restoration.

c. Topic: Coordination

(3) COMMENT/D1SCUSSION: Initially, many radio!ocical control

questions were directed to the Radiation Health Officer because of the

inadequacy of training of the designated Radiological Control, nfficer.

This provided confusion at the OPS Center, Forward Command Post (PCP), and

Contamination Control Station (CCS).

(2) CONCLUSION: Initially, as a result of less than pos 4 've

direction provided by radiological controls per;connel, err()rnous irforria tio;n

was useod for Hecisiors in masking and unmaskirrT warious prrsonne].
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(3) WO W-1 FN DAT t!: The S ,1' have th fl!,-Iot, r |tia , 1 jCi, c,, . I s

Of fiers with oj tb ad3,i-i nt thd Vc and pa1t: i t ipnti nS i ) th- L1 ,IICC .- IQ

other Eadiological Control,: Officers reportinq; to him and di ,ct ir,! '0 ho

radicloqlical centrols at the FCP, CCS, and OPS Center.

d. Topic: Instrument Calibration

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: In order to prevent any mJ. uiioderstancjr..'s

about field data collection, all radiac mcnitoring equipment needs to be

calibrated in a uniform mannex, prior to any group taking measurements.

(2) CONCLUSION: Unnecessary time was spent in analyzing how the

Army RADCON Team calibrated their c'uipment in order to determine the

validity of some of their data.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Prior to any individual or team enterinc any

area to conduct field measurements, the equipment should first be calibrate-d

by a distinct croup such as the HOT SPOT Team of lawrence Livermore National

Laboratories (LLNL).

e. Topic: Interagency/Service Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: There was a tremendous amount of

information pertaining tn radiological health/controls passed among OPS

Center, FCP, CCS, Navy Hospital, COV, and FEMA. Much of the information

(air/water samples, srtatus of casualties, evacuationi recommendations) needed

for critical decisicAi., was not expeditiously r(,ceived or ainalvzed.

(2) CONCLUSION: Slow and sometimes cironeou:; dc'csionTrý were made

because of lack of documentation of informati:ion passed from one r•-nt to

another.
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(1) BECOMlNDATION: "'T'letypt, c'ircuits with I'vmput i• .lt(,rfacu,

should Ie loc'ated at OPS Certer, FCr, CCS, Nava! !!ospit.al, C(,V, I.Vh, I>C.,

etc. (A similar type systen already exints and war; in use with WE., LINL,

Sandia National Laboratory, etc.) This will allow docr1o.ir.ntatioi (,of i;l1

information disseminated via telephone modem with scranibler attachment.

Furthermore, the computer system should have a software packa]oe specifically

developed for a nuclear weapon accident such that air, water, soil data can

be input with results plotted in an appropriate fashion. It should also

have the capability of drawing in isopleths, geographical data, qrid

coordinates, etc., for analysis and distribution to selected participants.

f. Topic: Radiological Emergency Medical Procedures

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Injured personnel who are contaminated

239with Pu need to be cared for in an expeditious manner in order to

stabilize the injury and then minimize wound/internal contamination. In

conjunction with this, early decisions need to be made on the use of

239chelating agents that bind with Pu in the body and reduce exposure to

the individual's bones, liver, and spleen. Chelating agents such as Ca and

Zn DTPA are not readily available since they are investigational drugs.

(2) CONCLUSION: The injured/contaminated individuals were

expeditiously cared for and administered the proper chelating agents as a

direct result of a knowledgeable representative of the Radiation Emergency

Assistance Center/Training Site (REAC/TS) who brought theos, acents with hirr.

r• However, REAC/TS is not tasked to respond to all nuclear weapon accidents;

only those in a specific geographical location.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: REAC/TS respond to all nuclear weapon

accidents and have available sufficient quantities of chelating agents to

provide initial treatment for injured/contaminated personnel.

g. Topic: Monitoring Equipment (Survey)

* (1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The specialized teams which responded to

the accident exercise, i.e., Army RADCOTU, Air Force Radiation Assistance

Team (AFRAT), etc., utilized advanced, if not the state-of-the-art,

monitoring equipment to perform surveys of the affected area and perimeter.

(2) CONCLUSION: Tt took only a few hours for the Army RADCON Team

and the AFRAT, including COV teams, to conduct a survey of the perimeter and

determine the extent of the Radiation Control Area (RCA) , and .perform a

detailed survey of the entire area. With the equipment presently available

to the Navy RADCON teams, (AN/PDR-56 and AN/PDR-27), the same survay would

have taken many days and would have resulted in most, if net all, of our

PADIAC assets becoming inoperative before the arrival of the Air

Transportable RADIAC Package (ATRAP) team.

(3) RECOMMENDATTON: Provide the Navy's initial respons,- teams with

a minimum of two BROKFF ARROW Response Kits (PAPKs) which wculd allow the

IRF to perform a perimeter survey or a cuick survey of the area. for hot

spots if required before the arrival of the Army PADCON Team. it is

understoed that this instrument is complicated to use and would reojire a

highly trained operator. Navy FRADCON teams have many tecnricallv nri.nted

personnel and with proper trainina this should not he a prohlem.
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h. Topic: Equipment Decontamination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: It had been considered that most equipment

would not be decontaminated until all personnel were processed through the

CCS, however, it soon became readily apparent that these personnel were

going to wait on their equipment while congregating at the rear hc.t line

continually inquiring about how long it will take to geo their gear.

Example of these items are: personal respirators especially those with

eyeglass inserts, Marine weapons, RADIAC equipment, and other specialized

gear used by EOD/ARG teams and others.

(2) CONCLUSION: One area of CCS operations that was not properly

considered was the capability to promptly decontaminate equipment brought to

the CCS hotline by personnel returning from thr- ?CA.

(3) RECOmmENDATION: Since these requirements would likely exist in

a real world situation, it is recommended that provisions be made for

establishing an adequate equipment decontamination facility within the CCS.

This facility should be furnished with all suitable materials and supplies

and manned by personnel knowledgeable in the proper, and varif-d,

decontamination techniques for the many different kinds of iterrs to he

decontaminated. This function may require additional personnel assets to

RADCON teams so as not to reduce the effectiveness of the personnel

monitoring and decontamination stations. However, if it is considered that

area surveys are/can be, best performne by the specialized assist groups due

to their more sophisticated equipment, these personnel recruirerents and the

training of RADCON teams micht be channeled more toward this area of
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equipment decontamination. This problem is not covered at any Jenath in

* NET-OPS school, but should be; and it would be beneficial if an equipment

"decontamination facility was clearly depicted in Figure 7-2 of OPNAVINST

, 3440.15 as a requirement sj it will not be overlooked.

i. Topic: Radiation Contamination Survey Techniques

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The Radiation Contamination Survey was

slow to get started due to lack of guidance from the SRF RADCCN Officer who

was working in various areas. When an additional officer was assigned to

RADCON and teams given specific areas to monitor, the evaluation progressed

positively and smoothly. It is imperative that the RADCON Officer be

utilized for RADCON/SURVEY only in order to maintain positive control ove;

the RADCON situation.

(2) CONCLUSION: The U.S. Navy RADCON element could have provided

area survey teams on a limited basis. The use of more capable groups such

as Aerial Measuring (AMS) and the Armv PADCON team provided for faster and

more accurate survey data. Their use should be accepted as SOP, excepting

of course the immediate needs dictated by the situation. PADIAC equipment

used by the Navy is antiquated compared to instrumentation used b'y other

service response teams; resultinq in far slower, less accurate monitoring

techniques.

(3) RECON'1ENDATIONS: Shipboard personnel are nrt sufficien•_t•

trained for and should not be included in shore response forces. Recotmend

more face to' face training with various ccrmand IF/ISPF RADCON tejams.

Recommend that a separate team be developed to provide plotting and

surveying guidelines to allow for positive hot spot./contamination locations.
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j. Topic: Equipment Decontamination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The filter holders on MK 17 protective masks

were easily contaminated making decontamination difficult due to lack of

spare holders on hand. The carrying pouch for the mask proved to be a

difficult decontamination problem because of the maierial being so porous.

(2) CONCLUSIONS: Basic monitoring equipment proved to be easy to

handle and monitor, however decontaminating proved to be time consuming.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Recommend many spare filter holders be available

so mask may be reissued once the holder is exchanged vice turned in and

drawn the following day after decontamination has been accomplished.

Manufacture pouch out of a different material that contaminants will not

adhere to and is easily washed/decontaminated.

5. COMMUNICATIONS

a. Topic: Interagency/Senrice Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Pre-exercise coordination and liaison was

thorough and complete. As a result, equipment and publications were on site

and in operation prior to the SRF arrival on the scene. In the event of an

actual emergency, the SRF Communication Officer must he prepared to react to

communications requirements by having available for a short notice

deployment, the communications publications necessary to obtain and use such

assets as commercial leased lines, satellite channels, and portable radios.

The communications officer must also be prepared to make a rapid assessment

upon arrival of what communications are available and what must b2 requested

to support the recovery opezations.
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(2) CONCLUSION: During an actual contingency, prior coordination

will not be possible. Therefore, close on-site coordination among

communications personnel of the various services and agercies involved will

be essential to avoid mutual interference and to allow maximum effective

utilization of assets.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That the Service Response Force Communications

Officer be designated as the central coordinator for all on-Site

communications and that all services and agencies intending to operate

communications at the accident site provide to him, en arrival, a point of

contact, a list of communications assets or the site, and operating

frequencies to be utilized.

b. Topic: Interagency/Service Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Communications support providcd to the

Service Response Force by the communications detachment from the Firs;t

Marine Division was excellent. Record traffic volumes were lo% throughouf

the exercise, therefore the capacity of the USMC communications detachment

was never taxed. The Nuclear Emergency Search Team (NEST) communicaticr"s

POD provided good quality video support for the Cperati!er Center late in

the exercise.

(2) CONCLUSION: The NEST POD would he a valuable asset durinc a:

actual incident.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS: The NEST POD be requeste: verlv ir th' e of

an accident. i
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c. Topic: Disparities between Current Directives and NARP.

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Section 7 of the NARP contains very limited

descriptions of Marine Corps deployable communications facilities and no

indication of any Navy deployable communications assets.

(2) CONCLUSION: Section 7 of the NARP is incomplete.

(3) PECOMMENDATION: Update Section 7 of the NARP to include all

deployable communications assets available from within the Department of

Defense, their capabilities, and the correct procedures for requesting

deployment of those assets.

6. SECURITY

a. Topic: Marine Security Force (MSF)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: IRF and SPR Marine Security Force personnel

had virtually no prior nuclear weapons accident/incident training prior to

NUWAX-83 and required extensi.ve training and briefs upon arrival at NOF,

Port Gaston.

(2) CONCLUSION: M'arine Security Force personnel performed admirably

considering the various units involved and the lack ot prior trainitoq.

However, the exercise would have cone even smoother if the M:,rine Security

Force had come from a Naval Weapons Station Marine Barracks.

13) RECOMý'FNDATION: That Marine Security Force be drawn from N.

Weapons Station Marine Barracks. Thest. Marines are trained i: ruclear

weapons movements, the use of deadly forcr, and the various conce:t! (,f

nuclear protection. Additionally, these MTarines wculd already ha-;- the

propei security clearancts a:.d be memberF rf tho P•rsonnel Kelabilitv

Program.



b. Topic: Security Perimeters

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The OPNAVINST 3440.15 requirement that the

security perimeter surrounding the accident scene shall be a minimum of 2000
feet from the accident site plus additionai distance on the down-wind side

of the accident plus an additional 1000 yards if the accident occurs

external to Federally controlled property is unrealiF-tic.

(2) CONCLUSION: The security perimfteter distances established in

OPNAVINST 3440.15 might be feasible in rural areas; however, the

establishment of a 5000 foot NDA in heavily populated areas could result in

access control to the accident scene becoming an impossibility.

(3) RECOIMIENDATION: That security perimeters he established by the

On-Scene Commander. The distances will be based on weapon fragmentation

distances, reports of weapon conditions, local terrain, population, and

location of crash site.

c. Topic: Check-in Procedures/Security, Clearancc*s

(1) COMMIENT/DISCUSSION: Many personnel (IRF, SRF, DOD, DOE, etc.)

participating in the exercise failed to check in with Visitor Control upon

arrival, which resulted in incomplet- Fccurity/erntry lists thus creatina on

extra workload at the Field Cor-mard Post. Also, personnel responding to the

accident failed to either forward or hand carry their security cleararces

I and Personnel Reliability Program (PRP) certification in accordanc- :'ith

OPNAVINST 3440.15. Again, this caused numoercus proble-s fc.r Visitor Control

land Field Command Post security personnel.

(2) CONCLUSION: In the event of an accident, thE irnediacv of the

situation overrices the requirement for an- i4=ediate FPP verific-tion but
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still requires an appropriate security clearance or lengthy

briefing/debriefing sessions. All personnel must check-in with Visitor

Control in order to expedite entry to the areas for which they have a "Need

to Enter."

(3) RECOMMENDATION: The importance of hand carrying security

clearances (electronic verification can be obtained laterý in accordance

with OPNAVIUST 3440.15 and proper check-in procedures must be emphasized and

reemphasized to all personnel.

7. CASUALTY HANDLING/MEDICAL

a. Topic: Interagency/Service Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The multiple agencies an( Service tears

having expertise, which was brought to bear in handling nuclear accident

casualties, do not routinely work together or interface. This

notwithstanding, the experts from these -arious teams quickly made

themselves available to the SPF Medical Coordinator and allowed themselves

to be quickly integrated into the action.

(2) RECOMMENDATION: More exercises and CPX's would be of value.

b. Topic: Interagency/Service Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Interagency/Service support was excellent.

(2) CONCLUSION: None

(3) RECOMMENDATION: None

c. Topic: Disparities Between Current Directives and NARP

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: None

(2) CONCLUSION: None

(3) RECOMMENDATION: None
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8. WEAPONS OPERATIONS

a. Topic: Interagency/Service Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Both EOD Detachments and the DOE/ARG

arrive on the scene of an accident with individual talent, experience, and

hardware that traverses a spectrum from simple to exotic. The problem in

the past has been to meld these numerous assets together in an integrated

and coordinated manner. Additionally, a chain of command for information

flow to the On-Scene Commander with proposed action, clearly delineating the

issues associated with weapons recovery, was wantina.

(2) CONCLUSION: An initial meeting of DOD and DOE/ARG upon the

latter's airival is essential to brief the problems and establish an

integrated team organization with good two-way communications and a chain of

command pipeline link to the On-Scene Commander.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: The senior EOD officer establish a chain of

command organization as soon as possible integrating DOD and DOE/ARG into

the command and control organization of the On-Scene Commander. This was

done effectively in NUWAX-83 as outlined in EOD Weapons Recovery

Organization below. It is noted that senior ARG representatives assigned

the experts on the systems to be recovered by their background in

fuzing/firing, warhead, HE, etc. All hazards, influences, circumstances,
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and potentials were discussed. Issues were delineated and a mutually agreed

upon plan of action was formulated down to the smAllest detail. The plan

was presented in the evening meetings in preparation for the next

operational phase where the larger body had a chance to ask questions. The

agreed upon plan was briefed to the On-Scene Commander by the senior EOD

officer for approval. All deviations found necessary in-the field had to be

cleared back through Weapons Recovery Control Center. It is recommended

this type of format be utilized for future exercise/real world, realizing as

in all emergency situations a degree of flexibility must exist-

EOD WEAPONS RECOVERY ORGANI7ATION

EOD/WPNS RECOVERY SFNTOR ARG COORDINATOR

FOR WEAPONS RECOVERY

LINE ITEM 87 WPNS LINE TTEM 100 WPHS

RECOVERY GROUP PECOVERY GROUP

SPECIALIZED TEAM SPECTAI77ED TEAM

COMBTNED OF NAVY COMPTNED OF NAVY

AND ARG PERSONNEL. AND ARC- rERSONNEL

b. Topic: Interaqency/Service Support

(1) COMNENT/DISCUSSION? Both interaqgency and interservice support

durina the exercise was adequate. The DOD and DOE weapons orqanizations

came with the npcessary equipment to do the job. tdditionally, DOE had the

labs Standing by as well as NEST assets to provide for any eventuality. DOD
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had all its supporting forces on alert both in the logistic channels and the

NAVEODTECHCE7CE for technical/material EOD support. Only the artificiality of

the exercise caused logistic problems with respect to following Nevada Test

Site regulations on Anti-C wear, handling equipment, prestaging packaging

containers, etc. It is noted that because of the personalities involved,

available resources were known for the most part, but this may not always be

the case. There was no listing of available support equipment, who had it,

and where specifically it could be found.

(2) CONCLUSION: Although interagency and interservice support

proved to be adequate during NUWAX-83 there were shortcomings as to

personnel assets, known equipment/services availability.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) DOE/ARG should have a "shopping list" of available

equipment/services it can offer to enhance weapon recovery operations.

Similarly, EOD should provide a list and brief of additionial speciali7ed

resources it has in alert at NAVFODTECHCFN, Indian Head, MD.

(b) Make all DOD aware of Record of Assembly (ROA) on weapons.

These are held at Pentax and include MC and serial numbers for positive I.D.

of all weapons components.

(c) A fcur man EOD Detachment, as used in this exercise, is

not large enough to handle all aspects of initial entry/recon/communication

to field and forward/rear command post as well as interrogating personnel

who were on-scene (such as firefighters) for essential information.

Pecommend those EOD teans designated with nuclear response he manned with at

leist five personnel.
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(d) In the area of intra-agency support, it is highly

recommended that. during weapons recovery operations, EOD teams be given

priority through hotline. A color coded arm band would provide easy

identification.

c. Topic: Disparities B tween Current DirectiveF and NAPP

(1) COMMENTS/DISCUSSION:

(a) OPNAVINST 3440.15N requires radiac instruments to be

packaged prior to proceeding into an accident site. This makes the

instruments harder to use andi not as reliable. The instruments are easily

decontaninated with tape, water, or brushing off of the Alpha cc,.Lamination.

(b) Contingency press releases in both DOD Directive 5230.36

and OPNAV 3440.5 include senthnce "there is no danger of nuclear explosion."

(This release was sent out du ing NUWAX-83 prior to EOD declaring all

systems safe.)

(2) CONCLUSIONS !

{a) Leave the packaging of radiac irstruments and equipment of

the EOD team to the discretion of the EOD OIC.

(b) On-Scene Commander's staff check with EOD prior to

release.

(3) PFCOMMENDATIONSI

(a) Add paragraph (d) to OPNAVINST 3440.15N to read, 'The

packaging of. radiac instruments and equipment of the EOD team in to be

determined by the EOD OIC."

(b) Peview releases once acain to ensure public is informed

but information will not pose later embarrassment.
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d. Topi•c: Render Safe Procedures

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Render safe procedures were carried out in

accordance with applicable SWOPs B57-6 and W55.43-6. These publications

provide the specific guidelines necessary for safing and recovery of each

nuclear system. While the render safe procedures were carried out with

success in NUWAX-83, some deficiencies became apparent and were discussed at

Sandia National Laboratory in mid-June 1983 hy ARG and DOD personnel.

(2) CONCLUSION: A thorough review of SWOPs B57-6 and W55.43-6

needs to be conducted. As an extension, the need to review publications

governing older weapons systems still in inventory should be evaluated.

(3) RECOMNENDATIONS:

(a) Bring together DOE/APG and EOD pcrsonnel from NUWAX-83 at

Sandia to conduct review of publications B57-6 and W55.43-6 in light of

recent experience. Specifics for consideration are:

1 Utilizing X-rays needs study relative to its value as

an EOD tool. As a result of X-ray, what EOD action would be modified in

render safe procedures? What safety considerations need to be taken into

consideration for its use? Should there be a library of X-ray photos of

weaponr in mint condition for comparison? What credentials are required for

operators? 'What time frames can be anticipated for set-up, shooting, and

developing?, etc. Use should be noted in SWOPs.

2 A beLter fooming system needs to be developpd for

imm~obilization of HE and components. Foam requires better flow/sweep

characteristics and slower setting time to permit good penetration. Useable

applicators for dispensing should he part of kit.
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3 Better pictorial display of weapon system component

parts relative to one another as well as individual shots of key components

are required in SWOPs. (Source data photos provided by DOE/ARG were

*immensely better.)

4 Indexing of Table 7-3 by major assembly, subassembly,

and component pArts would permit unclassified reporting.

5 As a security matter, consideration of satellite

overflights needs mention in SWIOPs to reduce high resolution photography

intelligence gathering opportunities.

e. Topic: Recovery and Salvage

(1) COM1MENT/DISCUSSION: Once the weapons and their associated

classified hazardous components are recovered, the salvage operation is

straightforward with PENTAX packaging and DOD weapons personnel preparing

transfer documentation and travel'. Recovery operations will, need to be

tailored to each scenario encountered; however, there are some

considerations that are universal and are expressed below as lessons learned

under recommendations.

(2) CONCLUSIONS: See recommendations.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) A critical decision point is the recovery of all classified

components since it directly affects maintentance of NDA. The dilemma that

arises if all components cannot be found is whether to keep searching, and

for how long, or can missing items be declared demilitarized by DOD/DOE

experts thereby being accounted for? Lesnons learned are:
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1 A good grid search plan is essential.

2 Utilize large scale chart/nap.

3 Serial numbers of components obtained through the Record

of Assembly (ROA) are a must, particular]y if two similar systems are

involved.

4 Utilize experienced searches and have DOE components

experts standing by for pcsitive identification.

5 Evaluate dispersal pattern of weapon explosion to

ascertain high probability search areas. As a corollary - dispersal

patterns of testod weapons systems could be put into data bank and computer

enhanced with accident overlays to predict search areas and anomaliEs of

component flight.

6 A data bank of pictures showing key compoTients in mint

condition and after explosion would be extremely he)pful as well as what

components would be reduced to non-entities.

9. Tooic. Public Affairs

a. Interagency/Service Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Pre-exercise meetings with the principals

from each participating agency gave a full underntanding of roles and

intended procedures. This early consensus was further demonstrated, in

terms of the Joint Infornation Center (JIC) operation, by two jointly

released memoranda concerning the need for everyone's participation in

coordinating press releases and how each agency should assist in improving
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the flow of information from source to release. While these are only small

examples, they illustrate the coordination/cooperation as each agency

responded in unison to the demands of the exercise. (One sample memo is

attached for information.)

(2) CONCLUSION: While all agencies represented in the JIC worked

well together, firm leadership and formal procedures are required to ensure

that all press releases (an: applicable responses) are fully staffed and

coordinated prior to release. Almost all releases, no matter how

elementary, have some impact on every agency involved. Therefore, mutual

concurrence is mandatory.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: DOD Directive 5230.16 (Nuclear Accident and

Incident Public Affairs Guidance), in paragraph F.2.f., states that

"Activities of the Community Emergency Action Team (CEAT) shall be

coordinated through the senior FEMA official (SFO) ...... This is proper, ir

that DOD does not have jurisdictional authority over state/local

governments. However, it should be clearly spelled out that final direction

of CEAT activities is approved by the agency having current control over the

Joint inforr.iation Center.

b. Interagency/Service Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Pre-exercise meetings established what the

Navy and other agency PAO's should furnish in the area of administrative

support and these items were provided. Reproduction and telecopier

capability in the JIC and Navy Headquarters was absolutely crucial in

providing timely information and rapid feedback both within the on-scene
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infrastructure and externally to remote participating organizations. FEMA

provided some handheld radios which gave an extra link to the widely

scattered players. FEMA contributed greatly to the JIC by providing a word

lprocessor that speeded the final product through endless revisions

necessitated by coordinating material through all players. Complete

audiovisual assets were simulated during NUWAX-83. For real world internal

and external public affairs these assets would be critical in maintaining

credible press relations.

(2) CONCLUSION: It is doubtful that a typical naval weapons

station could adequately handle the support requirements leveled at it

!during the early phases of an accident/incident of this scope. The PAO

:office tasked with being the service response force would not have on-hond

an emergency response kit capable of meeting administrative and

communications needs applicable to an accident of this scope.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Assets, be they personnel or equipment, must

ýbe dedicated and on-hand. Assembly after-the-fact of items such as Xerox or

.telecopier is doubly difficult in the confusion generated by an

accident/incident.

c. Topic. Current Directives

(1) COMMENTS/DISCUSSION:

(a) While the NARP provides some guidance, there appears to be

no cleared-for-public-release information available to any DOD activity or

the subjects of radiological contamination (various types at various levels)

!or general information addressing nomenclature, basic mission and handling

of special weapons.
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(b) Although PAOs on the line may meet basic needs of media, the

availability of technical and operational experts to meet with reporters and

community leaders is critical to public understanding of events at hand and

moreover what we are doing about them.

(2) CONCLUSION: Effort must be expanded now to overcome these

deficiencies in order to ensure effective public affairs performance in the

future.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) Although the NARP is designed to be a comprehensive single

source booklet which explains total emergency response capabilities/assets

among federal agencies in a crisis event, it should include: names and phone

numbers of headquarters and regional staff offices, description of

organizational relationships within the federal systems, general

capabilities of people and equipment and recommended methods for requesting

their assistance.

(b) A cleared for use booklet or reachable source who can be

contacted during crisis events ought to be available to those in need of

pertinent information.

SAMPLE MEMO

NUWAX 83 JOINT INFORMATION CENTER RELEASE PROCEDURES

From: JIC Coordinator

To: All Agencies Participating in NUWAX 83 JIC
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Subj: News Pelease Procedures

1. Before any material not already covered in a previous release or press

conference is provided to the media, the following procedures will be

utilized:

a. Staff info within your own organization for complete accuracy.

b. Make enough copies for each participating agency to chop and cross

check information with their key contacts. (This will normally take at

least 30 minutes. All Public Affairs personnel should attempt to do this as

rapidly as possible, however.)

c. All chop copies will be returned to initiating agency with any

corrections and initials of reviewing person.

d. Initiating agency will make any changes (or resolve any

discrepancies).

e. Initiating agency will then make at least one copy for each agency,

twelve copies for press, and five copies for JIC admin (Navy enlisted)

personnel.

f. JIC admin personnel will then file the initial copies and the final

release (stapled together for each release) on a master release board in

JIC. They will then deliver the twelve copies to the press center and

staple one copy of the release on the wall of the press center in

chronological order. Releases will be sequentially numbered based on the

last release number on the master outgoing release board.

2. The cooperation of all public affairs personnel is appreciated. If

Jefferson County is not represented in the JIC, it will be the
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responsibility of the COV to ensure use of these procedures for local

staffing/releases. I

Dale E. Smith

LCDR UEN

DOD JIC Coordinator

10. Topic: LOGISTICS AND SFPVICE SUPPOnT

a. Interagency/Service Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: From the SRF standpoint interagency/service

coordination was outstanding. The high level of coordination was the direct

results of months of planning and personal contact between the various

organizations involved in setting up the exercise. In a "real world"

situation, however, there will not be time to establish this same level of

advance coordination. The Navy teair will need to rely on well established

logistical operating proceeures; that is logistical support procedutes that

are common knowledge to both support and user persornel. During the

exercise the SRF Supply Officer was not required to order significant

quantities of material, as required material was pre-positioned prior to the

exercise. In a real world situation the SRF Supply Officer will use both

MILSTRTP and contract methods to obtain required material, equipment and, in

some cases, berthing and messing facilities. The SRF Supply Officer will

need maximum flexibility to accomplish this mission.

(2) CONCLUSION: The use of NAVSUP P-485, Afloat Siipply Procedures,

provides the SRF Supply Officer with the tools required to accomplish his
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mission with a maximum of flexibility. Additionally, under Afloat

Procedures (para 3080) the senior Supply Officer is, by virtue cf his

position, a contracting officer.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: CINCIANTFLT should designate the SRF as an

afloat unit, and authorize the SRI' to use afloat supply procedures.

b. Interagency/Service Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Interagency/service support during the

exercise was outstanding. Real world support, however, depends on the

ability to obligate the government to pay for reeded supplies, equipment,

and services. This can only be done if the SRF Supply Officer has funds

with which to operate. During the exercise the SRF Supply Officer requested

an initial funding of $1,000,000.00. CINCLANTFLT augmonted the SPF's

supporting military base, NOF Port Gaston, operating budget by passing the

SRF funds to COMNAVBASE Norfolk who passed the funds to NOF Port Gaston.

The abcounting system used was the standard shore accounting system. In a!
real world situation the SRF Supply Officer should be directly funded.

Additionally, the SRF Supply Officer will most likely have enlisted

storekeepers doing the actual ordering of material and OPTAR accounting.

These storekeepers are familiar with fleet accounting procedures (NAVSO

P-3013), but normally are not familiar with shore accounting procedures.

Additionally, in order for the SRF to order materials using the MILSTRTP

system, the SRF must have an established Unit Identification Code (UIC).

During the exercise the SRF support activity, NOF Port Gaston, ordered all

SRF requirements using their UIC. In a real world situation on the SRF
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Supply Officer will need his own UIC to order material independent of ,I

supporting military activity. This is especially true if the SRF is

stationed some distance from the cloeest military activity.

(2) CONCLUSION: The SRP should be funded using NAVSO P-3013

procedures. The SRF should be assigned as UIC.

(3) PECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) CINI'tLATFLT fund the SRF using NWVSO P-3013 procedures.

(b) CINCLANTFLT should request the assignment of a "V" series

UIC for the COM3AVBASE Norfolk SRP.

c. Administrative Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSlONs When ineividual orders were cut ordering

player personnel to the exercise site, a shore type procedure was used.

CTNCLANTFLT required earh activity sending pernonnel to the exerciso to cut

orders; To acccmplish thib cnd, CTNCLA?:TFLT sent funds to each cosmmand to

cover the per diem and transportation comts. This approach was cuzmbersome

at be.it. In a real world situation there will not be time to follow this

approach.

(23 CON4CLVSION: A more responsive order Issuing systom must be

e.stabl ished.

(3) PECOMF4.?DATION. CINCLANTTT.T issue individual sets of blanket

TAD orders to key pcrsonnel of the SPFs at the start of each fiscal year.

The orders should cite CINCI-ANTFIT TAngo numbers. In the "vent of an

.ccidont, the individual members will .;imply acti~ate the orders after funds

are provided by CINCLANTFLT.
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d. Transportation Support

(1) COMMEN7/DISCUSSION: During the exercise the SPF Supply Officer

was not reqnired to transport personnel or material to or from the accident

site. In a real world situation the SPF or supporting activity supply

officer will have tranrportation requirements. In order to fund these

transportation requirements and control the expenditure of accident funds,

the assiqnment of a unique CINCLANTFLT Transportation Account Code (TAC) is

reau i red.

(2) CONCLUSIONM The sFr ii.prly Officer must have eccens to a TAC

code.

(3) PF(70EFN•fATION: frTNCLANTr1T should deniqnate a specific TAC

rode to fund accident relate, matcrial trarsportation requirem.nts.

P. Pase Camp FArilities

(1) COMMENT/DqTSCtSSTMN: RBAr- cAmp surpprt facilities at the

exercise were outmtandirq. In a real A)rld situation, should the accident

take place in a location that would require settinq kip a field camp, thk--,5

wonld need tc be auqmrnt,,d with portonnel familinr with cnnstructino a field

camp. The exercise hAve camp materinl was stupplied by a Naval Construt ion

PIttalion Ur't, not the Air Force as prop•s-d in the NARP.

(2) CONCTAUSION: The SPF nhould hay- - ccns-ruction battalion lIOiO

anriqnod tr? (rnstruct a base cramp if tho need ari!-vn.

(3) PEC(OMFNTDrTTON CINCI.ANTFLT should ar1iqn n Corstruction

Battalion Unit the reqsporibillty of providina the required mr terial and

p-qr(nrol to con9Rriict n1 hae ;ul p(,rt caMn.
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f. Disparitie.R between Current Directives and NARP

(1) COMMENT/DTSCUSSION: The NARP c'~lis for the support element tf-

provide the Accident Response Force with berthing and messing. This is a

correct assignment. However, during the exercise the Food Service Officer

was required to collect monies for the sale of meals to officers and

civilianis. In a real world situation collecting money for individual meals

while under field conditions is impractical. Additionally,. the probability

that personnel will arrive at the accident site with sufficient funds to

carry thpm through an extended period is unlikely.

(2) CONCLUSIONJ: The collection of ironies for individualmeals is

impractical.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: CINCLANTFLT stsould authorize p-rsonrel

assigned to the accident team to subsist in the mess at no cost to the

individual. The cost of nubsistence items should be paid with O&MN funds

vice MPN funds.

11. Topic: LEGAL AFFAIRS

a. Interagency/Service Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The of ficer that attends meetings with

state or other federal agencies must be very aggressive arnd alert to pursue

and protect the interests of the Navy. Once the agencies are Initially put

or, notice that we mean busirners, it is difficult to k,ý-p the initiative.

(2) CONCLUSION: The foregoing assumes that we are to portray an

organization that means business and intends to be aggressive in puz-uit of

what it sees hs the proper thing to do under the circumstances. None 'nf the
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applicable directives make clear how we are to approach the situation as a

matter of philosophy.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: It should be made clear as a matter of policy

how higher headquarters want the SRF to approach the situation. An

aggressive "can-do" attitude is a markedly different matter than a low-key

"we are here to make everyone happy ASAP" attitude.

h. Terminology

(1) COMWENT/DIscTJss.oN: Attempts to ensure that everyone is using

words in the same meaning will materially reduce confusion. An example is

the word "casualty." The term was sometimes used to include eead and

injured and sometimes to mean only dead and sometimes to mean only injured.

(2) CONCLUSION: Confusion is the greatest problem that can be

solved by prior planning. Ensuring that all terms of art are understood the

same way ahead of time will reduce confusion.

(3) PFCOMMENDATION: Applicable directives should contain terms

and definitions for use by all members of the SPF.

c. Lines of Communication

(1) COMMENT/t) SCUSSSION: Basic lines of communication must be

specifically established between the various elements of the law enforcement

and security communit% and from the legal office to a central itnformation

point. One incident that occurred never materializpd into play because of a

lack of cosmnnications between the Marine guards, NIS, Facility Security,

and the Service Pesponse Force ]gal office.
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(2) CONCLUSlUt:, Without better coordination between the law

enforcement and security communities, the potential for considerable

embarrassment exists.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Modify the basic directives to provide for the

creation of Joint Law Center, to operate much like the Joint Information

Center, which will facilitate the exchange of information where it is

generated. Therefore, it would be located near the NDA until its collapse,

at which time the JLC would be located at a location convenient to all

member agencies.

d. Interagency/Service Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSIOC: As a basic legal team, a claims officer

and the staff Judge Advocate from Commander Naval Base, when added to the

legal staff of the affected facility, comprise a unit having the skills

needed to meet the issues following an accidert. Additional officers should

be added based on workload as necessary. Two enlisted members of the pay

grade E-6 or above are basically sufficient with additional personnel a

function of workload.

(2) CONCLUSION: The legal team of the SRF is satisfactory for

initial cperations. Additional officers for claims investigation will need

tc be added based on the judgemert of the legal officer as to the number and

complexity of claims to be received.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: The exercise of judgment by the SPF legal

officer in this regard should be anticipated by its being noted in the

applicable directives.
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e. Environmental Law

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSIOI: Prvironmental law expertise is required to

permit the SRF legal office to make an appropriate contribution to the

effort.

(2) CONCLUSION: Access to environmental law expertise should be-

provided.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Environmental law becomes a factor in the

successful prosecution of a site restoration plan. Environmental law is not

a discipline normally pursued by a staff judge advocate in light of the

mission of the Office of the General Counsel (OGC). Authorization for

liaison between the Staff Judge Advocate and members of the OGC siifficient

to provide legal support in the area of enviroi mental law is recommended.

f. Ambiguity

(1) COMMENT/DTSCUSSION: One place where the JAG Manual is not as

clear as it could be is in the sections that assist one to decide whether a

given situation, about which few facts are known, is one within the Federal

Tort Claims Act or the Military Claims Act.

(2) CONCLUSION: Clarification is required in this area which is

one of policy.

(3) RECOMMENDATIN: Claims issues require considerable discussion

to determine whether to process claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act

(FTCA) or the Military Claims Act (MCA). No claim which is payable under

"the FTCA can be payed under the MCA. The MCA authorizes advance payments,

while the FTCA does not; so the MCA has a great appeal to a disaster

scenario.
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However, no guidance exists in the JAGMAN to state whether the claims

officer should presume negligence (therefore pay much later under FTCA) or

lack of negligence (therefore make advance payments under MCA) in a case

where few facts are known and the existence of negligence cannot be

determined pending a lengthy investigation. 2'he JAGMAN should tell tae

claims officer whether to apply res ipsa loquitur should it be otherwise

appropriate to the situation.

12. Topic.: SITE RESTORATION

a. Interagency/Service Coordination

(1) COMMENT/PISCUSSION: A site restoration task group was formed

on 5 May, D+l, to address this subject area. FEMA assumed the lead in this

group and chaired all of the meetings. The three principal players were

FEMA, COV, and Navy. A total of six meetings were held during the next five

days to plan restoration actions and discuss claims procedures.

(2) CONCLUSIONS:

(a) The site restoration task group was too large to be an

effective working body. The number of attendees varied from 17 to 27

participants plus umpires. Some of the participating agencies had nc direct

input to the group and therefore no requirement to be present. Also some

agencies changed representatives several times; thus hindering continuity in

the planning effort.

(b) The task group must establish and use to the fullest,

functional area sub-groups with experts in each field. Two such sub-groups

were formed but not filly utilized. The sub-groups formed were to prepare a
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Radiological Survey Plan and establish cleanup standards. The sub-groups

did not provide written recommendations to the task group with details and

facts. Additional sub-groups could be formed fo- areas such as

environmental considerations, legal aspects, restoration procedures, and

disposal procedures.

(c) Leadership within the task group must be strong and

directive in nature.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) Membership of the site restoration task group be limited to

one or two representatives from the following agencies:

Military Agency (SRF)

FF71A

State and/or local government

DOE/ARG

EPA

Air Force CDCE

DNA Accident Advisory Team

Other Federal or state agency which owns property affected

by the accident

Membership must also include at least one health physics or radiological

safety expert to provide current information on RADCON efforts, plans and

plots.

(b) The site restoration task group must have current accurate

information on areas and levels of contamination. A single composite source

with information from all survey teams must be established.
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(c) The site restoration task group should advise the

radiological survey coordinator of data needed by the task group to

accomplish restoration.

b. Interagency/Service Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Interagency support is required for the

restoration planning process because many separate agencies provide

radiological survey data. The COV response group was very knowledgeable and

helpful in this area but this is likely not to be true from other states.

It has been observed that states without nuclear power plants have limited

capability to respond to nuclear accidents. The Army RADCON Team and the

Air Force Contamination Disposal Coordination Element (CDCE) would likely

play a larger role in non-nuclear power states.

(2) CONCLUSION: State Emergency Services Organizations need a

better understanding of the roles and responsibilities of the military

department involved in site restoration.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: CINCLANTFLT provide information to all State

Emergency Service Organizations, in their geographical area, on the Navy's

role in nuclear weapons accident/incident scenarios.

c. Decontamination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Decontamination procedures were discussed

at great lengths by the task group but always in general rather than

specific terms. Two factors precluded determination of specific

decontamination procedures. The dominant factor was a lack of detailed

radiological data covering the entire area of contamination. Survey data
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available durinq the course of the exercise was very limited ard assumptions

had to hbe made as to the probable extent of contamination in areas such as

building intc-riors, exteriors, roofs, etc. Experimentation would be

necessary to determine the effectiveness of various options, i.e., can a

surface be washed or must it be packaged and removed to an approved storage

area. The second factor causing great difficulty. is the lack of an

established or agreed upon cleanup standard. What level of radiation

presents an acceptable health risk? Opinions varied between 0.2 microcuries

per scuare meter, advocated by FPA to 1.0 microcuries per square meter.

Much time was spent debating what survey techniques were necessary to

measure 0.2, 0.6, 1.0 etc. With a background reading of 0.2 why should

cleanup be required to 0.2?

(2) CONCLUSION: The radiclocical survey data lacked credibility.

Every discussion by the experts, and there were many, involved some

divergency of opinion on technical points such as instrument settincs,

instrument capabilities, survey techniques, etc. Some of the credibility

prohlems wero due to the lack of understanding of terminoloqy by players.

(3) PECOMMENDATTONTS:

(a) A cleanup standard in a useable form such as microcuries

per squtire meter musl bo Ostabl.ished/adoptcd by the Federal governmrnt for

ii.,, by all concered

(h) h' qrid sys:tom crverinc the cntire aro.n Of s.uspo-ted

corittaminw inn mrns__t 1- , b stabli shed ornrII, in t h,, exerui!;, and u rsd lo provide

ctrmtrnn pci ots of re ferrnre for ill ,;urvey da LO,.
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d. Restoration Plan

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: A copy of the draft site restoration

"plan" developed by the tark group is provided as Attachment 1 to this

section. This document is very general in most respects and is not a

definitive plan with actual decontamination procedures. It is based on

speculation as to radiation levels and describes procedures used in previous

restoration actions. The cnclosed document is probably the best that can be

expected from an ad hoc committee operating under emergenc, field

conditions.

(2) CONCLUSION: A more realistic approach to developing a site

restoration plan must be tested. The committee approach was not

satisfactory.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: A site restoration plan should be prepared by

an engineering firm with more expertise in this area and with assistance

from DOE and DNA. If the expertise to prepare such a plan exists within DOE

or some other Federal agency, tha' agency should take the lead in

preparation of a plan. The SRF does not have this capability.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SITE RESTOPATION OF PORT GASTON, VIRGINIA

PURPOSE:

To address the problems associated with radiological contamination resulting

from the U.S. Navy CH-46 helicopter crash at the Port Gaston Naval Ordnance

Facility on May 5, 1983, and the ensuing detonation of the hiqh explosive

portion of a nuclear weapon being carried by that helicopter.
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SCOPE OF PLAN:

This plan addresses all land and facilities which have received radiolocical

contamination as a result of the crash on May 3, 1983, in the area of Port

Gaston, VA.

This plan addresses actions to 'clean up or otherwise prevent health hazards

to the citizens of Port Gaston, VA. These actions include measures brought

to bear due to the contamination of the air, soil, water, vegetation,

livestock and other animal life, buildirns, food production facilities, etc.

This plan includes provisions for the long-term monitoring of the air, soil,

water, and locally produced foodstuffs by the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency. Actions under this plan reauire compliance with the provisions of

NEPA. This plan does not address the resolution of any legal claims from

citizens of Port Gaston for personal injury, financial losses, etc.

CUPRFPNT STATUS:

All casualties resulting from the crash and other causes were identified and

removed from the site as quickly as possible consistent with the safety of

emergency response personnel.

The National Defense Area, established by the Navy On-Scene Commander

following the crash, has been dissolved, and control of this area has been

returned to state and local authorities.

The contaminated area has been identified. More sensitive instruments,

which require more cime- consuming methods. will be employed to more

precisely define this boundary. An air monitoring program has been
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initiated and will continue to be used to safeguard the health and safety of

workers during the recovery program, as well as future occupants of the

area.

RESTORATION ACTIOGU:

1. Decontamination will be accomplished in two -hases. Phase one, initial

decontamination, which will encompass approximately 33 acres and 100

buildings, will involve decontamination of all areas which have radiation

readings of 20 microcuriei per square meter or higher. Decontamination

actions include:

a. Construction of earth dams at the confluence of sureface drainage

features to create settlement basins.

b. "emoval of topsoil and surface vegetation to a depth of about six

inches, or to greater depth if required to achieve radiation readings less

than 20 microcuries per square meter. The estimated quantity of soil is

28,00 cLbic yards.

c. Remove jn! shred all vegehation.

d. Scrub and wet vacuum all paved surfaces.

e. 4qash exterior walls of all buildings.

f. Fix ccntamination on roofs.

g. Decontaminate and remove all personal property with a value greater

that $300.00 which can be decontaminated. Displaced citizens will be

requested to provide an inventory of household items meeting the above

criteria. This will include iters such as cars, boats, and television sets.

Personal items of great sentimental value will be considered on a case by
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case basis. It should be noted that the extent of contamination may

deter:i!ne which items may be retrieved.

2. The Department of Energy is taking the leed on locating an appropriate

disposal/long range storaqe site, and is arranging for utilization of that

site. Identificaticr of a dispos;l site will be made by May 17, 1983.

3. Phase two, long term cleanup, which encompasses an additional 20 to 30

acres And approximately 100 additional houses, will involve decontamination

of all areas having radiation readings above a rendinig 0.2 or 0.6

microcurics per square n.-ter. The exact value will be consiitent with

capabilities of monitoring equipmcnt. Extcnsive additional surveys are

neessa-, to define the extent of the 0.2 and/or 0.6 microcuries per square

meter isopleths. T14e timz* frame for acccrmplishment of these surveys is not

yet available. Pbase two will employ the same decontamination procedures

with two notable .- ditionA:

a. All roofr will he removed and replaced.

b. The interiors of all buildings muct also be surveyed in detail and

decontaminated as necessary.

4. An alternati-:e to decontamination of ind~vidual houses woul! he

acquisition by the Navy of the entire area to be decontaminated and all

structures thereon. This option could involve demolition ard removal ef all

buildnaos to an approved storace area rather thAn attempting to

decontaminite them. The weather and wind conditions at the time of the

accident hove probably resulted In extensive contamination within many

buildinqs.
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5. A detailed comparison of the alternative Phase Two costs is beyond the

capabilities of the site restoration planners. Purchase of the property by

the Navy for uses other than residential, i.e., less than full time

habitation, would, based on current legislation, reduce the re<uirement for

long term monitoring and preclude the potential for future claims against

the government. This course of action may therefore be attractive.

6. The Navy will prepare an Environmental Assessment in accordance with the

National Environmental Policy Act for cubmission and review by all

conceined. LANTNAVFACENGCOM estimates 3 to 5 months for preparation of an

Environmental Assessment and 9 to 18 months for an Environmental Impact

Statement.

7. The CNO will coordinate action with the Council ont Environmental Quality

to obtain authorization to proceed with the initial decontamination phase

prior to filing of an Environriental Assessment.

8. The recolmendations in this plan will be reviewed by higher authorities

in all concerned agencies. This review process will include public hearings

for input by private citizens.
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APPENDIX 3 TO ANNEX A TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA VOLUME II AFTER ACTION REPORT
COMMMANDER IN CHIEF, U.S. ATLANTIC FLEET (CINCLANTFLT) AFT.R ACTION REPORT

LESSONS LEARNED

1. COMMAND AND COTrOL

a. Topoc: Public Affairs

(I) COMMENT/DISCUSSION:4 Early release of information in

coordination with State officials considered mandatory. Confirmation of

nuclear weapons by initial OSC to State and the press at the earliest time

is essential if public is to be properly informed and protected. Truth is

essential to maintain credibility.

2. LEGAL AFFAIRS

a. Topic: National Defense Area (NDA)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION:

(a) We need to ramedy without delay the current lack of

specific law (statute, Executive Order, U.S. Attorney General opinion) for

NDA's outside Federal installations. Exercise play in 1981 and 1983 has

unequivocally estAblished this serious deficiency and we should take care of

it before e real-life situation occurs.

b. Topir- Claims

(I) CCMMFNT/DISCUSSIONc Advance payment for claims is not

definitively established by Navy directives. Even thcuqh other relief

agencies can help out in time of personal loss from disaster, provision

should be made by Navy to make advance payments upon a proper showing. Tn

the case of a nuclear weapon accident (or other incident resultlno from a

Navy instrumentality) the Navy has a moral obligation for prompt financial

help, and the public rclations aspocts of advance payments could be very

beneficial.
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ANNEX B TO JOINT OD/DOE/FEMA N-TWAX-83 VOLUME II AFTER ACTION REPORT

ARMY AFTER ACTION REPORT LESSONS LEARNED

1. This antiex con tains comments submitted by the Army Radiological Control

Team (RADCON) on :NUWAX-83.

2. COMMENTS: The RADCON Team arrived on site approximately 12 hours after

notification of the BROKEN ARROW. The On-Scene Comuander (OSC) was briefed

by the RADCON Team Leader as to resources and capabilities. The following

day attempts were made to integrate the Army RADCON Team (RT) into the

overall radiological control activities of the exercise, but there was no

designated indiviýal who controlled or directed those activities.

Therefore, the RT developed a plan to conduct the initial ground survey

which was subsequently briefed to the OSC, and received his approval fir It

to be conducted once the EOM activities had been completed. The RT

procedural doctrine states that the PT will NOT perform surveys inside the

safe keep-out distance for the known weapons or a 610 meter radius circle of

an unknown weapon until those weapons have been rendered safe. This

particular restriction on RT activities needs to be re-evaluated and a new

philosophy of EOD/PT efforts must be investigated. The point of such a

re-evaluation would be to reduce the time to obtain data on the extent of

the contaminaticn pattern. Perhaps a detailed coordination of combined

EOD/RT efforte would allow the determination of such information while

minimizIng any hazard to RT personnel. During the afternoon of 6 May 83

before the weapons were actually rendered safe, they were administratively

assumed safe so that the RT could perform two specific missions, one of
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which was to locate a radiologically clean area adjacent to one weapon for

the EOD to perform some of their operations. It should be pointed out that

had that been a real situation, the RT would not have performed those

missions until the weapons were actually safe. However, the RT recognizes

the need to perform radiological surveys during the extended time for weapon

safing axid, therefore, recommend that a new philosophy of EOD/RT efforts be

investigated.

On 7 May 83, the initial ground survey mission was accomplished.

However, because of the extent of the contamination, the eastern most limit

of the contamination was not defined on this initial mission. Results of

the survey were briefed to the OSC, and PT recommendations for follow-on

missions were also made to the OSC who promptly approved them. Two things

should be pointed out at this time:

(1) By this time, a single point-of-contact had been established for

radiological operations but there was still no integrated coordination among

the various agenciesi this was done on an individual basis.

(2) The initial ground survey plan was developed based on the data

supplied by the Aerial Meesurement System (Al;!) which was extremely useful

for planning purposes. However, because of the nature of the contamination

pattern and the capabilities of the AMS, the AMS did not indicate the extent

of the contamination in the easterly direction. Therefore, it is

reco-mmended that the AMS be considered as an extremely useful technique but

should not be considered a substitute for the ground survey.

As the exercise progressed and the radiological surveys proceeded according
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to the RT developed plan the interaction of the various radiological

agencies became more organized with evening meetings being held to discuss

daily results and the following day's activities. It became evident from

both the individual agency interactions and the group discussions that there

is a strong need to-establish coordinated activities of the DOD/DOE/FEMA/

STATE (where practical) emergency teams relative to instrumentation,

calibration techniques and operational procedures. Although all the

Agencies used the required calibration procedures and there was agreement of

the results obtained by the various agencies, there was an artificiality to

calibration procedure (as a result of the simulant) that would not have

existed if the contaminant was real Pu. The BRL intends to indicate a

seminar (or series of seminars, if necessary) to develop, at least, DOD/DOE

agreed upon radiological procedures. The development and publishing of such

procedures would allow their implementation on a common basis by all

radiological response organizations. By the time the exercise was

terminated, the radiological working group was an active and coordinated

one.

It became apparent that, at least from the RT point of view, that the

play was dominated by the DOD and DOE elements with little interaction of

the FEMA or the state taking place.

It is felt that future exercise should allow these latter two

organizations to play stronger roles. Also, it is strongly recommended the

NARP be modified and adopted by DOD, DOE, and FEMA. It is recognized that

the NARP is a dynamic document, continually being changed to reflect the

lessons learned through the NUWAX events; nevertheless, such a published
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accepted document provides the necessary information to all agencies as to

how they will fit into the accident response organization, how they will

function, who they will be responsible to and what they can expect in the

way of support.

Perhaps a way to streamline the implementation of the NARP organization

and procedures would be to establish a professional cadre of experts in the

various areas required to field an effective responsive force. These

individuals would constitute the OSC's staff for their respective areas.

This approach would assure that no matter what the location or situation for

an accident, there would always be the best qualified people available to

direct the necessary operations.

A few final comments relative to RT operations are:

(1) The movement of the RT laboratory trailer from the A&E building to

the hot line was handled extremely efficiently and quickly as was the

necessary generator and power connection operations.

(2) The PT FIDLERS were all equipped with Ludlum model No.2220

electronic packages which proved to be trouble-free (zero failures were

experienced and high voltage drift was essentially non-existent), extremely

easy to electronically and radiologically calibrate, and its digital

read-out eliminates the uncertainty that accompanies the interpretation of

dual logarithmic scale of the PRM-5.

(3) In a prolonged operation, which would probably be the case for a

real accident, it is clear that additional manpower would he required to

continue to accomplish necessary radiological operations. Even though the
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exercise lasted only 5 days (RT participation), it was clear from the

intensity of the radiological missions that even the younger team members

were showing signs of fatigue. For a real accident situation, con-ideration

will need to be given to rotating or replacing teams on a regular basis.

(4) The RT laboratory trailer is a necessity at an accident location.

The instrumentation available in the trailer provides for gamma spectral

analysis, liquid scintillation counter (for monitoring swipes) and several

proportional counters. The data obtainable from these instruments would be

critical Inputs for the development of a site restoration plan, and would

provide data necessary to confirm the type and level of contamination.

B-
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ANNEX C TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA NUWAX-83 VOLUME II AFTER ACTION REPORT
AIR FORCE AFTER ACTION REPORT LESSONS LEARNED

This annex contains comments submitted by two Air Force Agencies. Appendix

1 is a comment by the Air Force Air Transportable RADIAC Package (ATRAP) and

Appendix 2 consists of comments by the Air Force Contamination Disposal

Coordinating Element (CDCE).
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APPENDIX 1 TG ANNEX C TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA NUWAX-83 VOLUME II AFTER ACTION
REPORT
AIR FORCE AIR TRANSPORTABLE RADIAC PACKAGE (ATRAP) AFTER ACTION REPORT
LESSONS LEARNED

Radiological Safety and Control

Topic: Equipment Deficiencies

'I) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The Alpha Detectors (Model AN/PDR 56) used

during the exercises were found to contain a design deficiency. The cable

assemblies on the radiac sets were found to be picking up unwanted radio

interference causing erroneous readings on the meter.

(2) CONCLUSION: _ The Government (Navy) specification used in the

manufacture of the AN/PDR 56 Sets did not require all wire conductors to be

shielded. The present cables contain five wire conductors, two shielded and

three unshielded. The lack of shielding on the remaining wires allows the

radio interference at 145.000 MH and at higher frequencies. ATRAPz

personnel modified one of the radiac sets by installing a shielded cable anr

the problem disappeared.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: The radiac sets should be modified to contain

shielded cables. NOTE: Mr. Moore, USAF Item Manager at Kelly AFB, Texas,

has already been notified of the problem and is in the process of initiating

a work order for testing of a new cable assembly to use with the AN/PDR 56

Sets.
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APPENDIX 2 TO ANNEX C TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA NUWAX-83 VOLUME II AFTER ACTION
, EPORT
AIR FORCE CONTAMINATION DISPOSAL COORDINATING ELEMENT (CDCE) AFTER ACTION
REPORT LESSONS LEARNED

1. COMMAND AND CONTROL

a. Topic: Interagency/Service Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Difficulty was experienced by the CDCE

during the first 24-48 hours in obtaining information regarding the accident

situation, who was in charge of site restoration, and meeting times of key

working groups.

(2) CONCLUSION: Improvements in communication between responding

agencies is necessary to insure effective response and maximum use of

resources.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) Organize and annource a location to brief arriving support

teams on actions and situations as soon as possible.

(b) Status board - Post all locations and times of meetings.

(c) OP'I Bulletin Board - List key organizations and personnel.

b. Topic: Disparities Between Current Directives and NARP

(1) CUMMENT/DISCUSSION: Paragraph 15-4b(2) of the NAPP identifies

the USAF CDCE as having specialized training in contamination disposal. The

definition is misleading and could cause a reader to understand that the

CDCE is a specially equipped team capable of actual site restoration. This

is not the case. The CDCE is capable of providinq civil engineering

advice/guidance, arranging for USAF Special Assignment Airlift Missions

(SAAMs) and identifying various containers for contaminated materials. The
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words "specially trained" should be deleted.

2. LOGISTICS AND SERVICE SUPPORT

a. Topic: Transportation Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Transport of recovered weapons/components

was performed by simulated DOE Safe Secure Trailers. The CDCE offered C-141

SAAM support on two separate occasions; on both occasions the support was

declined.

(2) CONCLUSION: In the real world situation the publicattention

and maximum weapon exposure caused by shipping damaged weapons across nine

states (VA to Amarillo, TX) by truck could be easily averted by a 4-hour

flight by C-141.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Post-accident movements of weapons and

components should be accomplished by the safest and most expeditious manner

to insure security of the weapons/components and minimize public exposure.
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ANNEX D TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA NUWAX-83 '1OLUME II AFTER ACTION REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) AFTER ACTION REPORT LESSONS LEARNED

1. This annex contains comments submitted by the Departrent of Energy (DOE)

on NUWAX-83.

2. Appendix 1 consists of comments submitted by the Senior Site Restoration

Umpire and the NUTWAX-83 Site Restoration Plan.

a. Topic. Weapons Recovery - Materials/Components Identification

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Identification and proper disposal of

damaged nuclear weapons and associated delivery system debris/component

parts at an accident site is necessary for several reasons: (1) to assure

that all hazardous materials/components are secured as a part of accidental

termination process, (2) to assure that materials/components which are

classified for national security purposes are recovered and protected, (3)

to facilitate return of real property contained in the secured area from

national government control to original agency control by assuring that all

government property has been removed. Because accidents are fundamentally

problematical by nature, conditions of materials/components cannot be

predicted in advance. On site identification is complicated by the

often difficult field environment in the contaminated area (e.g., with

protective masks and clothing) and a reasonably controlled environment is

critical for accurate determinations.

(2) CONCLUSION: Accurate identification of weapon materials/

-omponents after their exposure to extreme environmental insults attendant

o accidents, requires a thorough knowledge of design details of the

specific items involved. This in practice requires participation by DOE
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weapons design laboratories' personnel.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Qualified DOE weapons design laboratories'

personnel should be available just outside of the "hot line" to advise DOD

search team personnel on identification of materials/components when they

encounter unclear evidence and request aid.

b. Topic- Weapons Recovery Reporting - Use of Accurate Terminology

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Use of technically accurate terminology ir

messages which describe nuclear weapons hardware or operations during

accident recovery is essential to avoid potentially serious

misinterpretations or misleading information in message traffic to and from

the field operations. Terminology used in the EOD and health physics

communities, which has become highly standardized oxer the years and is

contained in applicable DOD/DOE Joint Nuclear Weapons Publication System

documents, is especially critical. To illustrate, the rotion of "safinc"

can apply to the earliest action taken to stabilize the accident by insuring

that no source of active electrical power is available to the weapons'

electrical subsystem or just to wait a prescribed period ( the correct te-m

is Emergency Procedures) , the subsequent action uo assure that the nuclear

weapon is in the prescribed electrically safe condition (the correct term is

Render Safe procedure (RSP) of the Nuclear System is complete), and to the

final actions which prepare the damaged weapon for shipment to a disposal

site (the correct term is Continuation of RSP is complete). The proposed

term could have been ambiguous; for example, implying that the weapons high

explosive subsystem had been intentionally detonated at a single point. It

could be taken to mean completion of RSP for the Nuclear System. Similarly,
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a message from the field correctly reported "high order detonation" of

weapon - - a term which refers to response of the weapon's high explosive

only.

Persons not familiar with this usage viewed the accident event as a "low

order detonation," since there was no significant nuclear contribution to

the HE yield. Depending on the specific nuclear weapon type involved, the

distinction between high and low order HE Detonation is critical to correct

estimation of the details of Plutonium disposal.

(2) CONCLUSION: Use of technically 7orrect terms in messace

traffic is essential to the avoidance of misun 'rstandings which can lead to

completely erroneous conclusions.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: All m-essages leavingi and entering the field

operations center should be screened for technical accuiracy by a

weapons knowledaeable specialist on the DOE/ARG Team.

c. Topic: Assessment of Weapons Status - Recording Data

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Of vital importance in an accident

situation is the initial assessment of the condition of the weapons by the

advance reconnaissance team. Personnel may be under the pressures of

working in a high radiation environment, public view or a variety of other

things. It is very difficult to assess the overall picture and keep all of

the facts memorized until much later when the reporting is done. We fourc

that many of us had concentrated on the same obvious problems and had

overlooked other information.

(2) CONCLUSION: Relying upon memory or trying to take written

notes while in "anti-C" clothing is very inefficient. A better way of

managing this early information is needed.
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(3) RECOMMENDATIOM: That the ARG Team procure cameras and some

type of tape recording gear to record the accident field data. A team

member should then be trained to inspect the unit and objectively describe

everythinq he sees for future analysis. This procedure would be

particularly good for documenting serial numbers and other stenciled data.

d. Topic: EOD Render Safe Procedures - Radiographic Capabilities.

(1) COMMFNVT/DISCIISSION. EOD manuals are written to cover various

degrees of Render Safe Procedures (RSP), depending upon the condition of the

weapon. They do not, nor should they try to, address in a general way all

of the special cases where high explosives (or other critical components)

may be damaged. An important tool in analyzing the extent of damage is

radiography. Radiography techniques, in the hands of trained personnel with

intimate knowledgi of the weapons designs, can be a very effective tool for

determining tho safest method of performing RSP.

(2) CONCLUSIONi It is important that DOD EOtl teams are made aware

of the radiographic capabilitios that are pocsessed by the ARG elements.

(3) PECOMMENDATIONi That future revision of the FM0 manuals

include a description of the radirqraphic capabilities of the ARG teams and

a description of how these assets may be used to diagnose accident caused

damage.

e. Topic. ARAC - Availability and Use of ARAC Data and Capabilities.

(1) COMMWNT/DISCTJSSICN. ARAC involvement went well and provided

very useful information both on the extent and magnitude of the accid'r•t

contamination. ARAC coordinated weather data provided on-site weather
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station data (via USWB-Las Vecas) and performed surface and upper air

measurement, The Navy also provided upper air data. The coordination of

collected field radiation contamination data so that it is centralized, and

available to all, needs to be better coordinated. Considerable confusion

existed as to sharing and centralizing of radiation field survey data.

However, the standardized use of common units, microcuries of plutonium per

square meter, eliminated any possibility of units confusion for comparison

purposes.

(2) CONCL.USION: There still appears to be confusion among various

agenciesi military, state, and Federal as to the resources available to them

through ARAC. As a result, ARAC was not ds fully utilized initially (after

arrivinq on the scene) as it could have been. However, after ARAC plots and

services were made available to the various agencies, ARAC was called upon

to supply considerable supplemental information, such as the fixing of

deposited material to reduce resuspension, dose estimates to personnel due

to resuspension, magnitude of cleanup effort, etc., and were often

approached directly by the Navy on a one-to-one basis for advice. Overall,

this aspect of the exercise went well, considprably better than NTJWAX-81

where there were extensive problems, and confusion, with radiological units.

(3) PECUPPIDATTCN: Provide, through applicable nuclear weapon

accident manuals and training, increased information on the full range of

APAC capabilities.
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f. Topic: Explosives Ordnance Detachment (EOD) - Operations

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: EOD procedures were generally adequate and

well executed. Close working relations between Livermore and Los Alamos

scientists and the FOD team were developed. In addition, equipment and

communications were shared as needed. However, during the exercise, a

series of steps taken by the EOD were questioned by the Livermore weapons

team. Of particular note, Livermore suggested additional safety precautions

involving flushing an inlet area with an inert gas before performing a

nuclear safety assessment.

(2) CONCLUSION: Procedures governing EOD operations could be

improved. In particular, EOD manuals for line item 87 nced revisions to

clarify procedures and add appropriate precautionary items. This could he

accomplished by a joint EOD/DOE laboratory task force.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Recommend DOE review the current method for

determining the safe condition of a line item 87 unit and revise EOD manuals

as appropriate. Include a high explosives expert as part of the DOE/ARC

laboratory response element.

8. Radiological Safety/Environmental Monitorirn

a. Topic: Health Physics Manaaement

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: (.n D-day, the On-scene Commander requested

radiological support from Service assets. Also on-scene on D-day were a

number of civilian agercy assets, requested by the State. The On-scene

Commander's Radiation Health Officer and the DOE Offsite Technical Director

(OSTD) met on the evening of D-day to develop a management plan to
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coordinate all of the assets. The plan was announced on the morning of D+1

to representatives from USEPA, Center for Disease Control (CDC), FEMA,

OEHL(USAF), AFRAT, RAMT, Commonwealth of Virginia, DOE/RAP, On-scene

Comimander's staff, end DOE/ARG. The management/coordination of field

activities was assigned to the DOE/RAP team. Data Base management was

assigned to the Virginia EOC. Later, a team was established to provide data

analysis and evaluation. Despite this planning and organizational effort,

the radiological/environmental monitoring resources did not coordinate well

until late in D+2. The press of weapons play appeared to overshadow the

radiological/environmental issues in NUWAX-83, and in fact play ended when

the damaged weapons were packaged and shipped.

(2) CONCLUSIONS:

(a) Service and civilian radiological/environmental monitoring

resources came to NUWAX-83 with strong internal allegiances and fixed

charters which took some time to restructure and coordinate into an

appropriate response unit for NUWAX-83. The off site radiological/environ-

mental monitoring coordination role assigned to the DOE by 44CFP351 and

implemented in the Federal Radiological Monitorinq and Assessment Plan

(FRMAP) had not been coordinated with other Federal agercies or the State.

The distinction between "on-site" and "off-site" in a nuclear weapon

accident is probably inappropriate because with the disestablishment of the

National Defense Area, the total accident site becomes "off-site."

Coordination between the Nuclear Weapon Accident Response Plan (NARP) and

the FRMAP on this point is needed. Early planning and a strong command
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structure to efficiently use the responding organizations' capabilities is

necessary. Colocation of the Joint Radiological Control Center (prescribed

by the NARP) and the Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center,

FRMAC, (prescribed by the FRMAP) was successfully accomplished during

NUWAX-83. Location of the FRMAC within a controlled access area was

advantageous.

(b) With the packaging of the damaged weapons and components

and the disestablishment of the NDA, the weapons related constituency of the

ARG prepared to depart Port Gaston. At this point, the scope of ARG

responsibilities shifted to concentrate primarily on technical

support/coordination of the radiological/environmental monitoring program.

A parallel shift probably should occur at DOE/HQs, with EP assuming

subsequent responsibility for continued coordination of DOE actions at the

HQs level. The rationale, procedures, and strateqies for these shifts have

not been defined. The resources needed by the OSTD are different from those

deployed in support of the EOD effort. In fact, the standard ARG deployment

is inadequate to support the DOE's obligations under the FRMAP. As noted

under subtopic (b), some technical deficiencies arose because of a lack of

expert technical support. Although the LLNL HOTSPOT team did an outstanding

job, there was too much for that team to do. Staffing of the FRMAC with

individrals from the various radiation teams may not be the best

approach - - an all DOE staff is worthy of further consideration. It is

concluded that DOE should be prepared to support the FRMAC with a team of at

least six individuals reporting to the DOE/OSTD to manage the off site

radiologica]/environmental monitoring and assessment program.
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(c) DOE was never tasked by FEMA, in accordance with the

FRMAP, to coordinate the offsite radiological monitoring and assessment

program during NUWAX-83. The DOE/OSTD recognized the lack of organization

in the NUWAX-83 radiological monitoring and assessment program, and

proceeded to establish the FRMAC as a mechanism for task management. The

NUWAX-83 radiclogical/environmental monitoring program under FRMAC was

establishied to:

1 Assist the on-scene commander in accounting for any

radioactive material dispersed in the accident. This is needed to assure

that no large, classified shapes of nuclear material remain accessible to

members of the public after disestablishment of the NDA.

2 Assist the on-scene commander in preparing a site

restoration plan.

3 Assist the public health agencies in taking appropriate

protective actions.

4 Prov4.de the basis for a long-term environmental

monitoring program.

(d) To achieve these objectives the DOE/OSTD established the

FRMAC with the following functional areas and task management

responsibilities:

1 Data collection (field measurement program - responsible

for planning and coordinating the total data collection program including in

situ radiation measurements, water sampling, air samplin%;, and biological

sampling and analysis.

SData base managentent - responsible for receiving,

collating, sorting, displaying, ane checking field measurement data.
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3 Data evaluation and assessment - responsible for

reviewing data base for internal consistency, recommending quality control

measures, performing evaluations and syntheses on the data base, and

recommending appropriate actions regarding any aspect of the public health

and environmental situation.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) Revise the NARP and the FRMAP to assure a coordinated

military, Federal civilian, and state response to radiological emergencies.

Include the following:

1 Implementation of FRMAP requirements in the NARP, and

vice versa, as applicable.

2 De-emphasis of "on site" and "off site" distinctions

to assure completeness and continuity in radiological/environmental

monitoring program.

3 Colocation of military, Federal civilian, and

state/local radiological/environmental monitoring operations centers in a

controlle' access area.

4 Objectives and basic outline of

radiological/environmental monitoring plan to serve as basis for detailed

plan that would be developed for each accident situation.

(b) All radiological/environmental monitoring organizations

respondin'E to an accident site nust report to the joint

radiological/environmental monitoring operations center for coordination and

instructions.
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(c) Accident respcnse organizations should review theirI
charters to assure that there is adequate flexibility to allow rapid

coordination with health physics management planning and structure at the

scene of an accident.

(d) DOE should develop a FRMAC team deployment plan,

independent of, but coordinated with the Albuquerque ARG. A task management

and staffing plan for the FRMAC team should be included. The task

management plan developed for NUWAX-83 is recommended for implementation by

the DOE. The FRMAC team should include several expert advisers, such as a

REAC/TS member, and an environmental scientist.[ In describing the function

of the DOE/OSTD, the word "coordinate" should be replaced by "manage."

b. Topic: Radiation Measurements - Equipment Requirements/Capabilities

(1) COMMENTS/DISCUSSION:

(a) Instrument calibration. The primary instrument used for

assessing the deposition of weapons plutonium on soils in situ is the

FIDLER. It was recognized early on that in order to merge all FIDLER data

into a common data base, it would be necessary to calibrate all instruments

to a standard radiation source. The FIDLER instruments brought to NUWAX-83

by the various responding radiation teams were not intercalibrated.

(b) Locating measurements. In order to translate in situ

radiation measurements into radiation isopleths, it is necessary tc

establish the exact location of each measurement on a map of the

contaminated area. Mos- of the teams that came to NUWAX-83 were not

properly equipped to fix the location of each field measurement. Some

valuable time was lost in trying to verify previous mcasurements.
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(c) The AMS product. The radiation teams that responded to

NUWAX-83 generally were caught up in the rush to make field measurements and

took no time to critically assess the AMS product and the limitations both

in resolution and sensitivity of the AMS detector/analyzer system. As a

result, most teams were misled into thinking that the extent of the AMS

isopleths accurately represented the "footprint" deposited on the ground.

(2) CONCLUSIONS:

(a) Instrument calibration. The LLNL HOTSPOT response element

recognized the need for intercalibration of FIDLER instruments and

encouraged all teams to bring their instruments to the HOTSPOT laboratory

where an intercalibration fixture with a Standard Ar.-241 source was

available. Use of this service also was recommended during the nightly

health physics meetings, and all teams ultimately took advantage of it.

(b) Locating measurements. Only the U.S. Army RADCON team

came prepared with surveying equipment (transits) and stakes so that

measurement locations could be accurately fixed and marked. The other

radiation teams were forced to rely on existing roads or on compass headings

which provide only an approximate location fix. The availabilty of laser

rangefinding equipment was judged to be essential to an adequate field

measurement program.

(c) The AMS product. Although a representative from EG&G

presented a discussion.of the product and the parameters associated with its

preparation, too little critical review of the representation made by the

AMS isopleths was made. It should be noted that the LLNL ARC product

D
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(Calculation 3) was a more accurate representation of the "footprint." Most

teams regarded the aerial photos (minus the isopleths) provided by EG&G as

essential data for conducting ground surveys.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) Instrumen'. calibration: All radiation teams should

establish and use a common instrument intercalibration service before

beginning a field measurement program.

(b) Locating measurements: Each field radiation measurement

team should be equipped with location fixing and marking equipment. A laser

rangefinder is recommended. The LLNL HOTSPOT team suggested that, in rough

terrain where straight-line sighting along the ground is impractical,

tethered balloons be located to provide reference fixes.

(c) The AMS product: for plutonium dispersion accidents, the

ARAC fallout product is probably a more accurate representation of ground

depositions, particularly in the downrange areas, than is the AMS isopleth

map. Accordingly, it is recommended that the AMS product be viewed

critically in plutonium dispersion accidents, and that its chief use should

be to confirm the orientation of the "footprint" ("which way did it go") and

to estimate surface radioactivity concentrations close to the source.

(d) Artificiality of NUWAX-83: All field radiation

measurement teams should be reminded that an actual plutonium dispersion

accident would leave a footprint on the order of 12-15 km in length under

the meteorological conditiors defined for the NUWAX-83 scenario.
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(e) The AMS mission: EG&G should consider providing aerial

photos with a UTM grid superimposed to the on-scene commander as early as

possible to facilitate the early identification of surface features that may

need prompt attention (residences, water courses, etc.) and to aid in the

early development of grournd survey and environmental monitoring programs.

The EG&G capability is outstanding, and should be deployed promptly.

(f) Overlay of ARAC isopleths: Consideration should be given

to providing aerial photos with ARAC-generated isopleths superimposed to the

on-scene commander in a plutonium dispersion accident.

(g) Use of LL:-L ARAC and HOTSPOT: These DOE assets provided

outstanding service, and early deployment is highly recommended.

c. Topic: Radiation Measurements - Radiological Safety/Environmental

Monitoring Program

(1) COMMENTS/DISCUSSION:

(a) Air sampling program. A comprehensive, systematic air

sampling program was not established during NUWAX-83. The air sampling that

was accomplished was sporadic, lacked quality control, was not quantitative,

and the data lacked corrections for burial losses and background.

(b) Use of contamination fixative. Early in NUWAX-83, the DOE

resisted using contamination-fixing agents because the existing air sample

data indicated only background activity and because relatively mild

meteorological conditions prevailed. Use of fixing agents is recommended by

the NARP. Also, the LLNL HOTSPOT team presented calculations obtained from

their resuspension model that predicted significant downwind airborne
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activity and inhalation doses for individuals in the resuspension plume,

even under the prevailing mild weather. Accordingly, DOE subsequently

concurred in the application of a contamination fixative, albeit with strong

misgivings.

c. REAC/TS deployment. REAC/TS provided a valuable service by

assuring appropriate measures were taken to protect the health of

potentially exposed individuals.

(2) CONCLUSIONS:

(a) Air sampling program. Air is the primary exposure pathway

following a plutonium dispersion accident. A measurement program to

quantify the radioactive material in this pathway deserves as much attention

as the in situ soil contamination measurement program.

(b) Use of contamination fixative. The relative benefits of

applying fixative as a matter of course are not clear. In some cases, use

of an oil-based fixative could complicate future actions. For example,

decontamination of structures could be made more difficult if fixatives were

applied. Waste and residue disposal also presents a potential problem.

Hydrocarbon materials (oils) in intimate contact with alpha-particle-

emitting materials undergo radiolytic decomposition. This process generates

hydrocen and other gases which can pressurize waste storage containers. A

research program is needed to establish early resuspension factors in

various meteorological conditions for various surface conditions so that the

value of applying fixatives can be addressed. Secondly, that program should

identify and recommend fixatives nore appropriate for specific applications.
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(c) REAC/TS deployment. PEAC/TS is a resource needed by the

DOE/OSTD as a part of the FRMAC team, and should be deployed with the FRMAC

team.

•(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) The DOE/OSTD, as director of the FRMAC, should assure that

a comprehensive air sampling program, with appropriate quality control, is

established promptly.

(b) The DOE should task SNLA to develop quantitive data on

resuspension and application of fixatives. It is suggested that experiments

could be conducted in a wind tunnel/containment system using actual

plutonium oxide, particle diameter less than 20 micrometers, deposited on

various kinds of surfaces, and disturbed by air streams having a variety of

flow characteristics.

(c) A REAC/TS staff member should be deployed with the FRMAC

team.

9. COMMAND AND CONTROL

a. Topic: ARG/EOD Communication - ARG Forward Command Post

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Although the informal communication

between the ARG and EOD teams at the hot line was ver'f productive and this

type of communication should be encouraged, 4" would have been useful to

have established a forward ARG command post with communications back to the

DOE team leaders. This post zould also serve as a field meeting place for

the ARG team members.
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(2) CONCLUSION: In situations where the main DOE command post is

remote from the accident scene, formal communications are very difficult and

may require that critical time be wasted in conveying messages to keep the

main command post informed.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: In situations where a coamand post is remote

from the accident site, a formal ARG post should be established near the EOD

teams for the purpose of maintaining vital communicationr with the DOE team

leader. This should in no way diminish the informal interactions bet.deen

the ARG and EOD teams at the accident site.

b. Topi: Integration of ARG Assets - Command and Control Procedures

(1) COMMFNT/DISCUSSION: Following deployment of the initial ARG

contingent, the ARG is supplemented by laboratory and other DOE assets, as

required by the dictates of the specific accident, and requested through

DOE/JNACC. These assets are dispatched from various, dnd dispersed, home

stations and arrive by either air or ground transportation, or a combination

of both. As a result, arrival of assets is, by ,,ature, staggered. Durinq

NUWAX-83, the ARG was rot always provided estimated times of arrival (ETA)

for the various incoming organizations/assets, cauninq some confusion as to

when assets would be available. Tn addition, the reportinq organizations in

some cases did not know where to report, while others elpctrd not to report

to the ARG-TL as the first order of business upon arrival.

(2) CONCLUSION: The situation described above is one which can

contribute to confision and hamper the &bility of the ARG.-TT. to effectively
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integrate and manage DOE assets. Following approval of a request for

call up of a articular asset, DOE/JNACC should provide the ARG-TL the ETA

for the asset1 In addition, the person in charge of the requested asset

should contact the ARG-TL at the earliest possible opportunity. ARG

elements must understand they are under the operational control of the

ARG-TL.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Modify the command and control sections of

appropriate manuals to direct that all DOE assets immediately report to the

ARG-TL upon aýrival at the accident site. Formalize a procedure ftr JNACC

to provide the, ARG-TL the ETA of any requested asset.

10. COMMUNICATIONS

a. Ti Radiological Team Liaison

(.) !COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Radiological Teams arriving at NUWAX-83

in some instances neglected to report to the DOE/OSTD for liaison and

coordination.1 As a result, some DOE assets were not utilized fully. There

was no :entralý communication system by means of which all DOE assets could

be rerihed. A;s a result, some needs, especially in the area of technical

advice, frequently -tent unmet. The DOE/ARC team leeder did not receive a

briefing frorw the DOE/RAP team leader regArding the off-site situation upon

the ARC's arrival.

(2) CONCLUSION: In order to assure a coordinated offstte effort,

i: is necessaxly that all Federal radiological teams report, and describe

':heir capabilities, to the DOE/OSTD at the earliest possible time. A

central communication system available to all Federal radiolocical teams is
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needed. Separate DOE/ARG and DOE/FRMAC teams are needed to provide a

comprehensive response. A briefing by the first on-scene DOE team leader to

the DOE/OSTD upon arrival of the FRMAC team is needed.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Instruct all Federal radiological teams to

report and describe their capabilities to the DOE/OSTD as soon as possible.

DOE should consider developing a communications package to support the

radiological/environmental monitoring activities managed by the DOE/OSTD.

Formal procedures for passing responsibility from one DOE official to

another should be developed.

b. Topic: Intra-ARG Comnunications

(1) COMMENT/PISCUSSION: Throughout the history of NUWAX exercises,

communications available to the ARG at the accident rite have proven

inadequate. Although many aspects of this problem were corrected for

NUWAX-83, the overall situation is considered unacceptable from an ARG

perspective and much improvement is considered to be required. This

assessment applies to the organization and identification of communications

assets, equipment, and procedures. Of most important significance:

communications between the ARG Command Post to the accident site were

insufficient due to the inadequate ranee of the personal walkie-talkies in

the possession of the ARG; the APG ability to utilize Navy communications

was prevented due to incompatible frequencies; and, a means to procedurally

ccordinate and integrate intra-ARG communications as well as the

communications of all NUWAX federal participants (flavy, FEMA, DOE, etc.) was
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lacking. Existence of such conditions significantly degrades command and

control and lengthens the time necessary for the ARG to perform its mission.

It is noted that the innovativeness and determination of the ARG communica-

tions personnel contributed substantially to minimizing the adverse effects

of this situation during NUWAX-83.

(2) CONCLUSION: A high priority of DOE/AL planners should be the

development of systems and procedures, and the procurement of equipment, to

provide the ARG with adequate electronic communications.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

(a) Acquire/develop a field deployable radio system which

would be, ideally, man portable, light, easy -o use and possess sufficient

range to assure voice communications: from the ARG-TL (while at the CP or

in the field) to all ARG team members when deployed in the field; and

between all ARG elements in the field.

(b) Create a procedure for the OSC to establish a

communications working group consisting of a representative of each

organization involved and chaired by the OSC's communications chief.

(c) Provide for a communications coordinator as a regular

member of the ARG.

(d) Require the OSC appropriate staff to provide a briefing

and written information to all personnel (or to the ARG communications

coordinator) concerning the features and capabilities of the serving

telephone system.
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(e) Require each entity that comprises the ARG to report upon

arrival at the accident scene, in writing, to the ARG-TL or his

representative, all communications capabilities they have available to them.

(f) Deploy CATCOMS, or a system like CATCOMS, with the ARG in

order to transmit requests for actions and assets, reports, and to provide a

hardcopy record of events.

(g) Provide the ARG/JNACC telephone link with a scrambler

capability for classified messages.

(h) Pre-position communications equipments (standby made) at

AL in suitcase form to permit immediate deployment with the ARO. A desir-

able feature would be a simple scramble system to use as necessary for

transmitting classified messages.

11. LOGISTICS

a. Topic: Logistics/Security Operations - Equipment/Procedures

(1) DISCUSSION/COMfWENT: Preparatory to NTTWAX-83, the ARG attempted

to identify and provide for all logistical requirements which could be

anticipated. The purpose in so doing was to be as well prepared as possible

upon arrival at the accident site, and tc minimize ý:- time spent on

logistics not directly associated with accident operations. As part of this

effort, the ARG utilized a fly-away kit containing needed clerical supplies,

reference documents, and other miscellaneous items. Additional items of a

similar nature were also taken in small boxes. Certain items, however, due

to weight or size, were to be supplied by the Joint Task Group (JTG). The
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JTG was also responsible for making arrangements for personnel billeting,

messing, etc.

(2) CONCLUSION: Upon arrival, it was apparent to the ARG the JTG

had anticipated ARG deployment as check-in for logistical purposes went

smoothly. Office space had been predesignated and awple furniture provided.

Other supplies were readily available, to include typewriters. Two items of

particular importance, however, were not available: (1) a map of

appropriate scale and type of the accident site and surrounding area; and

(2) a safe for the storage of classified documents. The ARG had been told

by DOE/JNACC personnel that both of these items were to be provided by JTG

on-site. It should be noted that the ARG was eventually provided a safe on

the second or third day, after many requests. Given the classification

sensitivity of the documents involved, appropriate storage is a very

important requirement.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that prior to deployment,

DOE/AL make available to the ARG appropriate scale topographic (relief) maps

of the accident area and provide the ARG with a vehicle (van) which would be

fitted with an approved classified information repository. In addition,

strengthen procedures which require the OSC to provide necessary field

security force monitoring throughout the evening hours. If the van were

outfitted with sleeping accommodations, an APG team member, if necessary,

could provide a continuous security presence. Such a van could alsc serve a

valuable role in addressing certain of the communications problems dealt

with elsewhere in this report. Use a DOE contractor organization (such as
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EG&G/NEST) to serve a "front role" to deploy immediately to an accident site

to arrange for lodging, vehicles, and other logistics requirements. Include

a NEST logistics coordinator as a member of the ARG staff.

b. Topic: ARC Logistical Pre-lanning - Documentation Availability

(1) DISCUSSION/COMMENT: The logistical requirements associated

with the deployment of the ARG are extensive. How well logistical

requirements are satisfied can have a direct bearing on the performance of

the ARG in the field. Because logistical arrangements are time consuming,

the potential exists that accident operations as performed by the ARG could

be negatively impacted.

(2) CONCLUSION: DOE/JNACC should preplan and provide for as many

logistical requirements as possible in order to reduce the logistical burden

of the ARG upon arrival at an accident site. In addition, the ARG should

have in its possession all necessary reference documents and materials.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Provide the ARC Team Leader with a summary DOE

assets checklist which provides a description of available DOE zesources,

their capability, and location. This listing should be compiled and

formatted in such a way to be easily readable and useable for management

purposes and provide space adjacent each resource item where notations could

be made. The ARC Team Leader should have numerous copies available for

disseminaticn in the field. A copy would be provided to the OSC, who would

then also have a ready reference to DOE assets. Provide individual fly-away

kits to ARC members based on their particular ARC role.
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12. PUBLIC AFFAIRS

a. Topi: Public Affairs Exercise Play - Artificialities

(1) DISCUSSION: Although Piblic Affairs Officers (PAO's) worked

an eight-hour day during exercise play, NUWAX operations personnel operated

on a "24-hour day." The civilian news media also were working "normal

days," i.e., eight-hours. Hence, weapons operations which required about

I-½ days were played by the media as having taken 3-½ days.

It was also observed that the accident simulated the death of eight persons

and that four others were asphyxiated.

(2) CONCLUSION: By most indications, exercise public affairs play

was not timed on the same basis as other NUWAX play. Another artificiality

which detracted from the public affairs portion of the exercise was the

failure to pursue the development of information, such as the numbers of

persons killed and causes of death, which in real life would have been

topics of major concern, and inquiry activity by family and civil community

groups.

,3) RECOMMENDATION: Schedule and base all exercise component play

on a 24-hour (ay to avoid confusion and interject a high degree of realism

into the exercise. Assure umpires feed public affairs information into the

exercise in a timely and realistic manner.

b. Topic: Joint Information Center (JIC) - Operational Effectiveness

(1) DISCUSSION: Media personnel were allowed a limited degree of

exposure to information sources through the JIC, which had been established
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to provide a single point ot coordination and control. The JIC was

intentionally located some distance from the operations center of the OSC

and other participating organizations.

(2) CONCLUSION: A higher degree of cooperation could have been

achieved between government Public Affairs Officers (PAO's) and the news

media. It is felt such cooperation could have been fostered by: conducting

more frequent briefings; soliciting and honoring, as practicable, media

requests for particular types of information; and by providing greater

access to operationaJ personnel through the JMC.

(3) FECOMMENDATTON: Through the JIC, the OSC should provide for

news briefings twice daily. These briefings should follow the OSC's

operations briefings to assure the most up-to-date information. As an

element of this reconmrendation, PAO's should be privy to the OSC's

operational briefings to the degree possible. Solicit and respond to

requests for specific information from the news media. Schedule periodic

briefings by operational personnel, through the JIC, in order to provide

topical information, and to minimize the need for duplicative and

time-consuning-one-on-one interviews.
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APPENDIX I TO ANNEX D TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA NUWAX-83 AFTER ACTION REPORT
SENIOR SITE RESTORATION UMPIRE AFTER ACTION REPORT AND NUWAX-83 SITE
RESTORATION PLAN

a. Topic: Site Restoration

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Formation of a task group on D+l was an

important aspect of accomplishing a Site Restoration Plan. An initial

meeting was called by FEM4A and was attended by members of the Navy,

Commonwealth of Virginia, Jefferson County, EPA, HHS, Department of

Interior, USDA, Red Cross, and a DOE representative. Information was

rapidly deployed at these meetings and those that followed on D+2, on D+3,

on D+4, and finally a draft restoration plan on D+5. On D+5, a draft plan

agreed to by the Navy, Commonwealth of Virginia, DOE, and FEMA was presented

to the task group. Some editorial work was performed on the plan and a

final plan formulated by 1200 on D+5. During the course of the exercise the

task group requested: (1) a fixant spray which was applied via simulation,

(2) characteristics of a contý;minated zone, (3) engineering systems support,

(4) instrumentation to def•ie the perimeter of the contaminated area. All

tasks were accomplis)h.... or were in the process of being accomplished. The

final recommended course of action was acquisition of the land by the Navy

with decontamination by the Navy.

(2) CONCLUSIONS: The following are lessons learned during NUWAX--83

from the viewpoint of the umpires: (1) an early start cn the Site

Restoration Plan resulted in early surfacing of issues such as cleanup

criteria which do not exist as a regulation or in an officially adopted

form, (2) damage assessment in terms of damage and cost estimation is needed
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for this type of incident. This came about because current damage

assessments are currently developed only for catastrophic events such as

storms, earthquakes or other natural disasters.

The responsibility of a Site Restoration Plan by a very large multi-agency

task group should be divided up early. The task group operated at NUWAX-83

with all parties present and little formalization of working subgroups. To

accomplish the task, the Navy, Commonwealth of Virginia, FEMA, and DOE did

form an ad hoc subgroup to prepare draft documents. However, this probably

should be decided early, and become part of the record in the event of a

real incident. The players representing all agencies provided positive

input without compromising the interest of the agencies. The final plan

resulting from the activities of the task force would likely protect the

health of the people and the environment.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Although cleanup criteria for such an incident

and simulated for NUWAX-83 are likely to be a negotiated number, the Federal

agencies and State agencies and local government involved, need some type of

official standard or criteria base that can be pointed to as being a no-harm

level or minimal harm level for radioactive contamination. The authority to

set such a standard resides with the Environmental Protection Agency. Such

a standard ought to be developed for nuclear weapon accidents cleanup.

PORT GASTON VIRGINIA SITE RESTORATION PLAN

PURPOSE:

To address the problems associated with the radiological contamination

resulting from the U.S. Navy CH-46 helicopter crash at the Port Gaston Naval
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Ordnance Facility on May 5, 1983 and the ensuing detonation of the high

explosive of a tuclear weapon being carried by that helicopter.

To propose actions for permanently resolving these problems.

SCOPE OF PLAN:

This plan addresses all lane and facilities which have received radioactive

contamination in the areas of Port Gaston, Virginia, as a result of the

crash on May 5, 1983. This plan includes Criteria for Certification of

Cleanup according to radiological standards identified during the planning

process. This plan addresses actions required to clean up or otherwise

prevent health hazards to the citizens of Port Gaston, Virginia. These

actions include. measures brought to bear due to the contamination of the

air, soil, water, vegetation, livestock and other animal life, buildings,

food production facilities, etc.

This plan addresses the funding of the actions to he taken under this plan.

This plan includes provisions for the long-tern monitoring of the air, soil,

wacer, and locally produced foods and supervised by the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency.

Actions under this plan requires compliance with the National Fnvironmental

Policy Act (NEPA).

This plan does not address the resoltution of any legal claims from citizens

of Port Gaston for personal injury or financial losses, etc.

CURRENT STATUS!

,.ii individuals whose death was caused by the crash on May 5, 1983, were

identified and removed from the site as quickly as possible consistent with

the safety of emergency response personnel.
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All weapons and other classified material have been removed.

The National Defense Area, established by the Navy On-Scene Commander at the

time of the crash and as subsequently expanded, has been dissolved and

control of this area has been returned to State and local authorities.

Plots of the contaminated area have been identified. More sensitive

instruments, which require more time-consuming methods, will be employed to

more precisely define this boundary.

A monitoring program has been initiated. Air, water and soil sampling has

been initiated and will continue to be used to safeguard the health and

safety of workers during the recovery program as well as present and future

occupants.

RESTORATION ACTIONS:

1. Decontamination will be accomplished in two phases. Phase one, initial

decontamination, which will encompass approximately 33 acres and 100

buildings, will involve decontamination of all areas which have radiation

teadings of 20 microcuries per square meter or higher. Decontamination

actions include: (1) construction of earth dams at the confluence of surface

drairage features to create settlement basins; (b) removal of topsoil and

surface vegetation to a depth of about six inches, or to a greater depth if

required to achieve radiation reading less than 20 microcuries per square

meter. The estimated quantity of soil is 28,000 cubic yards; (c) remove and

shred all vegetation; (d) scrub and wet vacuum all paved surfaces; (e) wash

exterior walls of all buildings; (f) decontaminate and remove all personal

property with a value greater than $300.00 which can be decontaminated.

/
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Archaeological and historical objects will be decontaminated with assistance

oi an archaeologist; and (g) fix materials on roofs. Displaced citizens will

be requested to provide an inventory of household items meeting the above

criteria. This will include items such as cars, boats, and television sets.

Personal items of great sentimental value will be considered on a case by

case basis. It should be noted that the extent of contamination inside

buildings is not known at this time, and the level of contamination may

determine which items may be retrieved.

2. The Department of Energy is taking the lead in locating an apprcprIte

disposal/long range storace site, and is arranging for utilization of that

site. DOE will provide transportation. Identification of a disposal site

will be made by May 17, 1983.

3. Under Phase two, remedial actions will be performed to assure that

maximum doses to area occupants as a result of exposure to Plutonium 239

will not exceed I mrad/year to the lung and 3 mrad/year to the bone of any

individual. Alternative remedial actions to be performed under Phase two

will be evaluated in the NEPA process, erd the selection options will be

announced in a Record of Decision.

4. An alternative to decontamination of individual houses would be

acquisition by the Navy of the entire area to be decontaminated and all

structures thereon. This option could involve demolition of all huilairgs

to an approved storage area rather than attempting to decontaminate them.

The weather ard wind conditions at the time of the accident have probably

resulted in extensive contamination within many buildings. The extensive
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survey of all interior surfaces, cbjects and subsequent decontamination

would be very expensive.

5. A detailed comparison of the relative costs of the above alternatives is

beyond the capabilities of the site restoration planners at this time.

Purchase of the property by the Navy for uses other than residential, i.e.

less than full time habitation, would reduce the requirerent for long-term

monitoring and preclude the potential for future claims against the

government. This course of action may therefore be attractive.

6. The Navy will prepare an Environmental Assessment in accordan.e with the

National Environmental Protection Act for submission and review by all

concerned.

7. The Navy will coordinate action with the Council on Environmental

Quality to obtain authorization to proceed with the initial decontamination

phase prior to filing of an Environmental Asseesment.

8. The recommendations contaired in this plan will be reviewed by higher

authorities in all concerned agencies.

9. The review proce n will provide for public Input as prescribed by State

Law.
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ANNEX E TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FFMA NUWAX-83 VOLUME II AFTER ACTION REPORT
FEDERAL EMERrENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FF.MA) AFTER ACTION REPORT LESSONS
LEARNED

1. This annex contains comments submitted by the Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA) on NUWAX-83.

2. COMMAND AND CONTROL:

a. Topic: Location of the Federal Response Center and the On-Scen

Commander's Command Post

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The Senior FEMA Official, the Commonwealth

of VirginJa and the civilian Federal agencies were collocated at the

exercise site. The On-Scene Commander (OSC) maintained his command pos# at

his "normal operating location" at the Port Gaston Naval Ordnance Facility.

The fact that the major response elements were not physically located ir the

same area proved to be awkward and not conducive to coordination and easy

exchange of information.

(2) CONCLUSION: Cnordination among all response elements (military

and civilians Federal, State and local) could be improved by collocating

their operatirng centers, or, at a minimum locating in close proximity to

each other.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: The NARP, the FEMA Emergency Response Teem

plans, and the Federal Radiological Emeraency Response Plan should each

reflect the importarce of locating operating centers in the same or nearby

locations.
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b. Topic: Rcadquarters Federal Agency Participation in NUWAX-83

(1) COMMENTS/DISCUSSION:

'a) One of the objectives of the exercise was to "expand the

senior level involvement in the Washington, D.C. area." However, the

exercise activity of officials in Washington, D.C. was limited. Althouqh

attempts were made during the planning stages of the exercise to create

meaningful exercise play at the Washington level, these efforts apparently

were not successfully pursued. Master Scenario Events List (MSEL) items

were prepared by FEMA and various other civil Federal agencies during the

exercise planning staces. However, many of the MSEL items were not used

euring the exercise. Other MSEL items used during the exercise apparently

were prepared without checking with the appropriate program offices in

Federal agencies. This situation led to the use of totally inappropriate

MrFL items which served no useful purpose.

(b) Another problem related to the lack of participation at

headauarters occurred wher in exercise controller left a sianoificant,

time-sensitive MSEL item on the Fnvironmental Protection Agency's (EPA)

recording oquit•ment and did not follow up to assure that the messacp was

actually received. (The equipment was ixioperatiPe and resulted in the

appropriate ErA official not receiving the message until the frllnwina day.)

(2) CONrTUSION: Ffforts of exorcise planners and controllers to

ciraie meariroful participation by the headquarte.rs officials of Federal

agencips w.ere either lacking or were not pursued to their dpsired

corclusion. The exercise design, including the preparation of MSEt. items,

did not achieve their chjective.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: A closer working relationship should be

established between exercise planners (including contractors) and program.

official's in Federal agencies. Exercizýe planners should assure that

meaningful inputs are received from appropriate agency officials and that

these inputs are used during the exercise.

c. Separate Exercise Play on the Site Pestoration Plan at

Washington, D.C. and On-Scene

(1) COMMFNT/DISCTJSSION: On D+l, the Senior FEMA Official. requested

that Feepral, State and local officials on-scene begin work on a site

restoration plan. On approximately D+2, discussions were also underway at.

headquarters on a site restoration plan when an exercise message from the

President to EPA and to FEKA directed that EPA assume the lead in

negotiating cleanup standards and that FENA identify means to fund the

cleanup and restoration efforts. The on-scene players inadvertently learned

of this message and were informed by a controller at the scene that the

exercise controllers had acted to prevent the message from being relayed

from FFMA headauarters to the on-scene players. On-scene players were

instructed to disrejard this message.

(2) CONCLUSION: The dpcisior by the exercise controllers to

prevent this exercise messaae from hoinq relayed to the on-scene playurs

procludpd any interart-Jon betws--r, headquartors and the on-scere activities

or an important pclicy question.

(3) RFCCKMFNT)ATION: In any future exercise, any YSFT. item, orce

injectpd into exprcise play, should be pprritted to flow amonq all exercise
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players as free play. Attempts to maintain separate exercise activity at

h4adquarters and on-scene on the same issue should be avoided.

d. Topic: Exchange of Liaison Officers between the On-Scene Command

and the Senior FEMA Official

(1) COMMENTS/DISCUSSICN:

(a) As soon as the Senior FEMA Official (SFO) established

operations at the accident site, he assigned a FEMA liaison officer to work

with the On-Scene Commander (OSC). The FEMA liaison officer was unable to

effectively function since he was unable to attend many of the OSC's

meetings, did not have full access to the Navy Operations Center, etc. The

Navy staff officer assigned to work ,.th the FEMA liaison officer was

frequently absent from the Navy Operations Center, further curtailing the

ability of the FEMA liaison officer to function effectively.

(b) When the SFO first set up operations at the Federal

Response Center, he also requested that the OSC assign a liaison officer to

the Federal Response Center. Despite frequent follow-up requests, the OSC

did not assign a Navy liaison officer to the Federal Response Center until

D+2. This Navy liaison officer was assigned liaison responsibility

simultaneously to both the Federal Response Center and the Commonwealth of

Virginia operations center.

(2) CONCLUSION: The failure to quickly exchange liaison officers

.between the OSC and the SFO, plus the absence of a well defined, mutually

accepted role for these liaisor officers, prevented what could have been an

effective means of coordination and information exchange between the Navy

operations center and the Federal Response Center. I"
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: The procedures of the On-Scene Commander

(NARP) and the SF0 (the FEMA Emergency Response Team Plan), and the Federal

Radiological Emergency Response Plan should incorporate provisions for

exchange of liaison officers. These procedures should define the

authorities and responsibilities of the individual assigned this

responsibility.

e. Topic: Exercise Termination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: NUWAX-83 was terminated on Tuesday, May

10, one day before the expected end of the exercise. The accident crash

site had been brought under control, the weapons removed, and the national

Defense Area returned to State/local control. However, several significant

issues were still being actively pursued at the time the exercise was

terminated. The development of the Site Restoration Plan and the

Commonwealth of Virginia's request for a major disaster declaration under

the authority of Public Law 93-288 were two nxamples.

(2) CONCLUSION: The decision to terminate the exercise appeared to

be based totally on the military on-site aspects of the exercise. The

termination of the exercise on May 10 prematurely ended meaningful exercise

play on issues with longer-term implications and which impact most directly

on State and local officials.

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS:

fa) The principal agencies involved in the development of the

Site Restoration Plan should be assembled in the near future for the purpose

of continuing to resolve differences and to identify issues concerning the

Site Restoration Plan.
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II

(b) Any future exercise should place equal emphasis on all

issues being worked by all Federal and State agencies, and such issues

should be pursued to a meaningful conclusion before the exercise is

terminated.

f. Topic: Site Restoration Plan

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: An on-scene team with representatives from

several agencies and State and local governments engaged in extensive

discussions in an effort to prepare a Site Restoration Plan. A question

which lead to considerable discussion and confusion was which Federal agency

has the authority/responsibility for speaking for the Federal government

regarding the standards of cleanup which will be used in a Site Restoration

Plan. The agency that is responsible for the accident and, consequently,

will be funding the cleanup? The EPA? The DOE? Although EPA suggested the

use of proposed standards drafted by their agency in 1977, all exercise

players recognized that these were only one agency's proposals.

Furthermore, even if there had been approved Federal standards, there were

no assurances that State and local officials would have accepted these

standards.

(2) CONCLUSION: The lack of an approved decision making process by

which a Site Restoration Plan can be approved (who/which Federal department

or agency has the authority to make the final decision for the Federal

government) would probably result in delays in the development and approval

of a Site Restoration Plan.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: FEMA, DOD, DOE, and EPA should jointly develop

and agree to procedures which describe the decision making process for

developing and reaching agreement at the Federal level on a Site Restoration

Plan and for resolving any differences between Federal officials and

State/local officials.

*. Topic: Lack of Emphasis on the Public Health and Safety Aspects of

a Nuclear Weapon Accident

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The design of the exercise scenario and

the controller injects appeared to place primary emphasis on the technical

aspects of the weapons and the weapon recovery operations. The problems of

dealing with the civilian populace, including the many aspects of public

health and safety, could have been given more emphasis during the exercise.

For example, the exercise did not force the players to address the need for

identifying and screening a large number of citizens for radiological

contamination prior to allowing them to relocate outside the immediate

accident scene, for assessing and monitoring the food chain, or for

monitoring and assessing the impact of the radiological material

contaminating the ground water supply.

(2) CONCLUSION: Many important aspects of the iesponse to a

nuclear weapon accident were not adequately tested during NUWAX-83. Many of

these aspects are the issues which would become the most significant once

the weapons have been- secured and which could determine the overall success

or failure of the response as judged by the public and the news media.
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(3) RECOMMENDATION: Futuzc nuclear weapon accident exercises

should be designed to realistically evaluate the Federal/State/local

response to the off-site aspects of a nuclear weapon accident. This "culd

include the identification, processing, care and relocation of large numbers

of potentially contaminated individuals, and a more thorough consideration

of the restoration, legal, and liability issues which were not fully

addressed before the exercise was terminated.

h. Topic: Eioassay Analysis Capabilities

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: In the process of evacuating local

residents from the accident scene, the need arose for checking for any

internal contamination of these residents through a process of bioassay

analysis of samples. Depending on the scope of the contamination and the

location of an accident, the need for bioassay analysis capabilities could

he rather extensive, requiring analysis of hurdreds of samples in a short

period of time. Although no actual analysis occurred during the exercise,

the Department of Health and Human Service (HHS) would rely on DOE resources

to perform this analysis in an actual accident.

(2) CONCLUSION: Although the HHS would normally rely on DOE for

this bioassay analysis, HHS does not have any formal interagency agreement

with DOE nor does it have any indication of the extent of DOE's capabilities

for analyzing a large number of samples in a short period of time.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: The HHS should formalize an agreement with DOE

to provide bioassay analysis. This agreement should specify the location

and specific capabilities of various DOE laboratories that could be called

upon to assist in such analysis.
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i. Topic: Administration of the Joint Information Center (JIC)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Public affairs officials from the IRF and

the SRF established the JIC and assumed responsibility for the management of

the center, the establishment of release procedures, establishment of ground

rules for conducting news conferences, etc. Responsibility for these

functions was not transferred to FEMA until D+4. This transfer was in

accordance with existing procedures which indicate that it will be

transferred when a mutual agreement is reached between the ASD(PA) and the

Director of FEMA's Office of Public Affairs. The performance of these

functions by Navy personnel during the first 5 days of the exercise

detracted from their responsibilities for collecting and disseminating

information regarding the accident which needed to be provided to the media

and the public.

(2) CONCLUSION: The transfer of responsibility for the

administration of the JIC should be accomplished as soon as FEMA is prepared

to accept it. Transfer of this responsibility from the IRF/SRF as soon as

possible would free them to gather and coordinate specific information

regarding their activities during a very critical time. The transfer of the

administrative functions would not compromise the IRF/SRF's ability to

control the release of information regarding their activities.

(3) RECOMMMNDATION: DOD and FEMA interagency agreements and

internal procedures should be revised to provide for transfer of the

administrative functions of the JIC from DOD to FEMA when FFMA is on-scene

and prepared to assume this responsibility.

4
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j. Topic: Management of the Joint Information Center (JIC)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The management of the JIC, including the

scheduling of news media conferences, briefings, and question and answer

sessicns, during the early days of the exercise did not result in meeting

the need for official information on a timely basis. Some principal

officials including the OSC were reluctant to appear at these daily press

conferences unless significant new material was to be presented. Ground

rules for the conducting of the news conferences were not established,

thereby resulting in conferences that were out of control, with some news

media personnel totally disrupting the conferences with screaming and

yelling their questions. The briefing officials from the Federal agencies

were unable to control the situation.

(2) CONCLUSION: The public inforration effort during the early

days of the exercise was not properly organized and managed. The JIC did

not effectively respond to the need for immediate emergency public

information. Key Federal officials did not recognize the importance of

their appearing et press conferences and providing any available information

to the public and the media. The absence of generally accepted procedures

for public affairs activities led to disruptive, unorganized rews media

conferences.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Standard operating procedures for the JIC

should be developed 4 ointly by DOD, DOE, and FF.MA and provided at the time

of an accident to all officials operating the center. These detailed

procedures should include considerations for security, media accredidation,
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ground rules for news conferences, scheduling, requests for interviews,

printed release numbering system, news release letterhead, etc. These

procedures should also stress the importance of having senior officials meet

with the news media on a regular basis. These procedures should be

developed in manual form and include checklists of needed supplies for

operation of the JIC.

k. Topic: Location of the Joint Information Center WJIC)

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The JIC was established on D-Day a very

short distance from the accident site and several miles from the command

post of the On-Scene Commander and from the Federal and State operations

center. The distance between the JIC and key operations centers hampered

efforts of the JIC staff to gather information from the major operations

centers. This problem was further exacerbated by a lack of adequate radio

communications between the JIC and the operations center. Principal

officials of the key agencies were forced to spend valuable time driving to

and from the JIC for the news conferences. In addition, the location of the

JIC was established very near the contaminated area at a time when the

boundaries of the contaminated area were not yet firmly established.

(2) CONCLUSION: The location of the JIC was not optimum for either

the convenience or the safety of Federal officials.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: The JIC should be located in close proximity

•b'h not collocated) to the source of information and in an area that is

acequately separated from any radiological contamination.
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ANNEX F TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA NUWAX-83 VOLUME 11 AFTER ACTION REPORT

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA (COV) AFTER ACTION REPORT LESSONS LEARNED

1. COMMAND AND CONTROL

a. Topic: Interagency Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Exchange of liaison personnel with the

military was actively pursued by the COV at the Navy Radiological Control

(RAD CON) area on 5 & 6 May and at the SRF headquarters on 6 May. COV

liaison personnel were not allowed at the Navy RAD CON area until the

afternoon of 6 May and at SRF headquarters on 7 May. (Security clearances

delayed the liaison at the SRF headquarters). The Navy sent one liaison

officer to both COV and FEMA on 7 May; it is our opinion that the military

should send a separate liaison officer to each operations center (COV,

FEMA), and that the exchange of liaison should be established early after

the arrival of SRF at the latest.

(2) CONCLUSION: The exchange of liaison personnel was delayed and

was not properly handled throughout. It is necessary that the civil and

military organizations have the capahility to exchange information

concerning current and planned operations on a minute basis and only the

presence of liaison personnel within the headquarters of each element i.e.,

the civil and military, will permit this.

(3) RECOMMENDATTON: It is iecommended that instructions for the

military emphasize exchange of liaison personnel with civil forces early on

in the accident response. Consideration must also be given to the security

classification matter; there should be a capability for the military to have

civil personnel participate in discussion of accident response operations

without having to discuss classified information. It is also recommended
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hat Standing Operating Procedures for civil organizations provide for

Jending liaison personnel to the Military On-scene Commander at the onset of

esponse to a nuclear weapon accident.

b. Topic: Operating Procedures

(1) COMMENT/DISCUrSION: The COV State EOC operated under normal

Standing Operating Procedures. These procedures are used on a daily basis

i n operation of the Virginia ECC in Richmond. They are dynamic procedures

and are changed as the need is determined. The procedures were adequate for

the operation of the EOC durinq NUWAX-83.

(2) CONCLUSION: Current Virginia Emergency Operations Center SOP are

adequate for the conduct of Nuclear Weapons Accident Response.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Continue to change SOP as the need arises.

c. Topic: Command Post Management

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: There were several management decisions made

at the Virginia Emergency Operations Center (Virginia Command Post) which

should be considered in any state response for nuclear weapons accident.

Early in the first day the COV declared a State of Emergency. This action

provided for funds for response and permitted the state and local

governments to take response procedures withcut consideration of normal

administrative procedures. Shortly after tze declaration of State of

Emergency the COV EOC activated the Emergency !7oadcasting System (FBS) to

announce the declaration of State of Emergency and to provide information on

response action to the citizens. The EBS was used throughout the exercise
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for this particular purpose. This is an excellent tool for state and local

qovernments to provide information to their public and rhould be used

without hesitancy.

On 8 May (D+3) the COV submitted a request to tihe President for a

declaration of a major disaster with limited application - individual and

family grant program; temporary housing; Small Business Administration

Disaster loan. This was done to help alleviate the immediate problems of the

victims of the r.lclear wpapcns accident. It is considered that actions of

theso types Pre a must and that the hardling of the people problem should be

foremost in the thoughts of all concerned in the response, even those who

have weapons safety and recovery respornsibility. On 11 May (D+6) the COV

wrote a Yetter to the Fresident recuesting that he take immediate action to

provide Federal funds and services to initiate and complete the restoration

of the damaged area an,1 that these funds be 1001 Federal funds handled

perhaps through the Federal Emergency Maragemert Aqency, the Department of

Defense, or the Environmental Protection Acencv "Superfund." Again, the

thought is that the prime. consideration is to take care of the people and

this should be foremost.

nn 6 May COV pernonnel initiated discussions with the Navy concerning the

disestablishment of the National Defense Area (NDA) . At this time the COV

prescnted a draft mpmorandum of aareement on the turnover of the NDA,

requesting at least a 24-hour rotification of the Navy's desire to

disestablish the NDA and an inspection within the NUA at least 12 hcurs
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prior to the actual turnover, by Commonwealth of Virginia personnel. This

memorandum of agreement also discussed proposed funding of sect rity

personnel to secure the former NDA and any other areas that must be cordoned

because of radiological contamination. This latter action more properly

should have been left for other documents rather than the initial memorandum

for agreement for turnover.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the qctions taken by the

Commonwealth of Virginia on the declaration of the state of emergency and

request for declaration for major disaster and letters requesting the

President to provide funding for restoration be considered as items for

inclusion in the NARP both for the Federal Emergency Management Agency to

discuss with state and local governments and for local and state

governments' consideration. It is also recommended that draft or type

memorandums of agreement on the turnover or disestablishment of the National

Defense Area be incluided in the NARP and in procedures for state and local

governments. Recognizing that this type memorandum of agreement cannot

answer all situations, it is imperative that the military and the civil

response forces have a basis on which to initiate discussions for

disestablishment of the rational defense area long before its actual

disestablishment. It is the view of the Commonwealth of Virginia that the

establishment of the National Defense Area and the disestablishment of the

National Defense Area should be joint cooperative effortn with maximum use

of the peculiar authorities that belong to the Fuderal, military and the

state and local governments. It also should be noted that the National

[lefense Area in NTJWAX-83 was
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established within a secure area itself, i.e., the Nevada Test Site, and

t'hat the establishment of the National Defense Area within the environs of a

county or state government might well pose problems that were not noticeable

during NUWAX-83. Therefore, it is essential that proc dures and type

memorandum of agreements for turnover be discussed in the NARP and in state

and local goveriments' emergency operations procedures to insure the

smoothest operation of the NDA and its final disestablishment.

4. RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY AND CONTROL

a. Topic: Interagency Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The Commonwealth of Virginia responds to a

nuclear weapons accident as to a hazardous materials incident. The Standing

Operating Procedures call for local monitoring teams, state monitoring

team, and Padiological Health personnel to be consolidated into one

organization once the state personnel are in the forward area. The state

SOP fcr Nuclear Accident Response was followed in NUWAX-83; it appeared to

be adequate for state response to a nuclear weapons accident. However,

there were problems that arose that need to he looked into more closely and

better solutions provided. Some of these problems may be attributed to

exercise artificialities and the number of personnel available to provide

monitoring and other tasks.

There was a considerable amount of r nfusion in the state Radiological

Control area on the first day. Some of this was caused by inexperience of

individuals in assigned t .;ks; however, much of it was due to poor

coordinaticn and direction of the joint effort required by the state and
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local governments. At the end of the first day there was a review of the

problems within the radiological monitoring area and reorientation of tasks.

Starting on the second day the radiological monitoring efforts went more

smoothly; however, there were still difficulties - some of these arose from

use of radiological team chief personnel in the Emergency Operations Center

of the local government rather than on the Hot-Line area where strong

supervision was needed.

Both the state and local governments lack sufficient radiological detection

instrumentation to respond to a nuclear weapons accident properJy. The

augmentation of the state and local governments by Federal Department of

Energy special teams and military radiological special teem is imperative

early in the response to insure that an adequate grip is obtained on the

extent of the radiological contamination. The DOE, RAP, the AFPAT, and the

Army RADCCN Team assisted the state and were assimilated into the overall

effort easily and to great advantage. Without the expanded knowledge and

better instrumentation of the Federal special teams the state could not have

handled the identification of the area for radiological control or much else

in the radiological field.

There were comments made by the Foreicin observers concerninq the

establishment of only one Hot-Line in the operational area. From the state

view only one did not appear to be feasible. The military has the

resporsibility of locating and securing classified material within the NDA

and the civil government has the responsibility of establishing the extent

of radiological contamination outside of the NDA. These responsibilities
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appear to be mutually exclusive and the use of two Hot-Lines, i.e., one for

the military in the NDA area and one for the civil forces outside the NDA

area appears to be appropriate.

(2) CONCLUSION: Tt is necessary that state and local governments be

provided assistance from the Federal special teams at the earliest moment

possible and these teams along with the state and local efforts be combined

into one overall effort with each portion of the overall effort doing that

which it is best capable of doing.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the NARP and state

Standing Operating Procedures emphasize the need for use of Federal special

teams in the radiological effort and that checklists include procedures for

ohtaining this assistance and for integrating it into the overall effort in

the early part of the response.

b. Interagency Support

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Support provided the Commonwealth of

Virginia by Federal special teams to include military teams was more than

adequate. Without this assistance the Commonwealth of Virginia could not

have carried on the radiological monitoring effort. Another item that was

of great value in the radiological effort was the aerial data isupleth

survey provided by the aerial monitoring system team. This data alonq with

the use of the FIDLERS of the DOE and military teams were probably the most

beneficial radiological resources and data availahle to the Commonwealth

throughout the exercise.
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(2) CONCLUSION: Consideration should be given to providing a source

of anti-contamination clothing and equipment such as plastic bags for the

operation of a hot-line on a consolidated basis, i.e., civil and military,

at the start of the response to a nuclear weapons accident. Funding should

not be a factor that would prevent joint use of a facility that would have

the capability to provide the necessar, expendables and "anti-c" clothing

needed during the radiological operations of the accident response- The

primary factors should be the smooth operation of the radiological effort

and providing quick and valid information concerning the radiological

situation.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: That provisions be made to provide as a part of

the SRF response a facility to provide expendables to include anti-c

clothing for the operation of both the military and the civil radiological

effort.

c. Topic: Radiological Emergency Medical Procedures

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Radiological Emergency Medical play was

limited because of the number of players available to the state and local

government. The effort to bioassay individuals believed to have been

exposed to radiation was.greatly enhanced by the assistance of

representatives from Public Health Service, Center for Disease Control, and

Oak Ridge National Laboratory REACT. A preliminary bioassay plan for

civilians in the contaminated area was developed by state medical personnel

in conjunction with these Federal agencies. The plan appeared to be an

excellent basis for a continuing bioassay program and appeared to have been

a workable plan. Procedures for developing the bioassay program are not
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part of the state Standing Operating Procedures for response to a nuclear

weapons accident.

(2) CONCLUSION: There is a need to include in the state SOP Nuclear

Weapons Accidents Response procedures for developing bioassay programs for

personnel believed to have been exposed to radiation. The assistance of

Federal agencies with proficiency in this area is required and should be

expected to be used.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that state SOP include

procedures for determining the necessity of and developing a bioassay

program for personnel believed to have been exposed to radiation and that

the SOP include the use of the Federal agencies to provide assistance in

developing this program.

5. COMMUNICATIONS

Topic: Equipment/Systems

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Cormunications used by the Commonwealth of

Virginia during NUWAX-83 paralleled those normally used in Virginia in

emergency response. The radio communications were the same frequencies and

nets as used in normal Commonwealth of Virginia Emergency Response and the

telephone system in the EOC was similar to that in the state EOC at

Richmond. Communications were excellent throughout the exercise.

(2) CONCLUSTON: Communications normally used in response for

emergencies in Virginia are adequate to provide for response to a ruclear

weapons accident.

(3) RECOMYFNDATION: Change and upgrade c-cvynications as no-ded.
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6. Security

Topic: Procedures

(1) COM.ENT/DISCUSSION: The security requirement for the COV element

during NUWAX-83 was to cordon off those areas determined to have been

affected by radioactive contamination and after disestablishment of the NDA

to provide a security cordon around this area. Withir the limits of

exercise play these requirements were met. Had NUWAX-P3 been an actual

response conducted within the Commonwealth boundaries, physical presence of

Commonwealth and local governments security forces would have been

sufficient to provide the security required of the state and its local

government.

(2) CONCLUSION: Exercise constraints did not provide an adequate

testing of security for Commonwealth and local qovornments forces. However,

based on past experience it is believed that the state and local governments

could provide required security in case of a nuclear weapons accident.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: No recommendations are made in this area.

. CASUALTY HANDLING/MEDICAL

Topic: rjmergency Medical Services

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The local emergency medical services system

operated effectively but was handicapped by the almost inoperable ambulance

provided for exercise play. This ambulance became a problem because the

local medical personnel responded to some real emergencies during the

exercise. The hospital was almost entirely simulated throughout the

exercise.



(2) CONCLUSION: The emergency medical system operated effectively

and neither the EMS system nor the hospital was over taxed or unusually

stressed by the scenario due to the low number of casualties and the fact

none of the injured taken to the hospital were contaminated.

(2) RECOMMENDATION: Increase the stress on the EMS system and

hospital in future exercises in order to better test the system and

incorporate more realistic involvement at the hospital.. Provide ambulance

that is safe to operate and that is better equipped so that exercise

personnel who are trained EMT's may be used effectively in both exercises

and real emergencies.

b. Handling Civilian Fatalities

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The scenario included six civilian

fatalities. All fatalities were located within the National Defense Area

and as a result inaccessible to local and state authorities. Confirmation of

the number of fatalities, identification of the fatalities, removal from the

National Defense Area and release of the bodies to local authorities were

slow. Communication between the Navy and local and state authorities

regarding the fatalities was limited. Identification of civil fatalities

could have been accomplished in a more timely fashion if the Navy had

coordinated this effort with the State Police and other local and state

authorities. In an actual situation it is believed that the fanilies

involved ard the press would have exerted considerable pressure on military

and state and local authorities to provide information concerninq the

fatalities zre quickly.



(2) CONCLUSION: The turning over of the fatalities that were located

in the National Defense Area and the identification of the fatalities were

slower than would have been permitted in an actual situation. In both

exercise play and actual situation efforts must be made to provide

information on civilian casualties and fatalities quickly.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the NARP include

instructions for the military to coordinate closely with civilian

authorities to identify civilian casualties and fatalities in a timely

manner.

8. PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Topic: Tnteragency Coordination

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The COV participated in activities at the

Joint Information Center. In general, Joint Information Center activities

were satisfactory; however, initially, it appeared that the word "joint"

meant the military and FEMA and did not include state information personnel.

In information activities, as in most areas, the partners in the activities

are state/local, Federal agencies and the military. As soon as this is

realized and implemented, the quicker good and pertinent information will be

disseminated to the public. In this area as in others mentioned before, the

location of the exercise, that is, the Nevada Test Site, added a connotation

that would not be so in real life situations. In an actual situation the

Joint Information Center would most likely be in an area that would be more

accessible to the media and to the public and would not be under direct

c-trel of the uuilitary. This also adds to the nrcesrity of insurinq that



Information Center concept includes local/state officials as well as Federal

military and civil officials.

(2) CONCLUSION: The Joint Information Center must be a state/local,

Federal military, and Federal civil facility with each of the participants

providing information on that topic of which it has cognizance, that is, the

state and local speaking for the activities in the state and local area, the

Federal military in the military area, and Federal civil in those activities

that pertain to the Federal civilian agencies only. In addition, each

public release should be cleared with each participant prior to being

released.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: Recommend that the NARP reemphasize the need for

joint, that is, Federal civil, Federal military, and state/local Public

Information personnel to operate within the Joint Information Center to

provide coordinated information.

9. LOGISTICS AND SERVICE SUPPORT

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: Logistics and Service Support for the

Commonwealth of Virginia element was satisfactory in all areas. However,

problems arose during the planning in implementation of logistics directives

in that "nitially the Commonwealth of Virginia was not considered a separate

planning element within the NUWAX structure. Should states participate in

future NUWAX exercises, they must be considered separate planning elements

at the onset of the planning cycle.

(2) CONCLUSION: Logistics and service support was satisfactory.

State elements participating in nuclear Accident Weapons Exprcjser should be
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handled as separate planning elements at the beginning of the planning

cycle.

(3) RECOMMENDATION Include instructions in exercise directives to

provide for the participation of state element in logistics and service

support planning at the start.

10. Topit.: LEGAL AFFAIRS

(1) COMMENT/DISCUSSION: The Commonwealth of Virginia had a

representative from the Office of the Attorney General who served as counsel

for both state and local governments during NUWAX-83. The goal of this

representative was to advise governmental units as to the legal implications

of contemplated action and respond to specific prcblems encountered by field

personnel. Most of the problems during the emergency were handled by agency

personnel using their best judgment. Emergency efforts were not

significantly slowed by consultation with the Attorney General

representative. Many of the otlur problems which arose in the leaal field

were predictable ones and as a result relatively rapid answers were

available even with the limited library at the EOC. Nevertheless, legal

play during the exercise was such that the Commonwealth of Virginia element

could not have operated properly without a representative of the Office of

Attorney General on-site. It appears though the primary need for use of

legal advice would occur during the site restoration period and not during

the emergency period. This statement is made based on the fact chat th-c

Cormonwealth of Virginia decided not to challenge the Natlonpl Defense Area

established by the military but chose to iccept it and to approach its

dis-estak-listent in a cooperative effort.

/ /
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(2) CONCLUSION: In future NUWAX exercises the state element should

have representation from its Attorney General's office or equivalenL.

(3) RECCOMENDATION: No recommendations are made in this area.

Topic: SITE RESTORATION

(1) COMMFNTS/DIeCUSSION: The Commonwealth of Virginia Nuclear

Weapons Accident Response SOP discusses site restoration. The site

restoration plan outline developed during the exercise was in general

agreement with COV procedures. It is recognized by COV that a site

restoration plan is dtrnaric and is dictated by the particular incident. As

a general observation however, the site restoration plan and funding and

actions to implement the plan promptly are the most important aspects of the

Nuclear Weapons Accident Response aft:er the immediate emergency actions for

victims in the affected area have beer completed.

There are several matters that shoul$ be included in the site restoration

plan. These we believe are the more •:portant:

1. Method of assessing damage. Ic is a recommendation of the

Commonwealth of Virginia that the Federal Emergency Management Disaster

Handbooks be used as guides to set up damage assessment teams. Under this

system there is a Federal representative, civil and/or military, a state

representative, and a local representative on each team, and the team

determines and agrees upon the extent of damage and extent of restoration.

2. The standards of decontamination. Whether the lev"' of clean-up is

that recem~endcd by the Envircirvertal Protection Aoeycyv, tiaT is, 0.2

r~crcries ' -r s-:rod Y~rsu: -- crrr.reccr~z-d s-arrzd



of being able to measure satisfactorily in the field of 0.6 microcuries per

meter squared really does not seer to be germaine. The standarel for

decontamination more than likely will be forced by public opinioý and the

political climate at the time and may well be stated publicly asieven being

lower then 0.2 microcuries per meter squared. Practica&.2y though, the

,andards must be based on dose limits and background readings of the water

and soil.

3. The protection of the environment during the clean-up. ýs the

contamination is being removed, procedures must be such that additional

areas are not contaminated and the method of protecting the environment

(water and surrounding area) must be decided prior to clean-up hoing

started.

The site restoration plan is not a federal. edict situaticn.

Practically, once the plan has been developed and agreed upon by Federal,

state and local authorities then it should go before the p-iblic in public

hearings. In this particular arena emotions may have a greater force than

considered, well-thought-out procedures and actions.

(3) CONCLUSION: The site rrstoraticn should be based on coordinated

assessment of damages and agreed upon methods of clean-up and restoration.

The plan must be put to public in public hearings, and the developers cf the-

plan, both civil and military, must be prepared to accept more stringert

levels of clean-up than those recommended based on the public cpinitn at the

time of the hearings.



(3) RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that FEMA Disaster Handbccks

be considered as guides in assessing and surveying damage after a nuclear

weapons accident. It is also recommended that the NARP include instructions

on the effect of piblic opinion and the necessity of having public hearinqs

on the general site restoration plan prior to implementation.
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ANNEX G TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA NUWAX-83 VOLUME II AFTER ACTION RFPORT
CHRONOLOGY O EVENTS

D-DAY (5 May 1983)

Times are local.

0852 (JTG Ops) Exercise starts.

0851 (JTG Ops) Helicopter pilot issues "May Day." Helicopter crashes and
is on fire.

0858 (NAVY) NOF Port Gaston notified of helicopter "May Day."

0900 (JTG Ops) W55 11S (SUBPOC) lands in main wreckage, 2 W B-57 bombs
land on fence line ard 1 W B-57 undergoes a high order detonation.

0902 (NAVY) Large explosion reported by NOr Port Gaston.

0903 (COy) Jefferson County Emergency Resources dispatched.

0905 (JTC Ops) Town onlookers arrive on-site. 5 news media personnel
arrive at accident site.

0905 (NAVY) NOV Port Gaston reports BROKEN ARROW. COV informed.

0913 (JTG Ops) Helicopter fire under ccntrol.

0930 (JTG Ops) kire burns itself out.

0930 (COV) Jefferson County declares local emergency.

0932 (JTG Ops) IRF contingency on scpne.

0938 (JTG Ops) Helicopter tail rumber discrepancy identified (exercise
artificiality).

0938 (JTG Ops) COV transporting injured to hospital.

0942 (JTG Ops) COV on scene and assumes contro]

0943 (JTG Ops) Navy has barricaded Port Gaston Road.

0947 (COV) Local citizens notified of F.merqency Broadcast System
activation.

0950 (NAVY) NMCC initiates ePergency action conference call.

0952 (JTG Ops) 5 contaminated civilians being inspected.
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1001 (JTG Ops) COV Fire Chief recommends people stay indoors.

1002 (DOE ARG) DOD JNACC notifies DOE JNACC.

1005 (COV) COV notifies FEMA, Region IIT and requests help.

1021 (JTG Ops) Navy ECOD arrives at accident area.

1027 (JTG Ops) COV notified (OEES). COV declares "state of emergency."

1037 (JTG Ops) Governor of Virginia declares accident site a disaster
area.

1039 (DOE ARG) DOD JNACC notifies DOD/HQ FOC of DOE/AL offer to form ARG
and provide ARG Team Leader.

1045 (JTG Ops) Pemoval of 4 contaminated personnel.

1051 (JTG Ops) COV OEES arrives.

1054 (DOE APG) JNACC transmits ARAC to CCV.

1109 (JTG Ops) ECD locates 1 weapon.

1121 (JTG Ops) Port Gaston evacuated.

1130 (CDCF) JNACC notifies CDCE of a potential BROKEN ARROW.

1138 (JTG Ops) FAA authorizes temporary airspace restriction.

1149 (COV) Evacuation of Port Gaston ordered.

1150 (JTG Ops) EOD locates 2d wpapen.

1153 (JTG Ops) Fence workers decontaminated and transported to hospital.

1206 (JTG Ops) EOD leaving the immediate helicopter accident area and
continuing search.

1213 (JTC Ops) 3 injured are beinq treated at the hospital.

1220 (NAVY) SPF arrives NOF Port naston.

1233 (JTG Ops) All casualties clear of area.

1241 (JTG Ops) Contaminatee rimples found in town reservo~r.

1253 (JTG Ops) FEMA FPT deployed.

1259 (JTG Ops) 3 more bodies removed to USN Hosp for ID.
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1300 (JTG Ops) Legality of NDA questioned by press.

1302 (JTG Ops) CNO requesting following teams: ATRAP, ARG, FBI, NEST and
AMS. (Also requested JACYPOT stand by.)

1304 (JTG Ops) Evacuation of Jefferson County building.

1317 (JTG Ops) EOD Team leave decontaminated area.

1324 (JTG Ops) Widow of casualty demands husband's contaminated body be
released.

1333 (JTG Ops) Additional security frrces arrive and National Defense
Area signs delivered.

1339 (JTG Ops) COV Team finds 4 boxes and returns for instructions.

1350 (JTG Ops) Air sampler readiras reported, MSEL 73A injected.

1356 (JTG Ops) COV sets up EOC in Best Western Motel.

1400 (JTG Ops) NDA established and players sign up.

1404 (JTG Ops) Admiral Frick' reports in at Navy Ops Cntr. SRF EOD team
arrives.

1411 (JTG Ops) EOD Team #2 has arrived.

1420 (JTG Ops) Looter caught in evacuated area.

1422 (JTG Ops) NDA expanded to include Jefferson County building.

1430 (NAVY) SRF Commander takes helicopter tour of accident site.

1441 (JTG Ops) Local civilian refuses medical examination to determine
contamination.

1453 (JTG Ops) Industrial and RV Park evacuated.

1530 (DOE ARG) ARG arrives Desert Rock, NV.

1555 (NAVY) Admiral Frick assumes command.

1555 (DOE ARG) ARG Team Leader coordinates with OSC.

1600 (NAVY) JTC established.

1615 (DOE ARG) ARG briefed on accident status.
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1622 (JTG Ops) COV requested to move hot line back to origiial location
by Chief Umpire.

1626 (JTG Ops) COY recalls 2 survey teams back to RCL.

1635 (CDCE) C-130 departs Kelly AFB.

1642 (JTG Ops) Removal of classified papers to Hot Line.

1646 (JTG Ops) Line #87 upright, cover beinq removed for inspection.

1648 (JTG Ops) PANTEX Team arrives and enters area.

1650 (JTG Ops) RAP arrives at 1531.

15351 (JTG Ops) COV moves hot line back.

1700 (jTG Ops) 2 individuals observed watching activity with bino-ulars.

1725 (JTG Ops) Body of fence worker turned over to COV.

1730 (JTG Ops) Body #7 being transported to USN Hosp.

1731 (JTG Ops) 5-Ton crane requested by Navy for tomorrow by 0815.

3735 (JTG Ops) EOD establishes exclusion area around weapons.

1738 (JTG Ops) 7th body identified, 4 bodies from trailer (2 male 2
female) not identified.

1739 (DOE ARG) ARG briefed by Navy EOD.

1755 (JTG Ops) Lire 87 is secured and team leaving area.

2000 (DOE ARG) ARG meeting with Favv EOD (follow-up).

2020 (CDCE) Departed Nellis AFB for Mercury, NV.

2030 (DOE ARG) ARG meeting with OSC.

2140 (CrCE) ArriveC at Mercury for badging. All personnel badged.

2220 (CDCE) Dcparted Mercury for NUWAX area.

2330 (CDCE) Arrived at Navy personnel office, NUWAX area.
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D+l (6 May 83_

0700 (CDCE) CDCE reports in.

0745 (DOE ARG) ARG confirms that HOT SPOT, MIMS, and LANL radiographic
equipment have arrived at Port Gaston.

0759 (JTG Ops) DOD ARG Response Team arrives Hot Line.

0850 (JTG Ops) Security NDA and Barrier established at 0846.

0850 (JTG OPS) Medical Bioassay established.

0850 (JTG OPS) DOE HOT SPOT Lab arrived on station at 0849.

0859 (JTG Ops) 3 Navy EOD and 5 DOE ARG arrived on scene.

0900 (NAVY) APG/OSTD convenes organizational meeting of all
radiological assets. JRCC established.

0915 (CDCE) Meeting on current radiological conditions at the accident
site.

0926 (JTG Ops) JIC queried about contaminated seafood.

0926 (JTG Ops) Media requests interview with home town sailor.

0930 (DOE APn) AMIS data received and distributed.

0942 (JTG OPS) FEMA Site Restoration Meeting planned.

1000 (JTG Ops) ARG proceeding to site.

1000 (JTG Ops) Looter caught at accident site.

1000 (JTG OPS) ADM Frick Inspecting Hot Line

1010 (JTG Ops) Ist body recovered from area.

1012 (JTG Ops) Msg 061430Z Fund augment action request.

* 1024 (JTG Ops) Water system prop has been injected to COV.

S1029 (JTG Ops) PAP Team told CCV the necessity of setting up a
bioassay team.

1035 (CDCF) CDCE co-located with ATRAP outside the entry control
point.
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1055 (JTG Ops) Second body removed to CCU.

1105 (JTG Ops) Lawyer initiates action to legally remove NDA and Federal
forces.

1113 (JTG Ops) Two bodies moved to USN Hosp for ID - not
contaminated.

1146 (JTG Ops) Two bodies identified.

1204 (JTG Ops) Two more bodies were removed - 1 contaminated.

1205 (JTG Ops) Contaminated body is being decontaminated by Navy.

1245 (DOE ARG) Meeting on weapons recovery approaches.

1330 (NAVY) Initial site restoration meeting held.

1432 (JTG Ops) First of 2 campers caught by COV State Police.

1435 (JTG Ops) COV State Police released camper.

1457 (JTG Ops) 7th body arrived USN Hosp, still contaminated, no ID
as yet.

1500 (JTG Ops) Both campers retained at decon. No action taken.

1509 (JTG Ops) Campers being processed thru Hot Line.

1547 (JTG Ops) Campers processed and released.

1605 (JTG Ops) COV animal control officer requests help with contaminated
animals.

1642 (JTG Ops) Removal of classified papers to Hot Line.

1546 (JTG Ops) Line #87 Upright, cover being removed for inspection.

1648 (JTG Ops) PANTEX Team arrived and entered area.

1700 (NAVY) Meeting by OSC with senior FEMA, CCV, and DOE
representatives.

1725 (JTG Ops) Body of fence worker turned over to COV.

1730 (JTG Ops) Body #7 being transported to USN Hosp.

1738 (JTG Ops) 7th body, 4 bodies from trailer (2 male 2 female) not
identified.
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1755 (JTG Ops) Line 87 is secured and team leaving area.

2000 (CDCE) Radiological control group meeting at VA HQ. Senior Navy,
COV, FEMA, and DOE representatives attend.

D+2 (7 May 83)

0700 (CDCE) CDCE assigned specific site restoration duties.

0700 (NAVY) OSC staff meeting.

0823 (JTG Ops) 12 bodjYs have been recovered.

0842 (JTG Ops) NOF documentation requested under Freedom of Information
Act.

0900 (NAVY) Site restoration meeting at FEMA HQ.

1051 (JTG Ops) Navy EOD have found a second classified component.

1055 (NAVY) Weapon transportation meeting held.

1106 (3TG Ops) 2 individuals observed watching activity with binoculars.

1114 (JTG Ops) Recap: Three classified components recovered.

1117 (JTG Ops) Injured patient transferred to hospital.

1125 (JTG Ops) Contaminated leg wound measured at 3000 DPM.

1129 (JTG Ops) Two individuals observing activity have been captured.

1141 (JTG Ops) First radiograph completed.

1143 ýJTG Ops). Second radiograph completed.

1200 (DOE ARG) DOE SST (simulated) arrives on site.

1218 (JTG Ops) Model #1 identified.

1305 (JTG Ops) USDA rcouested to evaluate probable contamination of
agriculture at accident site.

1350 (NAVY) Army RADCON Team commences area survey.

1400 (NAVY) Render safe of weapons.

1424 (JTG Ops) Army RADCON notified.
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1500 (NAVY) Site restoration meeting at FEMA HQ.

1-56 (JTG Ops) Individual observed photographing crash site with

telephoto lens.

1601 (JTG Ops) PAO updated (no file copy)

1608 (JTG Ops) Water test results bad. Will be injected into play.

1631 (JTG Ops) UPI reports that 15-30 thousand residents have left area.

1700 (DOE ARG) OSC meeting with senior FEMA, DOE, and COV

representatives.

1800 (NAVY) Navy conducts meeting on weapons removal.

190C (NAVY) Co~munity Fmergency Action Team established.

D+3 (8 May 83)

0700 (NAVY) OSC staff meeting.

0730 (NAVY) Navy completes fixing contamination.

0736 (JTG Ops) Two 55-gallon drums ordered for radioactive waste.

0918 (JTG Ops) Four EOD in area approaching MOD #1.

0923 (JTG Ops) Four member ARG joined the FOD team.

0925 (COV) Water sample from reservoir forwarded for analysis.

1054 (JTG Ops) Press briefing at 1330.

1130 (JTG Ops) Pad team to area west of bleachers.

1133 (JTG Ops) Army sending more teams into area.

1156 (JTG Ops) Weapon moved to weapons packaging area.

1205 (JTG Ops) Family of dead crewman demands return of body.

1210 (JTG Ops) Weapon placed in weapon container can.

1220 (JTG Ops) Request to keep RADCON Team out of bleachers.

1230 (JTG Ops) First weapon almost completely packaged.
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1244 (JTG Ops) COV and ARG team exiting area, another team entering.

1300 (JTG Ops) Press brief was completed.

1324 (JTG Ops) DOE - ARG departing area.

1325 (JTG Ops) Reeco crane operation lifting second weapon.

1342 (JTG Ops) The 4-man Army RACDON is departing the area through the
COV Hot Line.

1345 (JTG Ops) Second item transported to PANTEX area and EOD has exited
area. Weapon recovery complete.

1430 (NAVY) Meeting held to coordinate NDA reduction.

1512 (JTG Ops) EOD Team found component in trailer.

1518 (JTG Ops) Two items physically loaded on flat'ed truck.

1521 (JTG Ops) Weapons specialist offered money for classified
information.

1535 (JTG Ops) Call from Washington updating MSEL.

1549 (JTG Ops) Protesters call for complete halt of all weapons
movements.

1609 (JTG Ops) Search team has left the area.

D+4 (9 May 83)

0709 (JTG Ops) Logistics: Three 55-gallon radioactive waste cars arrive.

0900 (DOE ARG) Site restoration meeting at FEMA HQ.

0909 (JTG Ops) Reeco personnel entering NDA area.

0930 (JTG Ops) All six classified components have been found.

0930 (NAVY) Weapons moved from Port Gaston. DOE gains custody.

0959 (JTG Ops) Player reporters in bleacher area.

1004 (JTG Ops) Navy security will dissolve NDA.

1020 (NAVY) Army RADCON Team completes area survey.

1027 (JTG Ops) Larqe number of protesters observed traveling to accident
site.
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1027 (JTG Ops) COV cleared player press thru Hot Line.

1030 (DOE ARC) All weapons components across Hot Line and packaged.

1045 (JTG Ops) Unauthorized person infiltrates press conference.

1041 (NAVY) Last three components thru Hot Line.

lil1 (JTG Ops) Weapons recovery is complete.

1130 (JTG Ops) EOD left area; unauthorized person in press conference.

1133 (JTG Ops) Unauthorized person in custody.

1155 (JTG Ops) Four man RADCON Team departing area.

1237 (DOE ARC) NVO agrees to provide safe haven for shipment pending

final resolution.

1300 (CDCE) Determined that 9400 DOT 7A fiberglass lined wooden
containers woulJ be needed to transport the contaminated material.

1308 (JTG Ops) Seven man COV team is leaving the area.

1322 (JTG Ops) Public Affairs SITREP.

1332 (DOE ARC) NVO agrees to accept contaminated soil and materials.

1700 (NAVY) NDA dismantled and area turned cver to COV.

D+5 (10 May 33)

09n0 (CDCE) Site restoration meeting.

0926 (JTG Ops) VA established security access Rt 619.

0947 (JTG Ops) RADCON Team entering area.

1000 (NAVY) Site restoration meeting held.

1047 (JTG Ops) Additional monitoring assets requested.

1300 NUWAX-83 terminated.
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ANNEX H TO JOINT DOD/DOE/FEMA NUWAX-P3 VOLUME II AFTER ACTION REPORT
MINUTES OF THE FOLLOW-ON NUWAX-83 SITE RESTORATION PLANNING MEETING
CONDUCTED 27-29 SEPTEMBER 1983

1. A follow-on site restoration planning meeting for the Joint DOD/DOE/FEMA
Nuclear Weapon Accident Exercise 1983 (NUWAX-83) was conducted at
Headquarters, Defense Nuclear Agency (HQDNA), 6801 Telegraph Road,
Alexandria, VA 22310 on 27 through 29 September 1983. Field Command, Defense
Nuclear Agency (FCDNA) message DTG 121937Z Sep 83 formally announced the
meeting. Objectives of the meeting were defined as follows:

a. To identify basic site restoration issues and the necessary steps to
resolve them.

b. To further identify expected agency'relationships and
responsibilities which were not already clearly defined.

c. To assess the value of the DECON Computer Program at an accident
site.

2. Major General Tate, Deputy Director for Operations and Administration,
Defense Nuclear Agency, opened the meeting with introductory remarks
stressing the significance of the various site restoration issues which need
to be resolved. He stated that many of the issues could be addressed by the
individuals present at the meeting, and that any solutions reached would be
helpful if a nuclear weapon accident occurs.

3. LCDR Carl Fesler, FCDNA, presented a briefing on the Nuclear Weapon
Accident Radiological Response Seminar which was conducted at FCDNA on 14 and
15 September 1983. LCDR Fesler highlighted the following areas:

a. Identification of data collection requirements to sup,:rt public
health and decontamination efforts.

b. Determination of the "special teams" capabilities to support
collection requirements.

c. Development of common procedures to support data collection 3nd
processing efforts.
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After a short brtak, LCDR Fesler gave a presentation on the NUWAX--83 scenario)
and situation t, be considered in meeting discussions. Changes made to
NUWAX-83 events -nd physical layout regarding site restoration were noted.
The changes were made to simulate additional actions completed and to better
represent an urban Virginia environment than was possible at NUWAX. An

abbreviated summary of the situation is at Inclosure 1. LCDR Fesier stated
that these minutes should provide agencies and organizations a basis for

development and coordination of site restoration procedural guidance.

4. The difficulty in making comparisons between the effectiveness and cost
of different decontamination and restoration options was identified as a
major problem during NUWAX. A computer program developed for the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) offers a possible solution to this problem. Mr.

Jack Tawil, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL), with the help of
his associates, Mr. Rich Adams and Mr. Dennis Strenge, furnished a detailed
briefing on the DECON Computer Program which was being modified for
application to the NUWAX scenario. The program was originally developed for
the NRC, for use in environmental impact statements when projecting off-site
consequences of nuclear reactor accidents, and appears adaptable for use in
response to a nuclear weapon accident. The DECON briefing included the
following information:

a. Background on the work done by PNL for the NRC and the basic factors

caisidered.

b. The objective of the progr'am is to identify the most cost effective
mpthods of achieving decontamination considering sinqle and sequential
decontamination methods and operations, time factors, personnel and equipment
needed, and material labor and equipment costs.

c. The program utilizes two data bases, a site data base and a reference
data base. The site data base requires generation for each specific accident
site. Information required is the target decontamination level (mayimum
contamination levels after decontamination is completed), the levels of
contamination before decontamination, the land use (types of surfaces), and
property values. The reference data base contains generic data on
decontamination procedures by surface type. This includes decontamination
operations which can be performed on the surface, the effectiveness of the
specific decontamination operation, the estimated cost per square meter to
perform the operation, and the estimated square meters per hour which can be
decontaminated by the operation.

d. The methods by which the data bases were developed were described.
Questions from the floor determined that ost estimates were based on qgneral
labor costs for performing similar type work in an uncontaminated
environment. Itwas generally felt labor would receive a premimum for
working in a contaminated area and the cost estimates which would result from
the existing data base would be low.
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e. A short brie.fing was also provided lv Mr. Rich Adams on the possible
application of a computerized socio-economic analysis to site restoration
planning. Such a computer program (MASTER) for use in major disasters has
been developed for DOE. Discussion from the floor strongly questioned the
use of the socio-economic approach as a primary method for establishing
restoration priorities, while at the same time acknowledging that
socio-economic factors should be considered.

5. Meeting attendees were divided into five sub-groups to discuss site
restoration questions and issues on the second day of the meeting. The
sub-group assignments were made to allow the widest possible representation
of participating agencies within each group. Day two of the site restoration
meeting was dedicated to sub-group discussions and preparation of sub-group
presentations on the questions assigned.

6. Day three of the meeting was used to discuss group conclusions on the
questions and issuus addressed. The folowing paraqraphs are a composite of
sub-group presentations and floor discussions during the presentations. The
views expressed represent those of meeting attendees and do not necessarjiy
represent the position or view of the Defense Nuclear Agency or any other
agency br organization participating in the meeting.

a. Question: What decisions on decontamination need to be made quickly?

(3) Factors and Options Considered/,Recommended:
Within the context of the NUWAX-83 scenario as briefed, the area had been
previously evacuated, and EOD operations completed. Therefore, the only
factors considered were those dealinn with decontamination and site
restoration. Those decisions which were required quickly within this context
were decisions on possible actions to confine the spread of contamination and
limit the problem. Possible actions which could be performed immediately
after the accident were reduced in the discussions to fixing. Vacuuming of
some surfaces such as streets to remove the contamination prior to fixing was
suggested, however it was the concensus of attendees that conventional street
vacuums did not have adequate filtration systems and would have limited
effectiveness in removing contamination while at the sam!e time causing
resuspension. Use of fixatives is discussed as a separate question, however
it should be noted here that before a decision to use fixatives can be made
and implemented, the levels and areas of contamination must be identified.

(2) Command/Decision Authority:
The on-scene commander should be the decision authority for the immediate use
of fixatives.

(3) Time factor:
Existing and: forecast weather will determine the speed with which a decision
on the use of fixatives is required. Radiation surveys will be required to
identify areas where use of permanent, or semi-permanent fixatives are
appropriate. In general, fixatives should be applied, when appropriate, as

soon as possible.
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(4) Related Questions and Issues:
Data on the suitability or unsuitability of various commercial vacuum systems
for decontamination operations needs to be compiled for ready reference. The
data should include large systems such as street vacuums and smaller shop or
industrial vacuums which may be used in buildings or or small irregular
surfaces. If an unsuitable system is acceptable with modification or use of
a nonstandard filter, necessary modifications should be noted.

b. Question: Do you leach contamination into the soil?

(1) Factors and Options Considered/Recommended:
Plutonium leached into the soil remains in a narrow band very near the
sL.rface. It does not readily move towards deep water supplies or become
incorporated into plants via uptake through the roots. Leaching is a very
ineffective system of removing the plutonium hazard and should only be used
fori•short term control of resuspension. Leaching should not be a concern
when deciding whether or not to use water for other decontamination
operations, although when water is used, care should be exercised to prevent
or control runoff. Sprinkling, which uses less water than leaching may also
be used as a temporary fixative, but its effectiveness rapidly deteriorates
as the water evaporates.

(2) Related Questions and Issues:
Data on leaching and plant uptake should be compiled into a reference
handbook for use in supporting discussions with state and local, authorities
on the use of water in decontamination operations and the effect of residual
contamination levels in the soil on water supplies and the food chain.

c. Question/issue: When, how, and what type of fixative should be
utilized?

(1) Factors and Options Considered/Recommended:
Since plutonium can be expected to remain close to the surface of the soil,

.the use of a fixing agent becomes an important issue. Although the current
ýdraft EPA guidelines on transuranic materials do not mention the use of a
:fixlng 2gent, the next draft of this document will address such use. When

t .deciding on a fixative to be used, its availability and effectiveness under
,..varying weather conditions, and the type of surface to be fixed must he

considered. The type of surface, size of the area to be fixed, and the
equipment available will affect the method of dispersal. When selecting a
fixative its effects on subsequent decontamination operations must also be
considered. The use of fixatives may reduce or remove respiratory hazards
durina decontamination operations. If a surface is to be removed and
replaced, a fixative can be permanent (norremovable) and the fixative may
reAce the spread of contamination during the removal operation. If a
surface is to be left in place And decontaminated, the fixative should not
damage the surface and should be temporary or semi-permanent (removable) in
order that decontamination can be performed. A commercial dust palliative,
COMEREX, was considered the hest all purpose fixative for ground surfaces
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which should be readily avail.ible because of its wide commercial use as a
dust palliative. Light vegetable oil and water are usually available and can
also be effective in some circumstances. Strippable or normal paint may be
appropriate for some surfaces. Road oil or thin layers of asphalt are
extremely effective fixatives but have only limited applications.

(3) Decision authority/agency:
The on-scene commander would be responsible for making a recommendation for
its use, but State/local approval would be required before permanent or
semi-permanent fixing agents could be used on privately owned property.
Advice from Health and Human Services (Public Health Department), EPA, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, or the U.S. Food and Drug Administration should be
obtained if the fixative used could affect the food chain or the environment.

(4) Time Factors:
Use of a fixative on highly contaminated areas (lO1uCi/m2 or greater) is
recom.ended as soon as possible.

(5) Related Questions and Isues:

(a) Available data on fixatives is scattered and in some cases
incomplete. A handbook should be compiled from available data and maintained
by the DOE APG, or other organization which would respond to all accidents,
provide information on the types of fixatives appropriate for different
surfaces, coverage factors required, methods of application, environmental
effects, potential effects on subsequent operations, and possible sources. A
copy of the handbook should be kept in the JNACC for telephonic raference
prior to arrival of the response organization on scene.

(b) The potential impact of any given fixative on subsequent
operations was noted several times. It was suggested that a study of the
effect of fixatives on subsequent decontamination operations, and on their
long term effects on the environment when left in place may be appropriate.

(c) Any ramifications of using a fixative on explosive orrnAnce
disposal procedures were not addressed.

d. Question: Where and how do you obtain the work force to perform
decontamination operations?

(I) Factors and Options Considered/Recommended:
The capabilities of local firms should be asses7.ed and Federal resources
employed only when necessary. Local companies should be util:zed, when
feasible, but only qualified and experienced radiation workers should
probably be used in areas with high levels of contamination. Publilaw
dealing with Federal and state contracting procedures maj, apply to
decontamination and restoration operations which are contracted.

(2) Command/Decision Authority:
As the respoi.sible Federal agency, DOD, represented by the on-scene
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commander, will determine theo source- r)4 1the work force. Eecorm-y'T(lIt ion 0 1 r

state and3 local aii-hor it: es shoJjuldc be, rons iclred.

(3) Related Questions and Is-suv!s:
Proocedures used in the POE Remedial Action Program for conitractifla work

forces for decort~amination operations- should be exomi nedi for -ppl icahilit1.,, 1 0

accident response.

e. Question: What is t~hL, radiation protection program for the work
furce and who- administers it?

(1) Factors and Options Con sidered/Reco~miend10ed:
The work force will consist of radiation monitors, craftsmen, and common
labor, some of whom may not have previouis experience as radiati1on workers.
Response personnel who are normally radiali-ion workers will be in some form of

adosimetry proqram mainta.i ned by their coyorrgnztn. fpel r
companies are employed who are not in, or do not hzive, a radiation safety
program, a prccrram will have to be es~tablishied, for them. A common data b)ase

should be used for all response personnel to permit identificý,tion and
invetigaionof any doses which mnay have been incurred by the work force and

to facilitate orderi~ng and res-tocking sufficient quartiities of anti-
contamination clothing and other supplies and equipment to support the work
force. Interagency cooperation will ho, rpquired to insure consistency
between radiation safety procedures used, and that necessary data i;s provided
ýto the radiation safety office of each worker's agency. Interagency
cooperation should be effected through the establishment of a Joint
Radiological Coordination Center (JRCC). The JIRCC should irnsure traininrT is
provided for people niot previously trained as radiation workers, and6 should
establish a dosimetry and bioassay program for the work force. Compu tc-r

support Will Tnrobably be necessary to maintain an effective program. The
JRCC must be establishecd as soion as possible. If the. Service Response For(-(-
(SRF) has a special-inedo team, it might be desýirable to puit that team in
charge of the' JPCC. In the absence of a specialized team within the SRF, or
when agre-ed upon by the OSC, the DOE Off-Sito Technical Director should
assume the lead role.

(2) Decision/Command Autlhority:
The Secretary of Defense (SFCDEF) has established radiation safety ar.0
protection requirements for service and DOD employees as reciiiirnd bv lziw.
These requirements 4twill be implemented by the on-scerne commander. Other
Federal , state, and local government agencies may have, their own radliation
safety requirements, however, if the.se requ~irements art, to ho used they
should mee(t or exceed DOD requirements.

(3) Time factors:
The 4ency/orctanizition responsible, for JRCC operation shoul1d he
predeinsirated and ipeci fiedc in the 14ARII by p~ I i en . Thef rs personnel I-o
arrive should c'stnblirsh the JRCC and nshould carefully ntoe flth, arrival (A all
t'eams Lind their capability. Entry control , ls'r~'111d bioassay", and
m~di tition pro?.ecLi oti procedures sh-ori d ~estobhi0isheriand imp 1etiented prior
to 'rntrv- of rivi ii n work fri- p~jersonnoel , otheir Oinn fo- Ihe per formance of



(4) Related Questions and Issues:

(a) All radiation survey and dosimetry data should receive
centralized processing to insure consistent interpretation of data. Raw data
should not be released for use or information prior to evaluation and
correlation within the JRCC.

(b) Common calibration sources and procedures should be used for
all radiation monitoring equipment to minimize differences in instrument
readings.

f. The following discussion addresses the three following questions:
What are public re-entry criteria during the period of

decontamination and restoration operations?
Should people be allowed to occupy any area that will

subsequently be decontaminated?
Should you allow for re-entry at different contamination levels

at different sites, e.g. transit on roadways, or work places vs. residences?

(1) Factors and Options Considered/Recommended:
The question of re-entry criteria can be addressed for two different
situations: temporary re-entry to perform emergency functions and permanent
resettlement. Regardless of which situation is considered, a method of
determining if, or how much, of a radiation dose was received by the
individuals will be required. From a health physics point of view, it is
feasible to permit persons to re-enter a contaminated area as long as
established dose limits are not exceeded. The dose incurred by people
entering the area would depend, not only on the level of contamination, but
on the exposure time.

(a) Emergerncy functions which may require re-entr, encompass
more than the emergency response to the accident itself. Other emergency
tunctions may include the phased shutdown of an industrial plant to prevent
damage to equipment which could be caused by an immediate shutdown,
operation/maintenaice of public utilities which may sorv3 areas outside the
contaminated area (e,q. t i=pbone relays or switching units) , or carp of
agricultural animals. People entering to perform emergency functions would
be volunteers, and should be provided training in the appropriate radiation
safety procedures. Their entry should be governed by the protective
guidelines for radiation workers.

(b) Re-entry for permanent settlement may be allowed in areas
where the prolected cumulative dose received during the period prior to
decontamination and in the post decontamination period is below the
acceptabfe dose limits for the general public. When considerina re-entry in
the case, the possible effect of tracking contamination into areas which
would not otherwise require decontamination must be evaluated. Public
perceptions of the health risks associated with returning to their homes or
workplaces in this case will influence such a decision. State and local
authorities can be expected to take a conservative approach, and if such
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resettlement is proposed, the importance of explaining the rationale and any
risks involved in an understandable manner cannot be over emphasized.

(2) Command/Decision Authority:
Any decision to permit re-entry would be made by State/local officials,
probably on a case hy case basis. Federal recommendations may or may not
influence the decision. The on-scene commander should support re-entry to
perform emergency functions and should assist in evaluating the feasibility
of re-entry for settlement. EPA, HHS, and USDA are Federal agencies whose
'iew should be considered in such a recommendation or decision.

(3) Time Factors:
Decisions on re-entry to perform emergency functions need to be made
immediately. Decisions on re-entry for permanent settlement should not be
made until air sampling data has been obtained, contamination levels
determined, and the projected dose for all pathways determined.

(4) Related Questions end Issues:
What measures or controls are required for pets, agricultural animals, and
wildlife in the contaminated area? There is an existing agreement between*
the Red Cross and the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals to
shelter pets in a major disaster. However, It was felt the capacity of
existing animal shelters, and the need to monitor and decontaminate pets
would render this procedure ineffective in a nuclear weapon accident. Care
for agricultural animals was addressed under entry for emergency functions.
Fish and wildlife authorities may rectrict fishing and huntinq until
monitoring on a random samplina basis can determine that the handling or
consumption of wildlife does not present a health risk.

g. Question: What levels of radioligical contamination require
respiratory protection?

(1) Factors and Options Considered/Pecommended:
Surface moisture, whether or not contamination has been fixed, availability
of air sampling and ground survey data, and the quality and type of data
available are all factors to be considered when determining what levels of
contamination require respiratory protection. In general, respiratory
protegtion should not be required at surface contamination levels below 4.5
uCi/m'. Guidance as amended in the proposed change to the Nuclear Weapon
Accident Pesponse Procedures (NAPP) Manual is appropriate for use in the
initial rpsponse. liter in the response when additional data is available,
requirements for respiratory prote-tion should he established by the on-scene
commander based on recommendations from the Joint Radiological Control Center
(JRCC)

(2) Decision authority/agency:
On-scene commander (OSC) with assistance from JRCC within the area under his
authority. Guidance on respiratory protoction requirement by civil and
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military authorities should be consistant. Any differences should be
resolved within the JRCC by health physics personnel from all participating
organizations.

(3) Time Factors:
Respiratory protection requirements must be prescribed quickly in the initial
response. Priority should be given to the collection of data upon which to
base decisions on subsequent requirements for respiratory protection.
Initial air sampling data should be available within 2 hours of initiation of
data collection efforts.

(4) Related Questions and Issues:
Standardized units should be Lsed fo reporting radiological survey results.
Microcuries per meter squared (uCi/m ) , was used in NUWAX-83, and continued
use of this unit as the standmrdized unit of surface measurement is
recommended. Units used in NUWAX-83 for air sampling data varied and
standardization is required.

h. Question/issue: What should priorities for decontamination and
restoration be based on?

(1) Factors and Options ConsideredTRecommended:
The needs of the community as a whole need to be considered. Priorities
should be based on how to best take care of the people. The most economical
method to restore the area to normal use should be used. Methods to contain
the contamination and prevent further spread of contamination are preferred.
Access to the area must be considered when establishing priorities. The
level of pedestrian or vehicular traffic by response personnel, or others,
through the area may influence procedures used. The effects of topography
and weather on the spread of contamination prior to decontamination, and
during decontamination operations must be considered when establishing
priorities. To assist in establishing priorities, weather forecasts and
statistical data providing the probability and projected amounts of rain
before decontamination is expected to be completed will be required. To
determine the optimum approach to decontamination and restoration, a
radiological survey must be completed and the uses of the affected land
identified. Fixing should be considered to minimize the spread of
contamination until decontamination operations can be performed.
Construction of settlement ponds may also help control the spread of
contamination by surface water runoff. The application of fixatives or other
control measures may limit the possible methods of decontamination which can
be used in an area, while at the same time providing flexibility in the
scheduling of subsequent operations and reducing the need for respiratory
protection.

(2) Command/Decision Authority:
Overall priorities for decontamination will normally be established to meet
the requirements of the local community.
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(3) Time factor:
Actions to minimize the spread of contamination should begin immediately
aft4r initial emergency actions are completed. Decisions should be carefully
and fully evaluated to insure initial actions do not adversely affect
subsequent actions.

i. Question: Should requirements for respiratory protection and
environmental conditions he considered in developing decontamination
priorities and schedules?

(1) Factors and Options Considered/Recommended:
The impact on the community if decontamination operations are delayed is the
primary consideration. If the contamination cen be fixed and decontaminated
with little or no respiratory protection required this would be the preferred
method. If respiratory protection will be required and cooler weather later
in the year would reduce the risk of heat injuries to the work force, it must
be determined if any spread of contamination would occur prior to
decontamination, and if such delays would adversely affect the community.
Early in decontamination and restoration planning projected weather should be
considered and those areas where work will require respiratory protection
scheduled in a manner to minimize possible heat injuries to the work force
without delaying decontamination operations to the extent feasible.

(2) Command/Decision Authority:
The on-scene commander, in coordination with state and local authorities.

(3) Time factor: Scheduling of operationr- to minimize delays and
reduce risk of heat iniuries to the work force should be considered when
decontamination and restoration planning is initiated.

j. Question/issue: Should the restoration plan address reparations and
possible release of nonspecific claims (e.g. possible devaluation in resale
value of property placed on the market at an indefinite time in the futurn)?

(1) Factors and Options Considered/Recommended:
Public perceptions of the effectiveness of decontamination and restoration
operations and any remaining health risk will directly influence whether
affected property is less desirable and therefore less valuable. Perceptions
will also change as a function of time. Claims procedures are established by
public law. It was therefore concluded the restoration plan should contain
only procedures for filing a claim and no reference should be made in the
plan to reparations for nonspecific damages.

(2) Decision authority/agency:
On-scene commander.

(3) Time fac-tor: Claim filing procedures should be established prior
to, or during, site zestoration plan development.
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k. Question: How will the level of residual contarination which does
not result in exposures exceedinq 1 mi] lirad/year to the lung and 3
millirad/year to the bone be established?

(1) Factors and Options Considered/Pecommended:
Proposed EPA guidelines regarding exposure to transuranic material, recently
redrafted and submitted to DOD, DOE, and NRC, were used as background for the
discussion. DOD and NRC have responded to these proposals in a manner that
appears to support EPA proposals. DOE has not yet responded to EPA's
proposals. The proposed standards contain the same dose rates as proposed in
the above question and as used in NUWAX-83. The proposed guidelines also
include a screening factor of 0.2 uCi/m 2 , below whicn levels no corrective
action or evaluation of potential dose is required. The dose which would be
received in areas contaminated above the screening level must he assessed and
corrective actions initiated when the resulting dose would exceed the
prescribed guidelines. The dose received at levels above screening levels
will depend on such factors as land use and the amount of time which people
actually inhabit the area. In some cases, long term zaning to prevent a
change in land use at some later date could be a possible alternative to
decontaminating areas of low level contamination. Whether or not different
residual contamination levels for different land uses are used to satisfy the
dose guidelines, decision makers will have to deal with the issue of
justifying to the public the acceptability of any and all cleanup criteria.
Technical data that must be considered when evaluating corrective actions
required in areas above the screening level will be based on dose pathways
with the inhaiation pathway being the most significant in a plutonium
accident. The maximum amount of residual contamination would be determined
by analysis of this technical data through dose modeling procedures.
Sub-groups addressing planning and scheduling of restoration operations
observed that to perform planning which can be effectively and rapidly
implemented, existing standards, whatever they might be, must be used rather
than proposed standards as was done in NUWAX-83.

(2) Command/Decision Authority:
The draft Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan contains the zoncept
of a "Cognizant Federal Agency" (CFA) . The CFA would be responsible for the
Federal position in negotiatinq cleanup criteria with State and local
authorities. In a DOD nuclear weapon accident, DOD would be the CFA and
SECDEF or his representative as designated through the chain of command would
be the decision authority. Other agencies that will have an input to the
Feceral position may include EPA, DOE, HHS, and USDA.

(3) Time Factors:
It will take some time to fully integrate all the technical and political
factors, both in intra-Federal and in Federal/state negotiations, to resolve
cleanup criteria issues. An environmental impact statement may be required
before final cleanup operations are performed.
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(4) Related Questions and issues:

(a) The dose models to be used to determine acceptable residual
contamination levels which meet or are below the prescribed dose guidelines
need to be identified. Assuming' the inhalation pathway is the most
significant dose pathway, resuspension factors, ground roughness factors,
particle size, and air mass loading for the area will need to be determined
and considered.

I

(b) The net positive benefit of cleaning up to a given level
will need to be considered when planning cleanup operations. Although it may
be technically possible to cleanup to a level below that necessary to comply
with the prescribed standards, the costs (both dollar costs and normal work
risks to the lives of the workers) should be weighed against the decrease in
long term health risks expected to be realized by cleaning up to lower
levels. Data showing these trade-offs was required to obtain funding from

bongress for the Eniwetok cleanup. Similar data can be expected to be
required to obtain funding following a nuclear weapon accident. This type of
analysis also aids in identifying a residual contamination level which is as
low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) and has been used by DOE during
decontamination operations to reach agreement with the involved communities
on acceptable cleanup criteria.

(c) Once a screening or decontamination level has been
established, it must be determined how many and what type of samples should
be taken and averaged in a specific size grid area to determine the level of
cortamination in that grid. The number of samples needed may depend upon the
intensity of the land use, with the more intensely used land requiring more
sampling.

1. Question: Should provisions be made for deploying the DECON computer
program to an accident site?

(1) Factors and options considered/recommended:
The concept of the DECON program was considered good, however several
reser'iations concerning its validity, as written, were expressed. It was
felt if a program such as DECON were to be employed, it would be most
desirable to deploy it to the accident site. Off-site use would create
delays which would partially negate its value as a decision making tool, but
in view of the time required fcr decontamination operations, it could still
provide useful information. The program was not operational at the meeting
and the value of the specific product could not be assessed. Specific
reservations concerning the program, as briefed, included:

(a) A feeling the program was trying to do more than was
feasible, particularly in the area of converting dose to target
decontamination factors.
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(b) The validity of cost data based on the cost of similar work
in uncontaminated areas was challenged. Premium wages for working in
contaminated areas would result in low estimates for the cost of labor
intensive decontamination methods. It was also felt the cost data used was
too regional and may not reflect national averages.

(c) The lack of cost data for transportation and off-site waste
disposal of contaminated waste for decontamination methods reqdiring the
collection and disposal of waste was felt to be a significant deficiency in
the data base.

(d) The effectivness of leaching as a decontamination method
was questioned. Additionally it was felt the possible side effects on the
eco-system from the use of EDTA to enhance leaching had not been considered.

(2) Time Factors:
If used, the DECON program would not be required during the initial response,
but would be needed when restoration planning was initiated.

(3) Related Questions and Issues: It was noted that many decisions
or actions which may be i'aýde early in the accident response could have
significant impact on later decontaninationi and restoration operations. It
was recommended that a detailed study of site restoration and decontamination
procedures be performed using system and fault tree analysis to identify
operations or procedures and their effects which could help or hinder
subsequent operations.

8. LCDR Fesler concluded the follow-on NUWAX-83 site restoration meeting by
thanking the participants for their diligent efforts.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

1 Inclosure WALTER C. FESLER
as LCDR, USN

Chairman
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SITUATION SUMMARY

Affected Portions of Port Gaston

3 Neighborhoods
- lower socio-economic class near business district
- Hillview - middle class
- Cypress Park - upper middle class

14 Businesses

Agriculture
J.D.'s Produce Farm
10 acres corn

3 acre peach orchard
grazing land

Jefferson County/Port Gaston Statistics

Jefferson County Port Gaston

Population 37,000 7,000
Income Level $12,300 $12,800
Work Force 22,220 2,312
Unemployment 5% summer 8% off-season

611-977 115-187
Welfare Cases 1200-2500 227-472
Rental Housing $200-$450/mo
Housing Vacancy

Rate 1.5%
Hotel Rates $18-$35/day (off-season)

$26-$53/day (summer commencing 1 Jun)
Hotel Vacancy

Rate 20% (off-season)
Bond Issues $5.5 million (matures 85 & 89) $1.5 million (matures 95)

Economic Base - Light industries and services in relation to near-by military
bases. Summer tourist trade.

Weather - US Weather Service statistical data
Average May rainfall 3.3 inches
Daily probability of measurable rain - 0.32
Assume no rain for 10 days following accident

Inclosure I
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Possible Government Related Claims

- Lost tax revenues
- Accident related direct costs and social and emergency services.
- Reimbursement for direct emergency outlays to affected populace

Affected Businesses

Gabes Meat Packing Plant
J.P.'s Produce
S-.. ckills Plastic Medical Products
Oceanside Salvage
Tattoo Parlor
Burke's Furnance Filter Co
Seven Seas Investment Bank
Catfish Cabin Cafe and Fish Market
Anchor Away Pawn Shop
Super Market
Sailors Farewell Trailer Park
Hotel
Radio Station

Businesses employ 370 people (16% of town work force)
Annual tax revenues from businesses - $120,000

Possible Business Related Claims

- Loss cf perishable and/or contaminate, inventories
- Loss of sales/business while closed
- Loss of customer's who don't come back wher reopened
- Peduced piopcrty values
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Affected Residents

265 Families (615 people)

166 from single family homes (2-vacant houses)
27 from Sailors Farewell Trailer Park
58 from Gaston Tower Apartments (2 vacancies)
24 from units with very light or no contamination

Single Family Homes
Location Number Median Value
Cypress Park 47 $140,000
Hillview 70 $60,000
Business District 51 $18,000
Total 168 $12,000,000 (approx)

245 families are now registered with Red Cross.

Some families have beeni temporarily placed in the approximately 150 units
which were vacant throughout Jefferson County. Many more remain in hotels.
Trailers reo'iested from FEMA are arriving and being installed to accomodate
others presently in hotels.

Evacuees were told they would be in temporary housing for a minimum of 30
days and the demands for more sper~fic information are increasing daily.
Many requests have been made for household goods, clothes, and other personal
proper.y left behind.

Contaminated Privatc Vehicles

Cars belon4ing to families living in the area
No car families - 21

I car families - 126 126 cars
2 caz farilies - 107 214 cars
3 car families - 11 33 cars

Total 373 cars

Approx 200 of these- were driven out of the area before the accident.

Business employees, customers, and others drove approximately 250 cars into
the Area before the accident.

Total contaminated vehicles approx 425
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Possible Private Claims

- Lost wages
- Expenses for displaced persons
- Reduced property value
- Replaciament of contaminated cars

Radiological Response Actions

- Families evacuated shortly after accident
- Affected personnel monitored and bioassay program established
- Only monitoring/response personnel have Leen permitted into contaminated

area.
- Fixatives have not been used. (NUWAX play simulated use)
- Comprehensive radio~ogical survey performed.
- Refinement continuing

Restoration Actions Identified During NUWAX

2
Phase 1 - Decontaminate all areaq contaminated above levels of 20uCi/M

- Construction o! earth dams at confluences
- Remove topsoi) and vegetation to depth of 6", or greater if

required
- Remove and shred all vegetation
- Scrub aiid wet vacuum all paved surfaces
- Wash exterior wallo of all buildings
- Decontaminate all posrible personal property valued at gremter

then $300 (levels of contamination in buildinT interiors unknown)
- Fix materials on roofs, 4nd later replace them.

Phase 2 - Remedial actions will be performed to assure maximum doses as
result of exporure to plutonium will not exceed 1 mxad to the lung
and 3 mrad/yr to the bone.

Alternative to individual decontamination of buildings would be Federal
acquisition of the area and demolition and removal of buildings as part of
area decontamination.

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is being prepared.

Initial decontamination actions will be initiated prior to filing EIS.

Pecceinended restoration actions to be reviewed by higher authorities in all
agencies.

Review process will provide for public imput as prescribed by state law.
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